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CHAPTER 1
Summary
Integrated quantum optics is a young field of research, and its impact on real-world
quantum applications is growing rapidly. Efficient, compact, scalable and long-
term-stable sources for quantum-optical states play an important role within that
framework. The functionality of the sources is intended to guarantee the quality and
quantity of the generated states, while high integration densities are desired. Mature
technologies and the development of novel measurement methods and apparatus
build the basis.
In this dissertation we describe the fabrication and thorough characterization of
a nonlinear optical photon source. Its compact design, based on titanium-diffused,
periodically poled waveguide structures in lithium niobate allows for the energy-
efficient and long-term-stable operation. Several passive and active optical compo-
nents on a single chip provide us with the generation of photon pairs with high
brightness, and we are able to herald single photons with high efficiencies. We
show that the functionalities of our photon-pair source suffices the prerequisites of
applicable passive-decoy-state quantum cryptography, by which the photon-number-
splitting attack of an eavesdropper can be detected and averted.
The main focus lies on cascaded nonlinear frequency conversion processes in peri-
odically poled waveguide structures on the very same device. We show that cascaded
sum-frequency generation from the telecom wavelength range to the visible is pos-
sible, and that we realized a tunable green laser source in this way. Using cascaded
parametric down-conversion we generate almost noise-less three-photon quantum
states on a single chip for the first time. Up to now, this was only possible using
hybrid systems not benefiting from the prospects of integrated quantum optics in
terms of compactness, interface-loss reduction, scalability, and long-term stability.
In the outlook we propose an integrated four-photon source as one logic extension.
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Zusammenfassung
Die integrierte Quantenoptik ist ein junges Forschungsfeld, dessen Bedeutung fu¨r
Anwendungen im ta¨glichen Leben stetig zunimmt. Effiziente, kompakte, skalier-
bare und langzeitstabile Quellen quantenoptischer Zusta¨nde spielen dabei eine tra-
gende Rolle. Die Funktionalita¨t der Quellen soll bei hohen Intgrationsdichten auf
einem einzigen Chip die Qualita¨t und Quantita¨t der erzeugten Zusta¨nde garantieren.
Eine ausgereifte Technologie sowie die Entwicklung moderner Messmethoden und -
instrumente stellen dafu¨r die Basis dar.
In dieser Dissertation bescha¨ftigen wir uns mit der Herstellung und der Charak-
terisierung einer nichtlinear-optischen Photonenquelle. Ihr kompaktes Design auf
Basis Titan-diffundierter, periodisch gepolter Wellenleiterstrukturen in Lithiumnio-
bat erlaubt einen energieeffizienten und langzeitstabilen Betrieb. Mehrere passive
und aktive optische Komponenten auf einem einzigen Chip ermo¨glichen es, Photo-
nenpaare mit hoher Ausbeute zu erzeugen und einzelne Photonen mit hoher Effizienz
anzuku¨ndigen. Es wird gezeigt, dass die Funktionalita¨t unserer Photonenpaarquelle
den Anforderungen der Quantenkryptographie genu¨gt, um photonenzahlbedingte
Angriffe eines Sto¨rers zu erkennen und mittels passiver Ko¨derzusta¨nde zu umgehen.
Das Hauptaugenmerk dieser Arbeit liegt auf der Kaskadierung zweier nichtlin-
earer Frequenzkonversionsprozesse durch gepolte Wellenleiterstrukturen auf dem
selben Bauelement. Es wird gezeigt, dass die kaskadierte Summenfrequenzerzeu-
gung von klassischem Licht bei Telekommunikationswellenla¨ngen hin zu sichtbarem
Licht mo¨glich ist, und dass damit eine abstimmbare gru¨ne Laserquelle realisiert wer-
den kann. Zudem wird die kaskadierte parametrische Fluoreszenz verwendet, um
besonders rauscharme quantenoptische Drei-Photonen-Zusta¨nde erstmalig auf einem
einzigen Chip zu erzeugen. Dies war bisher nur in hybriden Systemen mo¨glich, die
von den Vorteilen der Integrierten Quantenoptik im Hinblick auf Kompaktheit, Kom-
patibilita¨t, Skalierbarkeit und Langzeitstabilita¨t nicht profitieren. Wir geben einen
Ausblick auf eine Vier-Photonen-Quelle als logische Erweiterung dieser Arbeit.
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CHAPTER 2
Introduction
Contents
2.1 A State-of-the-Art-View on nonlinear
quantum optics . . . . . . . . . . . 5
2.2 Why integrated quantum optics? . . 8
We introduce the kind
reader to the interesting re-
search field of quantum op-
tics, which has been devel-
oped only about 120 years
ago. By giving a brief
overview on the conceptual and experimental milestones of the earlier
days, we guide to the most important research results in quantum op-
tics of the last thirty years relevant for this thesis. We also point out
why integrated quantum optics is one of the most promising sub-fields
of quantum physics and why it is -in our opinion - closest to the real-
world-applicability of the fundamental achievements in quantum optics.
Additionally, the outline and structure of this thesis is given.
2.1. A State-of-the-Art-View on nonlinear quantum optics
In 1900 Max Planck shook up the world of physics by introducing h, which we
nowadays know as the constant named after him, as a universal constant of nature
in his work on the energy distribution law in the normal spectrum (Ueber das Gesetz
der Energieverteilung im Normalspektrum) [1]. This ground-breaking conceptual
trick lead to the solution of the discrepancy between Wien’s radiation law [2] and
the radiation law of Rayleigh and Jeans [3, 4]. The idea of Planck was that a black
body absorbs and emits radiation energy only in quantized portions. Albert Einstein
exploited Planck’s concept for his explanation of the photoelectric effect (re-)defining
the absorbed quantized energy as the product of h and the radiation frequency.
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In the following years the physical society seemingly split into two enemy camps,
which fought against each other by means of scientific battles, whether or not this
novel theory is right or wrong. Many famous researchers have contributed to the
manifestation of quantum physics as a complement to what physics had been those
days. The work of Max Born and Niels Bohr, as well as Paul Dirac’s and Louis
de Broglie’s activities, continuously improved the standing of quantum mechanics
within the community.
The wave-particle dualism had been key to the contradictory opinions in the
1920’s, when Werner Heisenberg and Erwin Schro¨dinger pursued different paths to
describe quantum states by matrix mechanics [5] on the one hand and wave me-
chanics on the other hand [6]. Likewise, the question whether or not the introduced
wave-function has a physical meaning arose. In 1927 Max Born proposed the solu-
tion to this issue by calling the wave-function as yield function (Ausbeutefuntion) [7],
which is thought to be the cornerstone of the Copenhagen interpretation of quan-
tum mechanics given by Schro¨dinger in 1935 [8]: the wave-function is an equivalent
of the probabilities of quantum phenomena, which means that quantum physics is
inherently probabilistic.
Although the Copenhagen interpretation had become more and more of a common
sense in the physics community, Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen raised the question:
Can quantum-mechanical description of physical reality be considered complete? in
1935 [9]. Their philosophical concern raised the famous paradox named after them
(EPR-paradox), which had been unsolved for decades. The paradox includes what
makes quantum physics to some extend hard to understand: entanglement or the
spooky long-range interaction is the non-classical resource to overcome the necessity
to violate Heisenberg’s uncertainty relation [10], which Einstein and his co-workers
claimed for determinism of quantum theory. John Bell proposed the solution to the
EPR-paradox by introducing inequalities [11], the experimental violation of which
can prove that the concept of quantum mechanics is a non-local, not a classical, but
a complete theory.
Meanwhile, the stimulated emission of microwave and visible radiation had been
discovered by Townes’ group and Maiman in 1955 and 1960 [12,13], respectively. The
theoretical description of these coherent light sources in the framework of quantum
optics was contributed by Glauber in 1963 [14], who also clarified how to determine
whether light is classical or quantum. Both developments, the MASER and the
LASER, were key to a cascade of new developments in the following years, but here
we will concentrate more on the optical version of these most classical light sources.
During the 60’s and 70’s of the last century, the development and application of
more powerful and also pulsed laser systems have lead to very important discoveries
on the nonlinear optical response of dielectric media. Armstrong and co-workers [15]
as well as Franken and Ward [16] have found that specific materials allow for the
frequency conversion of light with light, which can be called the cradle of nonlin-
ear optics. Besides the remarkable developments on telecommunication and laser
physics, the concept of nonlinear optics also paved the way for Burnham’s and Wein-
berg’s demonstration on the first generation of photon pairs in nonlinear crystals by
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parametric down-conversion in 1970 [17]. Shortly after, Freedman’s and Clauser’s
experiment showed the violation of Bell’s inequality for the first time and, thus, the
lack of hidden variables in quantum theory [18, 19]. Besides, nonlinear optics had
discovered the usefulness of optical waveguides for increasing of the nonlinear con-
version efficiencies and to integrate multiple functionalities on optical chips [20–25].
Further improvements to all kinds of measurement apparatus allowed Aspect and
co-workers in 1981 to violate the Bell inequalities with very small statistical errors,
after Kimble has demonstrated the anti-bunching of single photons in 1977 to [26]. It
soon became clearer that specific processes can provide single quanta of light, which
could be tested for their classical or quantum characteristics. In 1987 Hong, Ou and
Mandel demonstrated the famous interference effect of anti-bunching photons at a
beam-splitter, which is nowadays a standard method to prove the indistinguishability
of entangled photons [27]. Their findings, in combination with the development of
novel single photon emitters, paved the way for what quantum optics has become:
closer to meaningful and useful applications for our everyday life.
For the theoretical and experimental work during the last three decades, we want
to give only a brief overview on achievements in quantum optics being relevant to
this thesis. We present our research results for an integrated quantum light source
based on parametric down-conversion (PDC). Previous major developments on this
kind of state preparation have been made by Rarity and co-workers [28], Huang
and Kumar [29], Kwiat and co-workers [30,31], and U’Ren and co-workers [32], who
continuously improved the brightness and fidelity of the generated photon states.
Theirs as well as the work and achievements of Greenberger et al. and Pan et
al. [33,34] can be seen as inspiration and also incentive for this work. In particular,
in the latter two works it has been proposed and verified that the novel class of
Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger states (GHZ) can be deployed for the deterministic
proof that quantum theory is non-local.
The application of parametric down-conversion for generating single-photon states
is by far not a stand-alone method. Other groups have successfully demonstrated
sources of single photons by using trapped ions [35–37], angular orbital momentum
of photons [38–40], cold atoms [41,42], quantum dots [43,44], and vacancy centers in
diamond [45–47]. The latter two appear to have the potential, next to guided-wave
parametric down-conversion [48–50], for being deployed in real-world applications.
Quantum information processing (QIP) appears to be the fundamental direction
of applied quantum optics, and it deals with the bright generation of pure single
photons, with the low loss transmission of the states over long distances and with the
processing of the carried information in local and wide-area quantum networks. In
particular, the application of quantum computation [51,52] and the implementation
of unconditionally secure quantum key distribution (QKD) schemes [53] will rely
on the synchronization of environmentally independent, robust, bright, and pure
or multiplexed single photon sources as well as on low-loss transmission lines and
interfaces [41,54–56]. Therefore it is necessary to concentrate on the development of
elementary building bocks, which combine multiple functionalities at short distances,
and which are mutually compatible with other components of the quantum networks.
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2.2. Why integrated quantum optics?
In the field of quantum optics, a multitude of integrated devices has been devel-
oped [57–61], since they offer several advantages in comparison to free-space exper-
imental setups with bulk optic components [62]. The miniaturization of systems
and increasing complexity drastically reduces the required space and paves the way
for future the application and commercialization of the aforementioned quantum
technologies. It also enables the implementation of optical networks with low loss,
a large number of optical modes and high stability.
In 2008 Politi and co-workers [63] have demonstrated quantum interference and
photonic gates on-chip. Many groups have developed sophisticated and integrated
experiments with two-photon interference [64, 65] or photon-entanglement [66, 67],
controlled qubit-operations [68] as well as controlled phase shifts in linear optical
circuits [60,69]. In 2012 Metcalf et al. have realized the first three-photon experiment
inside a linear optical network [70] and research on Boson sampling in an integrated
device has demonstrated four-photon quantum interference [71].
The preparation of the photon states has mostly been performed outside the
integrated devices employing traditional bulk crystal parametric down-conversion
sources. The efficient coupling between these sources and the integrated circuit
remains one bottleneck for designing systems with increasing complexity. Fortu-
nately, remarkable efforts have been devoted to the development of integrated para-
metric down-conversion sources for photon pair generation inside channel waveg-
uides [48, 72–79] over the last two decades. The main benefits of guided-wave PDC
processes can be found in high conversion efficiencies, spatial and spectral mode
control, robustness against environmental influences and their compatibility to op-
tical fiber network technology. Among several fabrication techniques with different
nonlinear materials used for the implementation of PDC sources (see for exam-
ple [72, 80–83]), titanium-indiffusion is a standard method to manufacture waveg-
uides in lithium niobate. It provides extremely low loss [84] and the guiding of both
polarizations.
In addition, the frequency up-conversion of quantum states using nonlinear optics
has been successfully pursued by several groups. They discovered in guided-wave
and bulk approaches that almost unit conversion efficiency to visible wavelengths
can be achieved [85, 86] and that the properties of the input quantum states are
preserved [87–90].
Only very recently, the semi-integrated generation of photon-triplet states as fun-
damental resources for the preparation of lowest-order GHZ has been achieved by
Hu¨bel et al., Shalm et al. and Hamel et al. [91–93]. In their works they combined
two different parametric down-conversion sources in a cascaded fashion such that
effectively three photons are be generated from one input photon. However, imple-
menting such a quantum state source in an integrated manner has not been shown
to date, but it could reduce losses at the interfaces of the cascaded PDC sources
and, thus, could yield improved long-term stability, reliability, and robustness.
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In this thesis we aim for the implementation of a reliable fully mono-
lithic device, which is capable of generating photon triplets with verified
high purity and brightness.
Our work is structured as follows: in Chapter 3 we introduce the reader to the the-
oretical background of this work, including nonlinear interactions in dielectric media
and the requirements of quasi-phase-matched processes. Recapitulating the theo-
retical fundamentals of quantum light in general and parametric down-conversion
in particular there, we move on and provide a brief overview on the basics and the
technology of our deployed nonlinear material: titanium-diffused waveguides in peri-
odically poled lithium niobate (Ti:PPLN) in Chapter 4. After having described the
design parameters of our integrated cascaded PDC device, we characterize its linear
optical and basic non-linear optical functionalities in Chapter 5 in terms of loss,
spectral emission characteristics, tunability, and the behavior of the implemented
directional coupler.
In Chapter 6 we make use of parts of the implemented building blocks and show
that the bright and highly efficient generation of heralded single photons can be
achieved with or device. Besides, we prove that our bright source is capable of being
applied as a building block in passive decoy-state quantum key distribution [94] in
order to circumvent the photon-number-splitting attack of an eavesdropper.
Chapter 7 is dedicated to the application of the full number of on-chip functional-
ities in terms of cascaded frequency conversion processes, where the main focus lies
on the generation of photon-triplet states vis integrated cascaded parametric down-
conversion. Having presented and discussed our results, we summarize our work in
the conclusion in Chapter 8. Furthermore, we provide an outlook on possible future
activities including the fabrication and testing of a four-photon source as the logical
extension of the device described here.
9
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CHAPTER 3
Nonlinear frequency conversion -
theoretical considerations
Contents
3.1 Optical χ(2)-nonlinear media and
three-wave-mixing processes . . . . . 12
3.2 Modeling of Ti-diffused waveguide
structures in lithium niobate . . . . 18
3.3 Quantum-theoretical description of
(cascaded) parametric down conversion 35
An introduction to the
theory of conversion pro-
cesses, based on second-
order nonlinear materials,
is provided in this chapter.
We give an overview on
the different types of three-
wave-mixing processes caused
by the nonlinear polarization in dielectric media. The requirement of
quasi-phase-matching for co-linear sum-frequency generation and second-
harmonic generation is studied with classical theory. We model titanium-
diffused channel waveguides in lithium niobate and give a brief intro-
duction on the effective-index method. Additionally, we anticipate the
behavior of passive directional coupler structures by applying the local
normal mode method. Finally, conventional and cascaded parametric
down-conversion are discussed employing quantum theory.
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3.1. Optical χ(2)-nonlinear media and three-wave-mixing pro-
cesses
In classical and quantum optics, second-order nonlinear materials, commonly re-
ferred to as χ(2)-nonlinear media, play an important role due to their large dielectric
susceptibility tensor elements. When electromagnetic waves propagate through such
a dielectric medium, their electric field interacts with the electronic structure of the
material and leads to polarization of the atoms. As long as the incoming waves have
low electric field strengths, the interaction with the electrons is similar to a har-
monic oscillator, which means that the polarization-causing, accelerated electrons
return to their initial state, while electromagnetic radiation is emitted due to the
relaxation. The generated wave can interfere with the driving light wave and causes
so-called linear optical effects like absorption, refraction, reflection, and dispersion.
For strongly confined light, i. e. very high field amplitudes, the interaction of the
light and the matter gets more and more into an anharmonic regime, where the
polarization of the atoms has a non-linear dependency on the field strength and
intensity. This causes the nonlinear optical effects described in this section.
3.1.1. Nonlinear Polarization in dielectric materials
We can introduce the induced nonlinear polarization ~P , which describes the dipole
moment per unit volume and depends on the external electric field ~E and the field-
dependent electric susceptibility χ
(
~E
)
. The vacuum permittivity acts as the coef-
ficient of proportionality and we write
~P = ε0χ
(
~E
)
~E. (3.1)
Due to the fact that the susceptibility depends on the field in a nonlinear fashion it
is appropriate to develop the relation in Eq. 3.1 in terms of a Taylor series
~P = ε0
(
χ(1) ~E + χ(2) ~E ~E + χ(3) ~E ~E ~E + ...
)
, (3.2)
where the individual χ(i) are described by tensors of rank i+1. This means that first-
order susceptibility is a matrix and dimensionless, and it has values of the order of
χ(1) ≈ 1. It relates to the relative permittivity of non-magnetic dielectric materials
as χ(1) = εr − 1 with εr = n2(ω), where n(ω) is the refractive index of the material.
The first-order susceptibility is responsible for the harmonic interaction of light with
the medium, and the first term of the Taylor series in Eq. 3.2 describes the linear
contribution to the polarization, which reads
~PL = ε0χ(1) ~E. (3.3)
By contrast, the remaining higher-order terms in Eq. 3.2 can be referred to as the
nonlinear polarization
~PNL = ε0
(
χ(2) ~E ~E + χ(3) ~E ~E ~E + ...
)
. (3.4)
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As an example, we have a look at the units and typical absolute values of the
nonlinear susceptibilities of a standard nonlinear material, i. e. lithium niobate
[95–97]:
χ(2) ≈ 3 · 10−11 m V−1
χ(3) ≈ 2 · 10−21 m2 V−2.
The impact of an electric field of, say 105 V m−1 of field strength, leads to induced
contributions to the nonlinear polarization for both susceptibility tensors. But the
second-order contribution overcomes the third-order contribution by more than five
orders of magnitude. Thus, we neglect the response of media like lithium niobate in
terms of third-order nonlinearities.
Let us assume that a second-order nonlinear medium is illuminated by electromag-
netic radiation. The electric field thereof shall be constructible as the superposition
of two fields at different frequencies, which reads
~E = E1e−iω1t + E1e−iω1t + c.c.. (3.5)
Inserting this equation to the second-order contribution to the polarization, ~P (2),
yields
~P (2) = ε0χ(2)
[
E21e
−2iω1t + c.c.
]
+ε0χ(2)
[
E22e
−2iω2t + c.c.
]
+ε0χ(2)
[
2E1E2e−i(ω1+ω2)t + c.c.
]
+ε0χ(2)
[
2E1E2e−i(ω1−ω2)t + c.c.
]
+2ε0χ(2) [E1E∗1 + E2E∗2 + c.c.] . (3.6)
From Eq. 3.6 we can extract different contributions to the polarization involving
three fields, two at the input and one as the output, and the corresponding processes
are commonly referred to as three-wave mixing. The first two terms describe second-
harmonic generation (SHG) of radiation at twice the frequencies of the illuminating
field components, i. e. ωSHG = 2ω1 and ωSHG = 2ω2, when the electrons of the
medium relax to the ground state. The third term accounts for sum-frequency
generation (SFG), which is the more general case of SHG with two different input
frequencies. We get ωSFG = ω1 +ω2. The fourth term describes difference-frequency
generation (DFG), where the generated light is emitted at the frequency ωDFG =
ω1 − ω2. The last term of Eq. 3.6 does not contribute to the generation of light
at new frequency components. This component is called optical rectification and is
responsible for the build-up of static electric fields inside the χ(2)-nonlinear medium
[98, 99]. All the aforementioned frequency-dependent processes fulfill the law of
energy conservation ∑
~ωin =
∑
~ωout. (3.7)
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The process of DFG appears similar to that of SFG, but a closer look on the
processes at the single photon level offers insights to the differences. For SFG two
photons at low frequencies ω1 and ω2 are annihilated, while a new photon at the sum-
frequency ωSFG is created. By contrast, the process of DFG requires the annihilation
of a high-energy photon at ω1 for the generation a photon at the difference-frequency
ω1−ω2, because of the energy conservation law. At the same time, another photon at
ω2 is also created. This means that effectively not only a new frequency component
is generated, but the low-frequency component of the input field gets amplified. In
other words: the presence of light at ω2 stimulates the decay of light at ω1, which
leads to a photon pair at ω2 and ωDFG. The DFG process is therefore often called
optical parametric amplification (OPA) [99].
We assume that our nonlinear medium is lossless and that the total power in
the DFG process is preserved. The Manley-Rowe relations [99, 100] describe the
variation of the total intensity along the propagation direction of the mixing waves
through the nonlinear medium. In conjunction with the conservation of energy, the
Manley-Rowe relations require also the conservation of the photon flux. This fact
has important consequences for the work in this thesis: consider a DFG process, in
which the low-frequency component at ω2 is initially not injected to the nonlinear
medium. The driving field can couple to vacuum fluctuations, and the generation of
two photons at lower frequencies takes place. Herein, the sum of energies after the
decay process is equal to the energy of the injected field. This process is called optical
parametric fluorescence or parametric down-conversion (PDC), and it is explained
in more detail in Sec. 3.3. The involved photons are usually referred to as pump
(p), signal (s) and idler (i). By convention the signal has the higher frequency of
the two generated photons. The energy conservation rule for the PDC case is given
by the shortened formula ωp = ωs + ωi.
In Fig. 3.1 we represent the frequency-dependent χ(2)-nonlinear processes by term
schemes. We infer in the following section the conditions, under which the gener-
ated frequency components are emitted by the nonlinear medium with significant
intensities.
3.1.2. Phase-matching and quasi-phase-matching
Our considerations in the previous section dealt with the frequency-dependent gen-
eration of light in a dielectric medium. Describing the involved electric fields as in
Eq. 3.5 allows for considering the temporal evolution of the fields, but so far we
have neglected their propagation in space. In this section we include also the spatial
evolution of the electric fields and replace Eq. 3.5 by the time- and space-dependent
fields
~˜Ej (t, ~r) = Aj (z) ~Ej (x, y) · ei~kj ·~r · e−iωjt + c.c., (3.8)
where Aj (z) is the space-dependent field amplitude, ~Ej (x, y) is the spatial mode
distribution, and ~ki is the wave-vector of the propagating field. In the following
we concentrate on the uni-directional propagation of the involved light waves along
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Figure 3.1.: The frequency-dependent χ(2)-nonlinear three-wave mixing processes are
shown. I the case of second-harmonic generation (SHG) two identical waves
at low frequency mix to an output wave at double the input frequency. Sum-
frequency generation (SFG) represents the more general case, where the two
input waves have different frequencies and sum in the three-wave-mixing
process. Difference-frequency generation (DFG) requires two input waves,
the low-frequency wave of which (ω2) stimulates the generation of a third
wave at the frequency ω1−ω2 and a second wave at ω2. Parametric down-
conversion (PDC) is a special case of DFG, where only the high-frequency
(pump-) wave is injected to the nonlinear medium and couples to vacuum
fluctuations. This process generates a pair of photons from a virtual energy
level, while the energy conservation has to be fulfilled.
the z-direction, which corresponds to the special case of co-linear propagation. This
is very important for our later technological processing relying on waveguides in
nonlinear lithium niobate crystals. However, for now we also assume identical mode
distributions Ej (x, y) = 1 for all three interacting fields for simplicity. With these
simplifications the wave-vector can be reduced to a wave number, i. e.
~ki → kz,i = k (ωi) = ωi
c
ni (ωi) , (3.9)
which is equivalent to a phase delay of the propagating wave. Here, c is the vac-
uum speed of light, and ni (ωi) represents, again, the frequency-dependent refractive
index, which is related to the dispersive properties of the dielectric medium deter-
mined by χ(1). Note that k (ωi) in the presented form is equal to what is elsewhere
referred to as the propagation constant βi, because we included the refractive index
in the definition of Eq. 3.9.
In a derivation similar to the considerations in the previous section we can infer the
relative phase between the interacting fields in the second-order nonlinear processes.
This leads to the following phase relations for the individual conversion processes:
SHG : ∆kSHG = k (2ω1)− 2 · k (ω1) , (3.10)
SFG : ∆kSFG = k (ω1) + k (ω2)− k (ω1 + ω2) , (3.11)
DFG : ∆kDFG = k (ω1)− k (ω2)− k (ω1 − ω2) , (3.12)
PDC : ∆kPDC = k (ωp)− k (ωs)− k (ωi) , (3.13)
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Figure 3.2.: The graph, taken from Ref. [99], shows the output field amplitude of χ(2)-
nonlinear conversion processes dependent on the propagation length in units
of the coherence length. We see that a) for perfect phase-matching the out-
put intensity grows linearly with propagation length, whereas b) for quasi-
phase-matched processes the effective increase is shallower and modulated
with periods of the double coherence length. For non-phase-matched pro-
cess (c)) the generated field amplitude oscillates around zero with periods
of four times the coherence length.
where the specific ∆k represent the relative phase mismatch of the involved fields.
Since the wave numbers ki are related to the absolute values of the photon momenta
inside the nonlinear medium by pi = ~ · ki, Eq. 3.10 to Eq. 3.13 represent the
respective laws of momentum conservation. Due to the fact that all three-wave-
mixing processes are interference effects of the illuminating and the generated fields,
the phase mismatch must be ∆k = 0 over the propagation length inside the nonlinear
medium. This case is usually called phase-matching. Given this coherent interaction
condition, the constructive interference leads to a build-up of significant output
field amplitudes and powers/intensities. Otherwise, the power of the output field
amplitudes will oscillate around zero. This is shown in Fig. 3.2 [99], where the
coherence length for constructive interference has been defined:
Lcoh =
pi
∆k . (3.14)
As a consequence no significant amount of output power can be measured at the
exit of the nonlinear medium.
We only consider the co-linear propagation of light here, since it denotes a major
prerequisite for conversion processes in waveguides later on in this thesis. Since most
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of the χ(2)-nonlinear media like lithium niobate show normal dispersion, genuinely
phase-matched processes in a co-linear configuration can be achieved by exploiting
the birefringence of the material. In this case we can make use of the different
dispersion for orthogonally polarized light, if the corresponding nonlinear optical
tensor element
dijk =
1
2χ
(2)
ijk (3.15)
exhibits a non-zero contribution in the considered nonlinear material. However, the
dispersive properties of typical nonlinear crystals forbid the choice of arbitrary fre-
quency or wavelength triples to mix. Thus, we have to find other ways to make use
of the largest nonlinear optical tensor elements in combination with arbitrary wave-
length combinations, which have to fulfill both energy and momentum conservation.
Fortunately it is possible to manipulate the spontaneous polarization of ferroelectric
nonlinear materials such that we can inscribe a periodic grating to the crystal, in
which the signs of the nonlinear susceptibility and the nonlinear optical tensor ele-
ment change periodically. The grating period ΛG corresponds to an artificial wave
number or phase term, which has to fulfill the condition ΛG = 2 · Lcoh = 2pi/∆k.
Assuming that the periodic grating shows square-wave behavior in space, we can
describe the spatial dependence of the nonlinear optic tensor elements, dijk(z), in
terms of a Fourier series:
dijk(z) = dijk
∞∑
m=−∞
Gme
iKmz, (3.16)
with Km = 2pim/ΛG being the wave number of the grating associated with the
m-th Fourier component of the nonlinear optic tensor element. For rectangular
modulation of the grating we have
Gm = 4 · sin (mpi/2)(mpi/2) , (3.17)
and the first-order amplitude is given by G1 = 2/pi. We further concentrate on this
fundamental case and obtain for the effective nonlinear optic tensor element
deffijk =
2
pi
dijk. (3.18)
Likewise, we get for the first-order grating wave number
KG,1 =
2pi
ΛG,1
, (3.19)
which we introduce as an additional term to Eq. 3.10 to Eq. 3.13. By choosing the
grating wave numbers such that the phase mismatch is ∆k = 0, we get the conditions
for what is commonly referred to as quasi-phase-matching (QPM). We write
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down the quasi-phase-matching conditions for the three-wave-mixing processes:
SHG : k (2ω1)− 2 · k (ω1)± 2piΛG,SHG = 0, (3.20)
SFG : k (ω1 + ω2)− k (ω1)− k (ω2)± 2piΛG,SFG = 0, (3.21)
DFG : k (ω1)− k (ω2)− k (ω1 − ω2)± 2piΛG,DFG = 0, (3.22)
PDC : k (ωp)− k (ωs)− k (ωi)± 2piΛG,PDC = 0. (3.23)
Knowing the dispersion relation of a ferroelectric χ(2)-nonlinear medium we can
conveniently extract the grating periods, by which the spontaneous polarization and,
thus, the nonlinear susceptibility must be periodically inverted. This is fundamental
for our technological effort to tailor nonlinear ferroelectrics like lithium niobate for
the sake of application as wavelength converters in classical and quantum nonlinear
optics.
3.2. Modeling of Ti-diffused waveguide structures in lithium
niobate
Our device, the fabrication and characterization of which is carried out in this thesis,
relies on titanium-diffused waveguide structures in periodically poled lithium nio-
bate. While the nonlinear optical properties and prospects of χ(2)-nonlinear media
in terms of co-linear three-wave mixing processes are already covered by the the-
oretical modeling in the previous sections, we now concentrate on the special case
of guided waves. As we pointed out above, second-order frequency conversion pro-
cesses require large electric field strengths to take place. The conventional focusing
of Gaussian beams can already cause nonlinear effects in bulk materials like our
lithium niobate [101].The effective nonlinear interaction length L, having a major
impact on the overall conversion efficiency in terms of energy consumption, typically
suffers from effects related to defocussing of the interacting fields. In waveguides,
however, we can maintain the required high intensities over comparatively long dis-
tances, because total internal reflection of the beams is provided, if the refractive
index inside the waveguide is larger than the refractive index of the surrounding
media. Here, we concentrate on the modeling of titanium-diffused waveguides by
means of diffusion, the relation of the local refractive index change, the effective
refractive index modeling, and on the behavior of coupled waveguide structures.
3.2.1. Titanium diffusion in lithium niobate
We rely on the local diffusion of titanium into lithium niobate, which forms channel
waveguides close to the surface of the substrate material. Assuming that we spatially
define titanium stripes of width wTi and thickness τTi in certain technological steps
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(see Sec. 4.2.2, we can anticipate the local Ti-concentration after thermal diffusion.
For finite thickness τTi (along y) and width wTi (along x), and an infinite length of
the Ti-strip along z we can state that we have formed a finite particle reservoir in
the x- and y-direction. According to Fick’s laws and the continuity equation, the
two-dimensional diffusion equation can be written as [102]
∂cTi (x, y, t)
∂t
= Dx
∂2cTi (x, y, t)
∂x2
+ Dy
∂2cTi (x, y, t)
∂y2
, (3.24)
where Di = Di,0 · exp(−T0/T ) [103] with i = x, y denotes the diffusion coefficients
with Di,0 being the diffusion constant and T0 is the temperature related to the acti-
vation energy of the diffusion process. The term cTi (x, y, t) describes the time- and
space-dependent titanium concentration inside the lithium niobate substrate. As an
important prerequisite for the following considerations we assume that cTi (x, y, t)
is separable. This means that the diffusion processes along the x- and y-axes are
independent of each other. We write
cTi (x, y, t) = c0 · a (x, t) · b (y, t) , (3.25)
where c0 = c(x = 0, y = 0, t) shall be the surface concentration after the diffusion
time t. The separation of variables yields the diffusion equation along x:
∂a (x, t)
∂t
= Dx
∂2a (x, t)
∂x2
, (3.26)
with the solution for sufficiently long diffusion times t [102,103]:
a (x, t) = 12
[
erf
(2x+ wTi
2Dx
)
− erf
(2x− wTi
2Dx
)]
. (3.27)
Here, we accounted for the finite width of the initial titanium stripe at t = 0. We
also defined that the Ti-strip is distributed between −wTi/2 < x < wTi/2. The term
Dx =
√
4Dxt denotes the diffusion distance along the x-axis and erf(x˜) is the error
function defined as
erf(x˜) = 2√
pi
x˜∫
0
exp
(
−ξ2
)
dξ. (3.28)
For the diffusion along the y-direction we can write
∂b (y, t)
∂t
= Dy
∂2b (y, t)
∂y2
. (3.29)
The solution to this equation can be yielded by integration and is given by
b (x, t) = exp
(
− y
2
D2y
)
, (3.30)
when a sufficiently long diffusion time lead to the condition that the initial Ti-layer
thickness is much smaller than the 1/e-diffusion depth along y, i. e. τTi  Dy =
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√
4Dyt. For Eq. 3.30, we defined y = 0 to be at the interface between the Ti-
reservoir and the lithium niobate substrate, and the diffused region occupies y > 0.
The total amount of titanium ions per unit length along the z-direction must be
preserved during the diffusion processes, which reads [104]∫ ∫
cTi (x, y, t) dy dx =
√
piDyc0
2 · wTi. (3.31)
Taking the bulk titanium particle density of titanium, ρTi = 5.67 · 1022 cm−3, into
account, we get for the concentration at y = 0 and x = 0:
c0 =
2ρTi · τTi√
piDy
, (3.32)
where Dy =
√
4Dyt is the 1/e-depth of the concentration profile along the y di-
rection. We see that, from a technological point of view, we can manipulate c0 by
changing the initial thickness of the titanium stripe. Likewise, the diffusion depths
Dx and Dy can be manipulated by setting the temperature T and the duration t of
the diffusion process accordingly.
With the aforementioned considerations we calculate the local Ti-concentration
in width (x) and depth (y) as [98,102,103,105]
cTi (x, y) =
τTi · ρTi√
pi ·Dy · exp
(
− y
2
D2y
)
·
[
erf
(2x+ wTi
2Dx
)
− erf
(2x− wTi
2Dx
)]
. (3.33)
Note that Equation 3.33 is only valid if the deposited titanium reservoir gets fully
depleted by the diffusion process into a semi-infinite substrate, leading to τTi  Dy.
The diffusion of titanium locally increases the refractive index of the material and
forms, thus, a waveguide. The local refractive index increase δni (λ, c), compared to
the dispersive bulk index nB,i (λ), can be expressed as a concentration dependent
function fi (c) in conjunction with a function di (λ), which takes the waveguide
dispersion into account. We write
ni (λ, c) = nB,i (λ) + δni (λ, c)
= nB,i (λ) + di (λ) · fi (c) , (3.34)
where i = e, o stands for the extraordinary and ordinary refractive index of the bire-
fringent material. We restrict the index increase to occur only inside the nonlinear
material, which means ni (λ, c) = 1 for y > 0.
It has been found experimentally that the relation between the extraordinary
refractive index increase and the Ti-concentration is linear, while for the ordinary
index increase it follows a power law [104,106,107]:
fe (c) = E · c, (3.35)
fo (c) = (F · c)γ , (3.36)
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with the parameters E = 1.2× 10−23 cm3, F = 1.3× 10−25 cm3 and γ = 0.55. The
dispersion relations of the waveguides have also been found experimentally and are
given by [107]
de (c) =
0.839 · λ2
λ2 − 0.0645 , (3.37)
eo (c) =
0.67 · λ2
λ2 − 0.13 , (3.38)
where λ is the wavelength in [µm]. Note that the validity of Eq. 3.34 to Eq. 3.38
is provided for surface titanium concentration values c0 < 0.9 · 1021 cm3 and using
simple oscillator model for the description of the dispersion in the infrared [107]. For
the technological parameter set used in this work the former condition is fulfilled.
However, the latter precision restriction to the infrared region means that our model
for the refractive index increase is not as precise in the visible wavelength range. We
expect the errors between the experiment and theoretical prediction for the relative
refractive index increase in the visible region to be less than 10%.
We can calculate the local refractive indices, ne (λ, c) and no (λ, c) by inserting
Eq. 3.35 to 3.38 into Eq. 3.33 and the outcome into Eq. 3.34. We infer from
the formulas that, independent of the light polarization, the largest vertical index
increase is always given at the interface of the diffused area and surrounding air,
i. e. y = 0. The lateral maximum of the index increase is achieved in the center
of the original Ti-stripe, i. e. x = 0. We also notice that the refractive index
increase is positive for both polarizations, which provides Ti-diffused waveguides in
lithium niobate with the capability to guide light beams of orthogonal polarization
directions.
3.2.2. Guided modes in Ti-diffused waveguides
Waveguides are per definition structures which direct light to an intended propa-
gation direction. Typically this is achieved by local increase of the refractive index
in a transparent medium. In our case of Ti-diffused waveguides we can manipulate
the refractive index distribution ni (λ, c) by choosing the width and the thickness of
the initially deposited titanium layer as well as the duration and the temperature
of the diffusion process. However, we cannot change the general shape of the index
distribution being asymmetric in depth but symmetric in width.
For the description of the guided modes in waveguides we start with Maxwell’s
equations
~∇ · ~D = ρ, (3.39)
~∇ · ~B = 0, (3.40)
~∇× ~H = ~j + ∂
~D
∂t
, (3.41)
~∇× ~E = −∂
~B
∂t
, (3.42)
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where ~H is the magnetic intensity, ~B represents the magnetic induction, ~j = σ ~E is
the free current density within the material, σ represents the electrical conductivity,
and ~D is the electric displacement. If we assume that the medium does not contain
free charges, i. e. the charge density is ρ = 0. Free currents shall also not be
contained, which is expressed by ~j = 0, and the material is assumed to be non-
magnetic, which reads ~B = µ0 ~H. The electric displacement shall be related to the
electric field as
~D = ε0 ~E + ~P , (3.43)
with ~P being the nonlinear polarization according to Eq. 3.1. We apply a few
mathematic operations and vector calculus on Maxwell’s equations. Furthermore,
we assume that our nonlinear medium is also isotropic, dispersive and non-dissipative
as given in detail Ref. [99], we end up with a general form of the driven 3D wave
equation for the n-th frequency component in the three-wave-mixing processes:
~∇2 ~En − ε
(1) (ωn)
c2
∂2 ~En
∂t2
= 1
ε0c2
∂2 ~PNLn
∂t2
, (3.44)
Here, ε(1) (ωn) = n2 (ωn) is the linear part of the frequency-dependent permittivity
defining the refractive index of the medium at frequency ωn.
The general notation of an electric field component j, that shall fulfill the wave
equation, has already been given in Eq:3.8, where we assumed that the amplitude
Aj (z) is only dependent on the propagation direction z:
~˜Ej (t, ~r) = Aj (z) ~Ej (x, y) · ei~kj ·~r · e−iωjt + c.c.. (3.45)
Here, we concentrate on the mode profile in the x-y-plane, ~Ej (x, y), which is closely
related to the refractive index distribution of the titanium-diffused waveguides pro-
vided in Sec. 3.2.1. According to our diffusion model and waveguide geometry,
we can allow for the injection of electromagnetic waves in the z-direction with the
time-invariant electric field [10,98],
~E (x, y, z) = ~E (x, y) · e−iβj,z ·z + c.c., (3.46)
where we introduced βj,z as the propagation constant of the optical modes inside the
medium along the propagation direction z, which is identical to the wave number
kj,z = 2pinj/λj . Similarly, the magnetic field is given by
~H (x, y, z) = ~H (x, y) · e−iβj,z ·z + c.c.. (3.47)
We assume lossless propagation, which is fairly well approximated in Ti-diffused
waveguides [84]. Furthermore, the Ti-diffused profile of our waveguides shall not
change along propagation direction, i. e. ∂~E(x, y)/∂z = ∂ ~H(x, y)/∂z = 0. By
inserting Eq. 3.46 and Eq. 3.47 to Maxwell’s equations we end up with the general
vectorial wave equation [107] for both fields:[
α−2x
∂2
∂x2
+ α−2y
∂2
∂y2
+ k20n2 (x, y)− β2eff,i
]
φ (x, y) = 0. (3.48)
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Here, φ (x, y) represents the transverse field distributions ~E(x, y) or ~H(x, y), while
the parameters αx and αy account for the birefringence of the substrate material
dependent on the crystal cut. The solutions to this eigenvalue problem are given
by a continuous spectrum of radiation modes on the one hand. These are not of
particular interest in this thesis, since they propagate not only in the waveguides and
can be interpreted as loss. On the other hand, guided modes at discrete values of
the propagation constant are what we aim for in our work. We dedicate the discrete
propagation constants,
βeff,i =
2pi
λ
· neff,i
= k0 · neff,i, (3.49)
to the guided modes, where k0 is the vacuum propagation constant, related to
the free-space momentum by p0 = ~k0. The propagation constants are associ-
ated with the effective refractive indices, and they must have values in the range
nB,i ·k0 < βeff < nS,i ·k0. Furthermore, the effective refractive indices must fulfill the
condition neff,i with nB,i < neff,i < nS,i. Note that nS,i = max [ni (λ, c)] represents
the polarization-dependent refractive index at the surface of the Ti-diffused region,
where the titanium concentration is maximized. The term nB,i is the polarization-
dependent refractive index of the underlying substrate material. Note that in the
wave equations 3.48 do not comprise a driving nonlinear polarization term, which
means that the solutions have to describe standing waves. This description is very
similar to bound electronic states in a 2-D quantum-mechanical potential.
By contrast to planar waveguides, we do not observe translational invariance along
the x-direction in our channel waveguides. Additionally we have a discontinuity of
the vertical refractive index profile at y = 0. Thus, the solutions to the vecto-
rial equation 3.48 cannot be decoupled to transverse-electric (TE) and transverse-
magnetic modes (TM), which are linearly independent. Instead, we have to deal also
with small field components in the z-direction. We rely on the fact that Ti-diffused
waveguides are weakly guiding structures with refractive index increases of the or-
der of δni/nB,i ≈ 10−3. This means that only the Ex and the Hx components are
predominant in our system in terms of quasi-transverse electric (QTE) and quasi-
transverse magnetic (QTM) modes, respectively. This allows us to write the wave
equations in approximated scalar forms [98,107–109]:
QTE :
[
∂2
∂x2
+ ∂
2
∂y2
+ k20
(
n2o − n2eff,o
)]
Ex = 0, (3.50)
QTM :
[
∂2
∂x2
+ n
2
e
n2o
∂2
∂y2
+ k20
(
n2e − n2eff,e
)]
Hx = 0, (3.51)
where we accounted for the Z-cut configuration of lithium niobate as our considered
crystal orientation [107]. Note that, despite of the approximations and the conse-
quent classification as QTM and QTE modes, we refer to as TM and TE modes
throughout this thesis.
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Figure 3.3.: Typical fundamental mode intensities of TM-polarized light are shown for
wavelengths of 532 nm (left), 790 nm (middle) and 1625 nm (right). We
see that the mode size increases with the wavelength, as the modes are
guided weaker and weaker. Likewise, we identify a significant asymmetry
in the vertical direction, which is related to the Ti-diffusion process.
The scalar wave-equations are typically not analytically solvable. Besides methods
like the Gauss-Hermite-Gauss approximation [109–111], the effective-index method
(EIM) offers easy-to-compute approximations and reliable information about the
guided modes. Within the framework of the EIM [105, 112], a normalized mode
index or normalized propagation constant,
bi =
n2eff,i − n2B,i
n2S,i − n2B,i
, (3.52)
as well as a normalized diffusion depth or normalized mode volume,
Vi = k0 ·Dy ·
√
n2S,i − n2B,i, (3.53)
have been introduced. Here, Dy is the 1/e-diffusion depth used in Eq. 3.33, and
i = e, o. For weakly guided modes typical values around 0.05 ≤ bi ≤ 0.4 have to be
engineered by appropriate waveguide technology. Below that range, more precisely
at bi = 0, the modes tend more and more towards cut-off, which is the transition
between guided and radiation modes.
Table 3.1.: Numerical calculations on the effective refractive indices, and the normalized
mode parameter of TM modes, performed with the FEM and the effective-
index method (EIM) explained in the text.
wavelength mode order n′eff (FEM) b′ (FEM) n′eff (EIM) b′(EIM)
790 nm TM00 2.18909 0.57204 2.18995 0.56596
790 nm TM10 2.19109 0.38863 2.18806 0.38152
1625 nm TM00 2.14445 0.19664 2.14376 0.19085
1625 nm TM10 2.14200 −0.04678 N.A. < 0
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Besides the effective-index method, which is implemented in a software program,
our group also uses a fully numeric finite element method (FEM) for the calculation
of the effective refractive indices, relying on the work of Strake et al. [107]. However,
we do not discuss this method here, but we restrict ourselves to show in Fig. 3.3 typ-
ical mode sizes and shapes of TM-polarized light. We identify the increase of mode
size with the wavelength, which is due to the tendency of shallower refractive index
distributions for larger wavelengths and, thus, weaker confinement. Additionally
the plots show the asymmetry of the modes in depth direction, which is associated
with the diffusion process, the relation between local titanium concentration and
the resulting mode dispersion.
We summarize the effective indices for TM-polarized light at three different wave-
lengths, computed with both methods, in Tab. 3.1. The chosen wavelengths repre-
sent typical colors of light generated in the fabricated waveguides discussed in this
thesis. We see that at λ = 1625 nm the first higher order mode is predicted to have
a negative b-parameter, which indicates that our waveguides will be single mode at
this wavelength.
3.2.3. Power evolution in second-harmonic and sum-frequency generation
processes
With the considerations about quasi-phase-matched processes and the time-invariant
properties of the waveguide modes at hand we can anticipate how χ(2)-nonlinear
processes take place. The sum-frequency generation as well as the generation of
second harmonic light are of particular interest in this thesis.
As a first assumption we rely on the case that the guided modes, regardless of the
individual wavelength, do not change their field distribution in the x-y-plane along
the z-axis. This condition is given by ∂~E (x, y) /∂z = 0 for waveguides without
technological inhomogeneities. We can reduce the vectorial wave equation 3.44 to
the one-dimensional case for co-directional propagation along z inside the waveguide,
and we end up with
∂2Ej
∂z2
− n
2
eff,j (ωj)
c2
∂2Ej
∂t2
= 1
ε0c2
∂2PNLj
∂t2
. (3.54)
Here, j ∈ {1, 2, SHG,SFG,DFG,p, s, i} labels the respective electric field compo-
nent depending on which second-order nonlinear process we want to describe. Note
that the effective refractive index neff,j (ωj) depends on the polarization of the field
component Ej in birefringent media and has to be considered accordingly.
For co-linear propagation along the z-direction we can simplify the expression for
the time- and space-dependent electric field given in Eq. 3.8 and Eq. 3.45 such that
Ej (t, z) = Aj (z) Ej(x, y) · ei(kj,z ·z−ωjt) + c.c.. (3.55)
In this equation we assume that the field amplitude, Aj (z), varies slowly along z,
which is approximately fulfilled for small nonlinear polarization as the driving term
of the wave equation.
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We derive from Eq. 3.4, in conjunction with Eq. 3.15 for the quasi-phase-matching
and together with the wave equation Eq. 3.45, that the second-order nonlinear
polarization terms for the j-th field component depend on the field amplitude of the
other two fields. Taking the highest nonlinear coefficient in lithium niobate for the
quasi-phase-matched case, deff33 , into account, we can write for the three interacting
waves j = 1, 2, 3 [113,114]:
P1 (t, z) = 2ε0deff33A2 (z)A3 (z) E2(x, y)E3(x, y) · ei(ω1t−(k2,z+k3,z)z) + c.c.(3.56)
P2 (t, z) = 2ε0deff33A1 (z)A∗3 (z) E1(x, y)E3(x, y) · ei(ω2t−(k1,z−k3,z)z) + c.c.(3.57)
P3 (t, z) = 2ε0deff33A1 (z)A∗2 (z) E1(x, y)E2(x, y) · ei(ω3t−(k1,z−k2,z)z) + c.c.(3.58)
We substitute these equations and also Eq. 3.55 into the z-dependent wave equation
3.54 and leave out the conjugate complex terms. Additionally, we take into account
that wave number in z-direction is given by kj,z = ωj/c·neff,j , and that the transverse
field distribution is space-invariant along z. By abbreviating the transverse mode
distributions by Ej(x, y) = Ej and accounting for the phase-mismatch ∆k we get an
expression for the time-independent behavior of the respective field amplitudes:
∂2A1 (z)
∂z2
+ 2ik1
∂A1 (z)
∂z
= −2ε0d
eff
33ω
2
1
c2
A2 (z)A3 (z) E2E3 · ei∆kz, (3.59)
∂2A2 (z)
∂z2
+ 2ik2
∂A2 (z)
∂z
= −2ε0d
eff
33ω
2
1
c2
A1 (z)A3 (z) E1E3 · ei∆kz, (3.60)
∂2A3 (z)
∂z2
+ 2ik3
∂A3 (z)
∂z
= −2ε0d
eff
33ω
2
1
c2
A1 (z)A2 (z) E1E2 · ei∆kz. (3.61)
The following derivation of the coupled mode equations for second-order nonlinear
conversion processes has been given in full detail by Bortz [113] for arbitrary waveg-
uide structures. We closely follow this theoretical model, but restrict ourselves to
the most important calculations for the classical conversion processes applied in this
thesis. As a first step and for convenience we normalize the mode field distributions
Ej(x, y) such that
∞∫
−∞
∞∫
−∞
E˜2j (x, y) dx dy = 1, (3.62)
which basically reflects normalization of the intensity distribution. This leads to the
relation between the actual field modes and the normalized field modes Ej = γj E˜ ,
where the factor of proportionality is given by [99]
γj =
√
2
njcε0
. (3.63)
These normalizations refer to the conservation of the photon flux, thus, to the
Manley-Rowe relations. We furthermore assume that the envelopes of the prop-
agating light waves vary only slowly along z, i. e. |∂2E˜j
∂z2 |  |kj
∂E˜j
∂z |. Thus, we can
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neglect the leftmost terms in Eq. 3.59 to Eq. 3.61. We also define the transverse
mode overlap of the interacting normalized field modes as
νk =
∞∫
−∞
∞∫
−∞
E˜1(x, y)E˜2(x, y)E˜∗3 (x, y) dx dy, (3.64)
where k = SFG, SHG,DFG accounts for the respective nonlinear conversion pro-
cess. In practice, for our asymmetric and dispersive Ti-diffused waveguides, νk is
typically lower than unity for the three-wave-mixing of only fundamental spatial
modes. Additionally, we incorporate the constants and the angular frequencies of
the waves in equations 3.59 to 3.61, as well as the normalization constants resulting
from Eq. 3.63, to a coupling factor κj , which can be written as
κj =
√
2ω2j · deff33
n1 · n2 · nSFG · c3 · ε0
= 2pi · d
eff
33
λj
√
2
n1 · n2 · nSFG · c · ε0 . (3.65)
By inserting the aforementioned simplifications as well as the slowly varying envelope
approximation to the set of equations 3.59 to 3.61 we end up with the system of
coupled differential equations of first order [113]:
∂A1 (z)
∂z
+ i · κ1 · ν∗k ·A∗2 (z) ·A3 (z) · e−i∆kz = 0, (3.66)
∂A2 (z)
∂z
+ i · κ2 · ν∗k ·A∗1 (z) ·A3 (z) · e−i∆kz = 0, (3.67)
∂A3 (z)
∂z
+ i · κ3 · νk ·A1 (z) ·A2 (z) · ei∆kz = 0, (3.68)
where lossless propagation is assumed. For titanium-diffused waveguides in lithium
niobate this is fairly well given [84].
As an example we compute the field propagation for a sum-frequency process,
where the for the output field ω3 = ωSFG. We assume that the input field at ω1 is
much stronger than the input at ω2. The latter assumption corresponds to frequency
up-conversion as performed in Sec. 7.1.3, where the field at ω1 does not deplete in
the conversion process. Note, however, that our description at this point is still
relying on classical theory. For a quantum mechanical treatment of frequency up-
conversion at the single photon level we refer the kind reader to the literature given,
for example, by Brecht (Ref. [10] and references therein).
The negligible variation of the strong pump field along the propagation direction
z leads to the expression
∂A1 (z)
∂z
= −i · κ1 · ν∗SFG ·A2 (z)∗ ·ASFG (z) · e−i∆kSFG·z = 0. (3.69)
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By contrast, the amplitude variations of the weak input and the output field can be
written as
∂A2 (z)
∂z
= −i · κ2 · ν∗SFG ·A1 (z)∗ ·A3 (z) · e−i∆kSFG·z, (3.70)
∂ASFG (z)
∂z
= −i · κSFG · νSFG ·A1 (z) ·A2 (z) · ei∆kSFG·z. (3.71)
We consider the boundary conditions A1(0) =
√
P1, A2(0) =
√
P2(0) and ASFG(0) =
0, while the total interaction length is zmax = L. The solution to the coupled
differential equations 3.69 to 3.71 in terms of the generated sum frequency power
for arbitrary phase mismatch ∆kSFG is given as
P′SFG (L) =
λSFG
λ2
P2(0) sin2
(√
|νSFG|2κ2κSFGP1 · L
)
· sinc2
(∆kSHGL
2
)
, (3.72)
where sinc(x) is the sinus cardinalis function. For perfect quasi-phase-matching,
∆kSFG = 0, the rightmost term is unity, and we get
PSFG (L) =
λSFG
λ2
P2(0) sin2
(√
|νSFG|2κ2κSFGP1 · L
)
, (3.73)
where Pi are the powers of the mixing waves. We identify a linear dependence of
the output SFG power on the input signal power P2(0), but an oscillating behavior
with respect to the strong input field, i. e. PSFG ∝ sin2
(√
P1L
)
. Furthermore, we
can compute the normalized conversion efficiency as
ηnormSFG = νSFG · κ2 · κSFG
= νSFG · 4pi
2 · (deff33 )2
n21 · n22 · n2SFG · c2 · ε20 · λ2 · λSFG
. (3.74)
Taking into account that the photon number per unit time is given by ni ∝ Pi/~ωi
we can derive the photon number conversion efficiency for the lossless nonlinear
medium:
ηSFG = sin2
(√
ηnormSFG ·P1 · L
)
. (3.75)
This means that for P1 = pi4/
(
4 · ηnormSFG · L2
)
we can theoretically achieve complete
conversion of the input photons into up-converted photons, which is attractive for
addressing wavelength regions in the visible and near-infrared (NIR) which would
otherwise not be accessible [85,114].
For the generation of second-harmonic light we can proceed with similar considera-
tions. We remember that SHG is the special case of SFG, where the two fundamental
input fields share the same frequency ω1 = ω2 = ωf , wavelength λ1 = λ2 = λf and
refractive index n1 = n2 = nf . For the second-harmonic wave we write λSHG = λf/2
and nSHG. Under the assumptions that neither the pump field is depleted nor that
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Figure 3.4.: The general dependencies of the SFG and the SHG output powers on the in-
put power are shown for visualization purposes. We identify oscillating con-
version in case of the sum-frequency generation or frequency up-conversion,
while the maximum achievable second-harmonic power saturates for high
fundamental powers due to depletion of the input light.
the nonlinear medium exhibits loss nor that perfect quasi-phase-matching is given,
we can write for the output second-harmonic power, according to Ref. [98]:
P′SHG =
8pi2 · ( deff33 )2
n2f · nSHG · c · ε0 · λ2f
· νSHG ·P2f · L2 · sinc2
(∆kSHG · L
2
)
. (3.76)
We see that the SHG output power depends on the quasi-phase-matching condition,
given by the phase mismatch ∆kSHG, which follows a squared sinus cardinalis curve
(sinc2). This function is maximized for ∆kSHG = 0. Likewise, we infer that the
spectral bandwidth of the SHG output depends on the interaction length L, along
which the nonlinear susceptibility is inverted with period ΛG,1. Here, we assume
ideal quasi-phase-matching, i. e. ∆kSHG = 0, which leads to the simplification of
Eq. 3.76:
PSHG =
8pi2 · ( deff33 )2
n2f · nSHG · c · ε0 · λ2f
· νSHG ·P2f · L2. (3.77)
We also infer that the output power of the SHG process exhibits quadratic depen-
dencies on the fundamental input power, PSHG ∝ P2f , as well as on the interaction
length, PSHG ∝ L2. The maximal overall conversion efficiency is, thus, commonly
defined as
ηSHG =
PSHG
P2f · L2
· 100%, (3.78)
and it is given in units of
[
% W−1 cm−2
]
. Note that these considerations hold true
for the case of an undepleted fundamental wave. For large input powers the con-
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version takes place by depleting the fundamental light. A dependency PSHG =
Pf · tanh2
(√
ηSHG ·Pf · L
)
can be found [101, 115], where ηnormSHG is the normalized
efficiency of the SHG process. In this depletion regime the absolute conversion effi-
ciency, ηSHG = PSHG/Pf , tends asymptotically to unity and can cause narrowing of
the phase-matching curve due to competing conversion effects [115].
In Fig. 3.4 we summarize our findings and show the theoretical behavior for the
conversion efficiencies of SFG andSHG dependent on the pump power.
3.2.4. Directional couplers in the local normal mode description
Integrated devices for quantum optics are intended to carry multiple passive and
active functionalities on the very same chip. An important basic element, which is
capable of separating light of different colors [21], is given by a wavelength division
multiplexer (WDM). Similar elements are also capable of combining or separating
light of different polarization [116]. In the following, we also refer to WDMs as
directional couplers.
Our findings regarding the effective refractive index of guided light in Ti-diffused
strip waveguides allow us to model the behavior of light in a WDM structure, where
two identical waveguides are close to each other. The symmetric configuration shown
in Fig. 3.5 comprises S-shaped arc elements, also referred to as S-bends, which
transform adiabatically to a straight dual-waveguide region with a center-to-center
separation d (z). After certain propagation length LC, the straight waveguides end
also in S-bends of identical shape. In that manner we have designed a passive
directional coupler, the theoretical parameter estimation of which will be explained
in this section.
In principle the considered coupled waveguide system can be described by the
coupled-mode theory (see, for example, [20, 117, 118]), where the light propagation
in one waveguide perturbs the properties in the neighboring waveguide. But in order
to apply that theoretical approach, the perturbations have to be very small. This
precondition is not fulfilled by Ti-diffused waveguides in lithium niobate (LN), where
the relative effective-refractive-index changes are typically of the order of 10−4 ≤
δneff/nsub ≤ 10−2 with respect to the underlying substrate. The most accurate
way to treat a waveguide directional coupler is, thus, to describe the properties
of the whole system in terms of local normal modes of the dual channel structure
[21,116,119] with additional input and output ports.
In our considered coupler structure, the local normal modes comprise a symmetric
TM00 and an anti-symmetric TM10 mode, as shown in Fig. 3.5. For sufficiently large
channel separation d (z), compared to the mode size, the propagation constants of
the two modes are degenerate, lim
z→∞∆β (d (z)) = limz→∞β00 (d (z)) − β10 (d (z)) = 0.
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Figure 3.5.: Details of the directional coupler (left) and local normal mode evolution
scheme (right) are shown. The symmetry of the considered structure is
supported by the S-bend input and output ports.
Here, the propagation constants are given by
β00 (d (z)) =
2pi
λ
· neff,00 (d (z)) , (3.79)
β01 (d (z)) =
2pi
λ
· neff,01 (d (z)) . (3.80)
The launching of light into one input channel is described by constructive in-
terference of the local normal modes in the launching channel and a destructive
interference in the adjacent channel. Upon approaching of the two channels towards
the homogeneous central section of the directional coupler, the degeneracy of the
propagation constants of the two modes is gradually removed, as the propagation
constants depend on d (z). For the dependence of the center-to-center separation on
the propagation distance along z-direction we calculate
d (z ≤ 0) = d (z = 0) + 2 ·
(
RBend −
√
R2Bend − |z|2
)
, (3.81)
d (z ≥ LC) = d (z = LC) + 2 ·
(
RBend −
√
R2Bend − |z − LC|2
)
, (3.82)
where R is the radius of the bent waveguide sections, and d (z = 0) = d (z = LC)
denotes the waveguide separation of the straight waveguides in the central section.
We define the z-axis to have its origin at the interface of the input S-bend and the
straight waveguide section. For all further calculations we set RBend = 0.16 m, since
it has been shown that large radii prevent additional bending loss in the arc elements
and S-bends [21,24,120,121].
In Fig. 3.6 we plot ∆β (d (z)) for TM and TE polarization and dependent on the
operating wavelength. The calculations are performed according to a similar FEM
model for the effective refractive indices as described nore in detail by Strake et al.
in Ref. [107]. We use the model in conjunction with the fabrication parameters ex-
plained in Chap. 4 and summarized in Appendix C. For the operating temperature
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Figure 3.6.: The calculated differences of the propagation constants are plotted depen-
dent on the center-to-center waveguide separation and for TM polarization
(dashed lines) and TE polarization (dotted lines). The upper graphs show
the behavior for visible and NIR wavelengths, whereas the lower two graphs
show the behavior at telecom wavelengths. We identify strong dependencies
not only on the waveguide separation, but also on the wavelengths in the
left-most graphs, where we plotted with logarithmic scaling of the y-axis. In
the right-most graphs we identify reasonable differences of the propagation
constants for both polarizations in the telecom C- and L-bands, whereas the
visible and NIR light does not exhibit significant non-degeneracy of ∆β00
and ∆β01.
we choose 140◦C ≤ θ ≤ 200◦C in steps of ∆θ = 30◦C, since the effective refractive
indices are expected to be temperature dependent. We see that the difference in
the phase difference strongly depends on the chosen center-to-center separation. For
11µm ≤ d (z) ≤ 20µm we identify exponential dependencies for both polarizations
(see D.1), where the degree of non-degeneracy of the propagation constants is larger
for TE modes. This lets us expect stronger coupling for this polarization in the
described model system, where the waveguide separation is larger than the waveg-
uides’ designed widths, i. e. d (z) > w. The graphs in Fig. 3.6 also exhibit a strong
wavelength dependence, which is a result of the waveguide dispersion: since light
at shorter wavelengths is much more confined than light at telecom wavelengths,
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the former does not show significant differences in the propagation constants of the
local normal modes. This feature allows us to design wavelength-selective integrated
beam-splitters and -combiners.
In the plots on the right-hand side of Fig. 3.6 we identify comparatively shallow
slopes of the model curves with respect to the chosen waveguide separation around
d = 13µm. This is very important for the latter fabrication process, since it indicates
a high ∆β-tolerance to variations in the waveguide separation. Another detail in the
lower right graph is of importance for the experiments pursued in this thesis: the
∆β for light at C- and L-band telecom wavelengths between 1550 nm ≤ λ ≤ 1625 nm
differ for both polarizations, which allows us to design polarization beam splitters
using non-zero-gap waveguide structures on the one hand. On the other hand, it
also means that the coupling behavior for the considered wavelength range might
not be optimal for a specific operation wavelength. A summary of parameters for
the exponential dependencies of ∆β on the waveguide separation is provided in
Appendix D.
The propagation of the along the z-direction causes an increasing amount of phase
difference between the two local normal modes,
∆φ =
∫ z2
z1
(β00 (d (z))− β10 (d (z))) dz 6= 0, (3.83)
and the corresponding interference changes between the two modes. We can separate
the integral in Eq. 3.83 into three parts, where the first part,
∆φin =
∫ z=0
z<0
(β00 (d (z))− β10 (d (z))) dz, (3.84)
describes the phase difference caused by the input S-bend. The second part,
∆φC = [β00 (d (z = 0))− β10 (d (z = 0))] · LC, (3.85)
is caused by the parallel straight waveguide section, whereas the third part,
∆φout =
∫ z>LC
z=LC
(β00 (d (z))− β10 (d (z))) dz, (3.86)
describes the influence of the output port on the phase difference. Due to the
symmetry of the structure we conclude that ∆φin = ∆φout = ∆φport/2, and we
combine the phase difference caused by the two ports such that we end up with
∆φ = ∆φC + ·∆φport. (3.87)
As a result the injected power transfers gradually from the input channel to the
adjacent one. Complete coupling to the neighboring channel is achieved when the
accumulated phase difference is ∆φ = (2 · m − 1) · pi with m ∈ N. From this we
can deduce that the power flux will oscillate with a squared sinusoidal behavior
dependent on the coupler stem length LC. Note that the intrinsic and mutual
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symmetries of the S-shaped input and output ports provide us with phase-jump-free
structures, because the arc elements as well as the straight waveguides merge into
each other without discontinuities.
We choose a waveguide separation of d = 13µm in order to anticipate the power
coupling behavior of our considered WDM structure, and we calculate the impact of
the input and output ports on the power transfer. Independent of the central stem
length, this influence should be constant, but depends on the wavelength. We find
from our calculations above that ∆β ≈ 0 is valid for propagation distances |z| >
3 mm, because d (z) becomes too large for a significant amount of non-degeneracy of
the propagation constant difference. Thus, we combine Eq. 3.84 and Eq. 3.86 and
approximate with the trapezoidal rule for numerical integration
∆φport ≈ 2 ·
3000∑
i=1
∆β (d (zi)) + ∆β (d (zi−1))
2 · (zi − zi−1) , (3.88)
where i is an integer value accounting for the step width along the z-axis such that
∆zi = zi − zi−1 = 1µm. Note that the factor of two in front of the sum accounts
for the fact that we have two port segments, i. e. input and output.
Since we assume negligible loss in our calculations we can anticipate the power
evolution in the adjacent port, Pcross (LC), by combining our calculation results of
Eq. 3.85 and Eq. 3.88. Dependent on the stem length LC, which influences only
the value of ∆φC, we calculate for the cross-coupled power
Pcross (LC) = Pin · sin2
(∆φC + ∆φport
2
)
. (3.89)
In figure 3.7 we plot the expected coupling behavior to the adjacent waveguide for
wavelengths in the telecom wavelength regime (left) as well as for λ = 532 nm and
λ = 790 nm. We see that the telecom light requires stem lengths between 3.5 mm ≤
LC ≤ 4.5 mm for complete coupling to the adjacent channel. Since the TM-polarized
light is almost fully transferred back to the original channel, we can deduce that
integrated polarization beam-splitters for telecom light can be fabricated with these
stem lengths. The TM-polarized light at the visible and NIR wavelengths couples
by Pcross/Pin < 10−4 to the cross channel for the considered stem lengths, where
optimal telecom cross-coupling is provided. Thus, we can fabricate a wavelength
demultiplexer with high extinction ratios in the respective other channel, e. g. for
the wavelength combination 790 nm/1575 nm.
In summary we have applied the local normal mode theory in conjunction with
the FEM method for modeling the effective refractive indices of a symmetric passive
directional coupler based on titanium-diffused lithium niobate (Ti:LN) waveguide
structures. We find that, according to our model, the TE-polarized light exhibits
stronger cross-coupling behavior. For center-to-center separation of d = 13µm and
stem lengths of around LC ∼ 4 mm this structure should exhibit excellent properties
in terms of demultiplexing TM-polarized light at NIR wavelengths of λ ∼ 790 nm
and telecom TM-polarized light light at λ ∼ 1575 nm.
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Figure 3.7.: The modeled behavior of the directional coupler is shown for telecom wave-
lengths (left) as well as for visible and NIR wavelengths (right). We identify
stronger coupling for TE modes (dotted lines) compared to the TM modes
(solid lines) in general. At stem lengths of around 3.5 mm ≤ LC ≤ 4.5 mm
we identify full cross-coupling for the TM modes, whereas the power of the
TE modes has been transferred back to the input waveguide. Light at the
visible and NIR wavelengths does not transfer significant amounts of incou-
pled power to the adjacent channel for identical stem lengths except for the
TE mode at λ = 790 nm. Note that the right plot is scaled logarithmically
in order to visualize the large differences in cross-coupled power.
3.3. Quantum-theoretical description of (cascaded) paramet-
ric down-conversion
Parametric down-conversion, already introduced in Sec. 3.1.1, requires the change
of view from the classical description of light to its quantum co-part. Doing so
is equivalent to treat light in terms of photons, which show different behavior for
different types of light. In the following section we will give some insight on the
different types of ligth.
3.3.1. Types of light and photon number states
Statistical considerations on the ideal measurement of photons in a well-defined
temporal durations let us distinguish between bunched light, coherent light and anti-
bunched light. The differences become clearer, when the we look at the probability
distributions and their variances. While bunched light at an average photon number
〈n〉 shows a Planck probability distribution for an n-photon state per unit time with
variance (∆n)2th = 〈n〉2 + 〈n〉, coherent light exhibits Poisson-distributed photon-
number statistics with smaller variance (∆n)2coh = 〈n〉. By contrast, anti-bunched
light in terms of a single photon, being ideally measured per unit time, would require
a variance of zero. However, as soon as the detected light shows variances smaller
than that of coherent light, it is considered to be genuine quantum light, because
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0 ≤ (∆n)2quant < 〈n〉 cannot be explained with classical theories [122].
Photons can be described as the quantized energy states of the 1D harmonic
oscillator. Defining creation and annihilation operators,
aˆ = 1√
2m~ω
(mωxˆ+ ipˆx) (3.90)
aˆ† = 1√
2m~ω
(mωxˆ− ipˆx) , (3.91)
with xˆ and pˆx being the position and the momentum operators, we can show that
the photon number operator
nˆ = aˆ†aˆ, (3.92)
nˆ|n〉 = n|n〉 (3.93)
is the representative of the number of excited energy quanta of the quantum har-
monic oscillator, while the photon number states
|n〉 = 1√
n!
(
aˆ†
)n |0〉 (3.94)
correspond to the energy eigenvalues at angular frequency ω of the 1D quantum
harmonic oscillator. The creation and annihilation operators act on photon number
states as follows:
aˆ†|n〉 = √n+ 1|n+ 1〉 (3.95)
aˆ|n〉 = √n|n− 1〉 (3.96)
aˆ|0〉 = 0. (3.97)
With these definitions we defined what is referred to as the photon-number base
in the Fock space, and we are able to represent, e. g., a coherent state |α〉 in the
photon-number representation as
|α〉 = e−|α|2 ·
∞∑
n=0
α2√
n!
|n〉. (3.98)
The photon number statistics of coherent states results from projecting them on the
photon number states:
〈n|α〉 = e− |α|
2
2 · α
n
√
n!
, (3.99)
and we identify the equivalence to Poisson statistics, because P (n) ≡ |〈n|α〉|2. The
expectation value of a coherent state’s photon number operator is proportional to
the intensity of the classical field:
〈α|nˆ|α〉 = α∗α, (3.100)
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and the mean photon number is given by 〈n〉 = |α|2.
A versatile figure of merit for distinguishing quantum from classical light is to
measure the degree of second-order coherence [122,123]. To verify anti-bunching we
might implement a balanced beam splitter with two input mode fields, E1 and E2, and
two output mode fields, E3 and E4. The individual outputs are connected with photon
detectors. The electric signals of the detection events, being proportional to the light
intensities I (t), are fed to a coincidence counter and analyzed for different times of
arrival t + τ . The experimental configuration is commonly called Hanbury Brown-
Twiss (HBT) setup [124]. By scanning for different delays τ we can compute the
second-order correlation function [122, 125], which quantifies intensity fluctuations
in time
g(2) (τ) = 〈I (t) · I (t+ τ)〉〈I (t)〉〈I (t+ τ)〉 . (3.101)
In the case of single photons we represent the fields by the annihilation operator
such that Ei → aˆi, which we use to write for the output modes
aˆ3 =
1√
2
(aˆ1 − aˆ2) , (3.102)
aˆ4 =
1√
2
(aˆ1 + aˆ2) . (3.103)
By analogy to Eq. 3.101 we can calculate the second-order correlation functions for
τ and τ = 0 as
g(2) (τ) = 〈aˆ
†
3 (t) · aˆ†4 (t+ τ) 〈aˆ†4 (t) · aˆ†3 (t+ τ)〉
〈aˆ†3 (t) aˆ3 (t)〉〈aˆ†4 (t+ τ) aˆ4 (t+ τ)〉
, (3.104)
g(2) (0) = 〈aˆ
†
3 · aˆ†4aˆ4aˆ3
〈aˆ†3aˆ3〉〈aˆ†4aˆ4〉
= 〈nˆ (nˆ− 1)〉〈nˆ〉2 . (3.105)
The latter equation holds true, if the second input mode is blocked, i. e. aˆ2 = |0〉
is the vacuum state. We see directly that for genuine single photons, which means
that one photon per time bin impinges the HBT setup, the second-order correlation
function at zero delay must be g(2) (0) = 0, a fact that cannot be explained by
classical theories. Thus, it indicates the quantum nature of single photons. For
Table 3.2.: The values of the second-order correlation function for different types of
light are provided. While values of g(2) (0) ≥ 1 can be explained by classical
theory, anti-bunching in a stream of photons exhibits g(2) (0) < 1 and is a
genuine quantum feature [122].
Classical description Photon stream g(2) (τ) g(2) (0)
Chaotic bunched ≥ 1 ≥ g(2) (τ) and > 1
Perfect coherent random 1 = g(2) (τ)
not available anti-bunched < 1 < g(2) (τ)
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coherent light we have g(2) (τ) = g(2) (0) = 1 for any temporal dependence of I (t).
It has been found that for the different types of light the second-order correlation
function exhibits values as given in Tab. 3.2. A custom version of the HBT setup
will be employed in Sec. 6.1.1.
3.3.2. Theory of parametric down-conversion
So-called type-0 parametric down-conversion in nonlinear waveguides as a special
case of χ(2)-nonlinear interactions requires the quantum mechanical notation of the
three-wave-mixing Hamiltonian. This operator describes the interaction of the quan-
tized electric field operator Eˆ (z, t) = Eˆ+ (z, t) + Eˆ− (z, t) with the induced second-
order nonlinear polarization operator Pˆ (2) = 2ε0 · deff33 · EˆEˆ along the propagation
direction z of our second-order nonlinear waveguide. The description of the second-
order polarization is given by analogy to Eq. 3.6 and already includes the highest
nonlinear optical tensor element in our lithium niobate waveguides, deff33 . The field
operators Eˆ+ (z, t) and Eˆ− (z, t) are defined by
Eˆ+ (z, t) = C ′
∫
exp [−i (ωt+ k(ω)z)] aˆ (ω) dω, (3.106)
Eˆ− (z, t) = Eˆ+† (z, t) = C
∫
exp [−i (ωt+ k(ω)z)] aˆ† (ω) dω, (3.107)
and describe the output and the input fields, respectively. Note that we included all
constants in C ′ and C, respectively and assume slowly varying envelopes as in Sec.
3.2.3. Now, we can write for the general tree-wave-mixing Hamiltonian:
Hˆ3wm (t) =
∫
Z
Pˆ
(2) (z, t) Eˆ (z, t) dz + h.c., (3.108)
which can be analyzed for the individual χ(2)-nonlinear process components by anal-
ogy to Sec. 3.1.1, Eq. 3.6 (see, for example, Ref. [10]). Additionally, the Manley-
Rowe relations [100] have to be considered in order to rule out unphysical solutions,
which otherwise would not obey the energy conservation rule. We identify the term
that describes the parametric down-conversion interaction as expressed by
HˆPDC (t) = 2ε0deff33
∫
Z
Eˆ+p (z, t) · Eˆ−s (z, t) · Eˆ−i (z, t) dz + h.c., (3.109)
where the indices p, s and i stand for the pump, signal and idler wave, respectively.
The time evolution of an initial quantum state, |Ψ (0)〉, can be described by
|Ψ (T )〉 = Tˆ exp
− i
~
T∫
0
HˆPDC (t) dt
 |Ψ (0)〉, (3.110)
where Tˆ represents a time-ordering operator, which we assume to play no significant
role in our considerations for the low gain regime [126,127]. Note also that Eq. 3.109
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represents a tri-linear Hamiltonian, the time evolution cannot be solved analytically.
Instead, we make use of the fact that PDC is typically pumped by strong classical
fields, which allows us to redefine the pump field as
Eˆ+ (z, t)→ E+ (z, t) =
∫
αp (ωp) · exp [i (ωpt+ k(ωp)z)] dωp, (3.111)
where a Gaussian pump envelope αp (ωp) = Ap exp
[
(ωp − µp)2 /(2σ2p)
]
comprises
the complex field amplitude Ap, the central pump frequency µp and the pump
bandwidth σp [128]. Note that this notation explicitly covers ultrafast pumps with
broad spectral distributions.
The Hamiltonian describing the PDC process generates the unity transformation
Uˆ = exp
[
− i
~
∫
HˆPDC (t) dt
]
, (3.112)
of an input vacuum state. Neglecting the time-ordering effects and performing the
time-integration directly provides us with the delta-distribution 2piδ(ωs + ωi − ωp),
which, in turn, allows for the integration over the pump frequency ωp. Equation
3.112 transforms to
Uˆ ′ = exp
− i~
A′ L/2∫
−L/2
∫ ∫
αp (ωs + ωi) exp [i∆kz] aˆ†s (ωs) aˆ
†
i (ωi) dωi dωs dz

 .
(3.113)
Here A′ includes the constants, and ∆k = kp(ωs + ωi)− ks(ωs)− kiωi) is the phase-
mismatch according to Eq. 3.13. Performing the integration also over the nonlinear
interaction length Z = L we can rewrite the unitary operator that describes the
conventional guided-wave PDC process in the low gain regime, as pursued in parts
of this thesis:
Uˆ = exp
[
− i
~
(
A
∫ ∫
αp (ωs + ωi)φ (ωs, ωi) aˆ†s (ωs) aˆ
†
i (ωi) dωi dωs
)]
, (3.114)
where A comprises the constants. The corresponding quasi-phase-matching function
φ (ωs, ωi) = sinc (∆kL/2), including the phase mismatch ∆k, can be combined with
the pump distribution αp (ωs + ωi) in order to describe the joint spectral amplitude
function of the PDC:
f (ωs, ωi) = αp (ωs + ωi)φ (ωs, ωi) . (3.115)
We note that the pump distribution in conjunction with the quasi-phase-matching
function both determine the spectral correlations of the PDC process. The unitary
operation Uˆ |Ψ〉 (0) = Uˆ |0, 0〉 provides us with the output state
|Ψ〉 (T ) =
(
1− |κ|
2
2
)
|0〉+ κ|1s, 1i〉+ κ2|2s, 2i〉+ ... . (3.116)
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Here, the parameter κ is the coupling strength of the process defined by the nonlinear
optical tensor element, the field overlap integral, the dispersive properties of the
nonlinear material, and the length of the periodically inverted grating structure
inside the waveguide. The parameter κ is specifically dependent on how well the
quasi-phase-matching condition is met. Note that the subscripts s and i label the
signal and the idler mode, respectively. We see that the generation of higher-order
photon pairs is intrinsic to the PDC process and requires careful treatment of the
term single photon generation.
While spectrally narrow pump beams usually lead to strictly correlated PDC
states in lithium niobate, broad pump beams in conjunction with engineered quasi-
phase-matching functions in potassium titanyl phosphate can yield pure single-mode
PDC states, which are spectrally decorrelated [50,129].
The theoretical description of cascaded parametric down-conversion, where the
signal photons of a primary PDC process are exploited in order to pump a secondary
PDC process in order to generate photon-triplet states, is non-trivial. This is due
to the necessity to describe the secondary PDC process in terms of the tri-linear
Hamiltonian similar to Eq. 3.110. However, we can write for the overall unitary
operation [91]
Uˆ = Uˆ2Uˆ1, (3.117)
= exp
− i
~
T2∫
0
HˆPDC,2 (t) dt
 exp
− i
~
T1∫
0
HˆPDC,1 (t) dt
 , (3.118)
= exp
[
− i
~
(
A2
∫ ∫
aˆp (ωs2 + ωi2)φ2 (ωs2, ωi2) aˆ†s2 (ωs2) aˆ
†
i2 (ωi2) dωi2dωs2
)]
×exp
[
− i
~
(
A1
∫ ∫
αp (ωs1 + ωi1)φ1 (ωs1, ωi1) aˆ†s1 (ωs1) aˆ
†
i1 (ωi1) dωi1dωs1
)]
,
(3.119)
where ωs1 = ωs2 + ωi2, and Uˆ1 is given by a re-labeled version of Eq. 3.114. The
pre-factors A1 and A2 include the constants for the individual conversion processes,
and φi (ωsi, ωii) , i = 1, 2 describe the quasi-phase-matching conditions of the PDC
processes. The solution to Eq. 3.119 is highly non-trivial, but treating it by means
of first-order perturbation theory allows for an approximation of the generated state:
|Ψ (T )〉 = Uˆ2Uˆ1|0s1, 0i1, 0s2, 0i2〉, (3.120)
≈ −iκ1|1s1, 1i1, 0s2, 0i2〉 − κ2κ1|0s1, 1i1, 1s2, 1i2〉 (3.121)
where the vacuum output state is ignored. The first term in Eq. 3.121 describes
the generation of a photon pair in the primary PDC stage, whereas the second term
represents the generation of a photon triplet [91]. The latter is what we aim for to
generate and to characterize in this thesis in Sec. 7.2. Note that the approximation
made here is not taking higher-order photon contributions of the first PDC process
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into account, but we will see that for pulsed cascaded parametric down-conversion
we have to take these effects into account. At this point we want to emphasize that
more theoretical and numerical effort is necessary in the future in order to describe
the cascaded PDC process such that higher-order photon contributions are taken
into account. It would also be interesting to know, how the individual quasi-phase-
matching conditions have to be engineered in order to maximize the efficiency of the
overall photon triplet generation process.
Conclusion
In this theoretical section we explained the optical effects caused by the second-order
nonlinear polarization in dielectric materials like lithium niobate. We found that
χ(2)-nonlinear processes like second-harmonic generation, sum-frequency generation
and parametric down-conversion require quasi-phase-matching in order to generate
non-negligible output, when the propagation of the three mixing fields propagate
co-linearly as in the waveguides we use in this thesis. The quasi-phase-matching
condition can be achieved technologically by periodically inverting the sign of the
the second-order nonlinear susceptibility inside the medium as we will explain more
detailed in Chapter 4.
For sum-frequency processes we inferred a sin2
(√
P1
)
-proportionality of the out-
put power on the stronger of the two input fields, which means that in principle
unit conversion of the weaker input field can be achieved. By contrast, the second-
harmonic generation output power has been found to respond quadratically on the
fundamental input power in the regime of a non-depleted pump field on the one
hand. On the other hand, in a depleted-pump scenario, the SHG power asymptoti-
cally reaches a maximum, which corresponds to quasi-unit conversion efficiency.
Modeling the diffusion of titanium into a lithium niobate substrate provided us
with predictable local refractive index changes, which lead to the formation of chan-
nel waveguides. We explained the effective-index method in more detail, because it
will be exploited to model the required modes in the next chapters. As a specific type
of waveguide structure, we modeled a directional coupler in the local normal mode
description in conjunction with the FEM model developed by Strake et al. [107]. We
also anticipated the behavior of the coupler implemented to the integrated device in
order to compare with the experimental results in Sec. 5.3.
Furthermore, we gave a theoretical description of parametric down-conversion in
its conventional and in a cascaded manner. We found for cascaded PDC that more
theoretical and numerical work is necessary in the future in order to solve the tri-
linear Hamiltonian describing the second PDC process in the cascade.
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CHAPTER 4
Technology in lithium niobate - A toolbox
for integrated quantum optical devices
Contents
4.1 Lithium niobate - an outstanding mate-
rial for integrated quantum optics . . . 43
4.2 Waveguide fabrication techniques . . . . 48
4.3 Periodic domain inversion . . . . . . . . 51
4.4 Device design for cascaded conversion
processes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55
An overview of the broad
range of properties of lithium
niobate beneficial for nonlin-
ear optics is given. We
briefly discuss different meth-
ods for the fabrication of pas-
sive wave-guiding structures
and focus on the diffusion of
titanium to the congruent Z-cut material with X-propagation. Furthermore, a
technological recipe as well as typical outcomes for periodically poled structures
are described in detail. Finally, we explain the design considerations, the layout
parameters and the optical coatings for the multi-functional device with active
and passive components on-chip, which all together form the physical basis for
the experimental data provided in this thesis.
4.1. Lithium niobate - an outstanding material for integrated
quantum optics
Ever since the intentional development of chemical agents had been pursued, their
applicability in order to improve human lifestyle has been at the heart of scientific
research. Materials with multi-purpose properties - artificially created, purified or
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Figure 4.1.: The unit cell of lithium niobate: simple schematic (left [132]) and schematic
highlighting oxygenic octahedra (right [133]).
modified elements - gained overwhelming importance to our everyday life, such as
steel, silicon, lithium, or fossil fuel.
In a series of outstanding solids, one artificial crystalline material has been play-
ing a predominant role for acousto-optical and nonlinear-optical applications over
the last 50 years due to its unique mixture of material properties: lithium niobate
(LiNbO3). It was reported on first by Zachariasen [130] and recognized to be ferro-
electric by Matthias and Remeika [131].
While structurally belonging to the trigonal crystal class, LiNbO3 shows rotational
symmetry around its crystallographic Z-axis, which is commonly labeled as the
optical c-axis. Therefore, the point group 3m and the space group R3c can be
attributed. Two different schematics of the unit cell are depicted in Fig. 4.1. We see
in both that each niobium cation Nb5+ is surrounded by 6 oxygen atoms arranged
as a slightly deformed octahedron. The [NbO6] substructures share oxygen atoms
at their corners diagonally, such that one hexagonal unit cell contains 16 oxygenic
octahedra. The oxygen sub-lattice forms gaps along the c-axis, which are filled by
niobium cations, vacancies and lithium cations in series of Nb5+ - vacancy - Li+ -
Nb5+ - vacancy - Li+... . Hence, each lithium cation is surrounded by 12 oxygen
atoms with different distances.
The diagonal interconnection of oxygen octahedra, different Li-O distances and the
alternating occupation of octahedral gaps lead to a non-inversion symmetry and to
spontaneous polarisation of the crystal - two features, which all favorable properties
of LiNbO3 are directly related to. We can deduce its optical χ(2)-nonlinearity and
ferroelectricity, its piezo-electric, pyro-electric, photo-refractive properties and op-
tical anisotropy from the crystallographic structure. The following subsections will
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emphasize the benefits of these LiNbO3 properties for nonlinear (quantum-) optics
in more detail. In this thesis, we concentrate only on the so called congruent lithium
niobate (CLN) in the crystal Z-cut and X-propagation configuration, which is the
most common and cheapest modification of LiNbO3 under Czochalski growth [134]
conditions. It shows a slight lithium deficiency with a Li/Nb ratio of 0.94553 com-
pared to the stoichiometric material (=1).
4.1.1. Birefringence and dispersion
The rotational symmetry of the LiNbO3 crystals around its optical c-axis determines
its uniaxial birefringence, which means that the refractive indices of the material
depend on the polarization of incident light fields on the one hand and on the angle
of incidence relative to the crystallographic axes on the other hand. The grade of
birefringence is usually given by the difference of the ordinary refractive (no) and
the extraordinary refractive indices (ne). Both are considered to be dependent on
the wavelength, i. e., they show dispersion, and also on temperature. Among other
mathematical forms [135,136] the following expression is used for the calculation of
the extraordinary refractive index (RI) [137]:
n2e (λ) = A1,e +B1,e · f +
A2,e +B2,e · f
λ2 − (A3,e +B3,e · f)2
+ A4,e +B4,e · f
λ2 −A25,e
−A6,eλ2, (4.1)
where f = (T − 24.5) (T + 570.82) is a unit-less temperature correction term with T
being the temperature in the Celsius scale. The coefficients Ak,e and Bl,e account for
oscillatory properties of the involved ion species and for the temperature dependence,
respectively.
By contrast, the ordinary refractive index for congruent, undoped lithium niobate
can be described with a different mathematical expression [138]:
n2o (λ) = A1,o +
A2,o +B1,o · F
λ2 − (A3,o +B2,o · F )2
+B3,o · F −A4,oλ2, (4.2)
where F = (T − 24.5) (T + 546) accounts for the temperature. Note that this disper-
sion relation has been derived and optimized for type-I noncritical phase-matching
processes in bulk congruent lithium niobate by difference-frequency generation in
the range of 2159 nm ≤ λDFG ≤ 3235 nm. The relative uncertainty in the visible
and near-infrared range is around 1.8 × 10−4. Lacking a more precise temperature
dependent Sellmeier expression in the literature for QPM processes in undoped LN,
we use equation 4.2 for our refractive index calculations.
In the Appendix A the coefficients and RI dispersion curves for the wavelength
range from 350 nm to 2500 nm at room temperature and at 170◦ C are given, re-
spectively. We note that not only the ordinary refractive index is in general larger
than the extraordinary refractive index, but also that with higher temperature both
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RIs have slightly increased values. Immediately, we conclude that a tuning of the
temperature will change the optical properties of CLN, which is beneficial not only
for linear optical applications, but it will also play a significant role for the nonlin-
ear applications pursued in this thesis, as we will show in more detail in subsequent
chapters.
4.1.2. Second-order nonlinearity and electro-optic Pockels effect
The most prominent feature of CLN is connected to the lacking inversion symmetry
of the crystallographic system. This finds its expression in the second-order nonlinear
susceptibility tensor χ(2)ijk, which is related to the nonlinear optical tensor, dijk =
1
2χ
(2)
ijk as mentioned already in Sec. 3.1.2. A brief derivation of the nonlinear optical
tensor with respect to symmetry considerations of lithium niobate is given in the
Appendix B.
For the different crystal geometries commonly applied in research and industry,
i. e. Z-cut X-propagation and X-cut Z-propagation, only the d33 and d31 elements
are of significant relevance. At a wavelength of 1064 nm the values of reported
nonlinear optical tensor elements range from 25.2 ≤ d33 ≤ 34 pm V−1 and from
6.5 ≤ d31 ≤ 10.9 pm V−1, respectively [95]. The former is important for applications,
since it allows for most efficient nonlinear three-wave mixing-processes.
Additionally, every crystallographic system with a non-inversion symmetry also
exhibits changes of the refractive indices, when static or low-frequency electric fields
are applied. This effect is commonly referred to as the linear electro-optic or Pockels
effect, since the index changes show linear dependencies on the external field strength
[99]. Without deriving the mathematical formalism thoroughly (see for example
Ref. [101]), we can state that the linear electro-optic tensor elements rijk are related
to the elements of the nonlinear optical tensor via
dijk =
ij
2 rijk, (4.3)
where the  represent the dielectric functions of the material, and are related to the
complex refractive indices,
√<{}+ ı={} = n + ık. If we assume no absorption
of the material, the imaginary parts of the refractive indices vanish and we get the
individual  = n2. The precondition of no absorption is fulfilled very well over a
broad spectral range (350 ≤ λ ≤ 4500 nm) for congruent lithium niobate, espe-
cially in the visible and the telecom wavelength region. For this reason and due to
the large electro-optical coefficients, the different configurations of lithium niobate
are excellent material bases for commercial and scientific electro-optic modulator
(EOM) [139]. In integrated nonlinear optics, phase-shifters [140–142], polarization-
controllers [143, 144], Mach-Zehnder-interferometers [145–147] and directional cou-
plers [148,149] are used for a multitude of applications.
Besides its second-order nonlinear properties, lithium niobate also exhibits third-
order nonlinear characteristics like the electro-optic Kerr effect, self-focusing, self-
phase- modulation, and it provides four-wave-mixing processes. Since χ(3)-processes
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are much more inefficient than χ(2)-processes, they require much larger intensities
of incident light fields to become significant. We note but discard them for further
application considerations.
4.1.3. Piezo-electric, acousto-optic and photorefractive effects
In the field of classical integrated optics, other properties in lithium niobate have
been successfully applied, such as the generation of surface acoustic wave (SAW)
via strain-induced changes of the refractive indices. These acousto-optic properties
found a variety of applications, most prominently in acousto-optic modulator (AOM)
[150–152], which allow for frequency tuning of laser light, for switching of the quality
factors or for active mode-locking of lithium niobate-based pulsed lasers.
Acousto-optical applications would not work in lithium niobate if the material was
not also exhibiting photo-elastic and piezo-electric properties, which are directly re-
lated to the symmetry of the unit cell and its ferroelectric spontaneous polarization.
Piezo-electricity is based on the generation of electric fields under the influence of
stress or strain: if the unit cell with lack of inversion-symmetry is stretched or
compressed, the distances of the involved ions and sub-lattices change, and electric
dipole moments are induced. Macroscopically, the accumulation of the dipole mo-
ments or - per unit volume - polarization leads to the build-up of electric fields, which
may change the refractive index of the material locally via the electro-optic effect.
Likewise, acousto-optically induced stress and strain can change the birefringence of
lithium niobate via the photo-elastic effect (see, for example, Ref. [101]). Depending
on the crystal cut of the material and the involved tensor elements, the acousto-
optical properties in lithium niobate are often an overlap of both, photo-elasticity
and the piezo-electric/electro-optic effect.
Another phenomenon is the photo-refractive effect [153], which is often referred to
as optical damage. Large intensities of incident light in the range of visible and near-
infrared (IR) wavelengths, can induce electric fields that change the refractive index
of the material locally via the electro-optic effect, especially in waveguide (WG)
structures. As the waveguide’s confinement for optical modes depends on the effec-
tive refractive index, these local changes cause local fluctuations in the confinement,
i. e. the intensity changes dynamically. For visible light, this effect can be visual-
ized by mapping the near field of the WG mode to a screen, and is characterized
by uncontrolled blurring of the mode structure. Since this effect depends on the
atomic species that build the waveguide, much effort has been taken to decrease
the photo-refractive damage for high-power continuous-wave applications [154,155].
On the other hand, photo-refraction can be employed to inscribe holograms to the
material system and, thus, to store information [156].
In this work, we are aware of the general properties of lithium niobate, but restrict
ourselves on the congruent material in the Z-cut with X-propagation. Except for
the outlook, we do not take electro-optically active elements or applications into
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account. Instead, we base this thesis and our device design on the combination of
passive guided wave structures with active wavelength conversion regions, the latter
of which rely on the largest χ(2)-nonlinear coefficient (i. e. d33) in order to provide
the most efficient type-0 quasi-phase-matched processes possible.
4.2. Waveguide Fabrication Techniques
In the last four decades a variety of different techniques has been developed and
pushed to the limits in order to fabricate waveguides in lithium niobate. We can find
several ways of waveguide classification, be it on a structural or a material-related
basis. The former classification divides the waveguides into planar slabs [157], two-
dimensional ridges [23,158], slots [159], strips [25] or buried channels [160–163] being
either metal-diffused [25], ion-exchanged [164], laser-written [165] or sawed [166].
The latter classification refers to the chemical agents brought into the bulk LN.
Among others, the most common agents for diffusion-based waveguide fabrication
are hydrogen, zinc [167] and titanium [25]. However, all of the techniques aim for
a well-defined local increase of the refractive index with respect to the substrate in
order to enable modal confinement of light.
For comparison, we restrict ourselves to the description of two common technolo-
gies. Firstly, the creation of buried waveguides by reverse proton exchange (RPE)
is briefly explained. Secondly, we provide a deeper insight to the titanium-diffusion
technique, which our nonlinear quantum-optical device is fabricated of.
We describe first the technological preparation of the LN substrates prior to any
waveguide fabrication. Several steps are necessary to provide an optimized pho-
tolithographic processing. As shown schematically in Fig. 4.2, we start with a 12
mm wide, 0.5 mm thick and up to 100 mm long sample, which is cut from a 10-inch
Z-cut wafer such that its length direction is parallel to the crystallographic X-axis.
Along the X-direction, we carefully grind the edges of the surface in an angle
of 2◦ in order to provide homogeneous layers of spin-coated photo-resist struc-
tures in later technology steps. After this, we clean the substrates carefully in a
three-step procedure, which removes organic and inorganic residues on the polished
+Z-surface. Hereafter, the samples are ready-to-use for any further technological
processing steps.
4.2.1. Proton exchange, annealing and burying of waveguides
The probably most commonly applied technique to fabricate low-loss waveguides
with good resistance to photo-refractive damage effects is the so called proton ex-
change (PE). Among other chemical agents, benzoic acid [164] represents the stan-
dard material for PE, since it is easy to handle in clean-room facilities, it offers
low melting temperatures, comparably large diffusion constants and, thus, requires
acceptable technological effort for preparing the waveguides.
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The proton exchange technique leads to an increase only of the extraordinary re-
fractive index of lithium niobate, whereas the ordinary index is reduced. This means,
that with this type of waveguides, only one polarization of light can be guided: in
Z-Cut congruent LN, we lose the degree of freedom of having access to type-II
QPM nonlinear processes, which involve transverse electric (TE) polarized light. It
also restricts applications, which include integrated electro-optical polarization con-
trollers or the generation of polarization-entangled photons, to other technological
approaches. Another drawback of pure PE processing is its tendency to destroy the
nonlinear properties of lithium niobate, since large amounts of incorporated hydro-
gen lead to phase changes [168] and significantly deform the crystallographic unit
cell towards an inversion-symmetric lattice [169]. By heat treatment of the material
in the so-called annealed proton exchange (APE) technique [170] or with a direct
fabrication method, the so-called soft proton exchange (SPE) [171], it is possible to
restore the nonlinear coefficient or even keep the beneficial α-phase of the material.
Nevertheless, proton exchanged waveguides offer two striking arguments in terms
of applicability in quantum optics: by burying the waveguides after the annealing
step, a symmetrization of the incorporated proton concentration profile is possi-
ble [114]. If we assume - for simplicity - a linear dependence of the local refractive
index increase, this means that the index profile can be made symmetric, too. Tak-
ing normal mode dispersion into account, the centers of mass of modes at different
wavelengths overlap better than for APE waveguides, which are strongly asymmet-
ric. The immediate benefit is a higher nonlinear conversion efficiency on the one
hand, while on the other hand also the coupling to modes in optical fibers can
be significantly increased. The group of Fejer and co-workers reported the world
record in terms of conversion efficiency for second harmonic generation [172], being
a manifold higher than for PE or APE waveguides.
4.2.2. Titanium diffusion for ultra-low loss waveguide structures
Applied quantum optics requires devices with extremely low loss. Promising ap-
proaches include the integration of multiple quantum optical functionalities to mono-
lithic chips [63,65,66,68,70,71,74,173–177]. We chose to pursue the path of fabricat-
ing integrated devices in LN waveguide structures by titanium-diffusion, since it is
known from classical nonlinear optics to provide the lowest scattering loss [84]. The
technological basis also allows for all of the aforementioned benefits of the substrate
material.
In order to generate waveguides structures in Ti:LN, we start with the edge-
grinded and cleaned chips - as discussed in the introduction of this section -, and
we deposit highly pure titanium on the -Z-face via electron-beam evaporation in an
evacuated chamber with rotary calotte. This yields a uniform titanium thickness of
76 nm over the whole sample surface. The titanium layer thickness was chosen such
that eventually our waveguides show single-mode operation at telecom wavelengths
from 1500 nm up to around 1650 nm.
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Figure 4.2.: Overview of fabrication steps for titanium-diffused waveguides.
As depicted in Fig. 4.2, we subsequently deposit a homogeneous layer of positive
photo-resist (PR) onto the titanium with a spin-coater, resulting in a PR thickness
of few micrometers. Since it still contains a certain amount of solvents, we put the
sample in an oven at elevated temperature for several minutes minutes in order to
solidify the PR. After gently cooling back to room temperature, the resist is ready
for temporally limited exposure with ultra-violet (UV) light through a contact mask,
which contains the desired structural information of the waveguides. The positive
resist allows for the generation of structures as written on the mask, i.e. stripes on
the mask will yield stripes in the PR after development, since the UV light breaks
the molecular structure of the resist and increases its solubility in a developing agent.
After the development for a few seconds, the photo-resist requires a second heat
treatment above the temperature, where the resist becomes liquid again, for several
minutes in order to stabilize the edges of the developed structures.
Once the waveguide structures are situated on top of the titanium, we etch the
latter without temporal delays in order to prevent oxidization. At slightly above
room temperature, the sample is immersed into a mixture of water, hydrogen per-
oxide and ammonium for a few minutes. Hereafter, the uncovered titanium layer
vanished and we remain with PR-covered Ti stripes of the desired nominal width. A
short-term bath in acetone removes the residual PR and we are left with the wanted
titanium structures.
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In general, the thickness and the width of the Ti-structures define the reservoir
of material to diffuse fully into the substrate [107]. Thus, we check the optical
quality control of these two parameters via UV-filtered bright field light microscopy
combined with appropriate analysis software tools.
In the next step, we put the sample in a platinum box and into a three-zone tube
oven with calibrated temperature profile along its symmetry axis. The diffusion of
the titanium takes place at 1060◦C, where the oven is heated up within 1.5 hours,
kept there for 8.5 hours in an oxygen atmosphere in order to prevent reduced states
of incorporated photorefractive centers. During diffusion of titanium into the lithium
niobate bulk material, lithium oxide diffuses out of the substrate, and it builds an
amorphous structure of around 30 microns in thickness especially on the -Z face of
the substrate. After slow cooling down to room temperature, we carefully grind the
backside of our waveguide device in a planar manner, since the Li2O layer would
prevent the electric field poling as described in the next section.
4.3. Periodic domain inversion
The conversion efficiency of co-linear three-wave-mixing processes in waveguide struc-
tures usually suffers from mismatched phases of the involved fields, since material
dispersion at different wavelengths leads to different phase velocities. Field ampli-
tudes generated at different positions inside a waveguide will on average not add
up (or interfere constructively) to significant strengths and, thus, output powers
due to different phase relations will remain negligible in all types of waveguided
three-wave-mixing processes.
A well-understood method to overcome this issue is to introduce an artificial com-
pensation mechanism for the accumulated phase difference. In ferroelectric LN, we
can achieve the QPM condition by periodic inversion of the spontaneous polariza-
tion. To do so, it is recommended to apply an electric field, which is larger than the
coercive field strength of the crystal, to specially masked (periodic) areas. Due to
the hysteresis of the internal polarization with respect to electric fields, we locally
change the spontaneous polarization of ferroelectric LN by moving the lithium ions
with respect to the oxygen octahedra sub-lattice.
According to the rules of energy and momentum conservation, the period of such
a grating is strongly dependent on the chosen wavelength combination of the χ(2)-
nonlinear process as well as on the type of process in terms of field polarizations.
Table 4.1 shows a brief overview over different PDC processes and the required
periodicities of the poled gratings in titanium-diffused periodically poled lithium nio-
bate (Ti:PPLN) waveguides. Note that we applied the waveguide model of Strake
et al. [107,116]. We recognize that shorter wavelengths involved will require smaller
structures, and type-II nonlinear processes need smaller periodicities than type-0
processes. Also very interesting, but technologically most challenging are processes
based on counter-propagating fields inside waveguides [73, 178–180]. Here, the nec-
essary periodicities reach the sub-micron region, which has not been achieved in
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Table 4.1.: Calculated poling periods for typical parametric down-conversion processes
in Ti-diffused waveguides in lithium niobate.
χ(2)process polarizations wavelengths [nm] ΛG [µm]
PDC type 0 e→ e+ e 532(p)→ 803(s) + 1575(i) 6.74
PDC type II o→ o+ e 532(p)→ 803(s) + 1575(i) 4.83
PDC type II o→ e+ o 532(p)→ 803(s) + 1575(i) 3.97
PDC type 0 e→ e+ e 775(p)→ 1550(s) + 1550(i) 16.63
PDC type II o→ o+ e 775(p)→ 1550(s) + 1550(i) 9.29
PDC type 0
(idler counter prop.) e→ e+ e 532(p)→ 803(s) + 1575(i) ∼ 0.348
PDC type 0
(signal counter prop.) e→ e+ e 532(p)→ 803(s) + 1575(i) ∼ 0.178
PDC type II
(idler counter prop.) o→ o+ e 775(p)→ 1550(s) + 1550(i) ∼ 0.337
PDC type II
(signal counter prop.) o→ o+ e 532(p)→ 803(s) + 1575(i) ∼ 0.171
lithium niobate with state-of-the-art poling techniques over considerably large de-
vice length scales.
For the devices considered and characterized in this thesis, we concentrate on a
standard and reliable method for periodic domain inversion: the pulsed electric field
poling [181–184]. This technique has the benefit, that it can be employed using
optical lithographic preparation steps. Since the poling pattern is imprinted to a
photo-resist via vacuum contact lithography through masks of extremely high period
accuracy (written with electron beam lithographic methods), practically no errors
occur in the otherwise exponentially dependent phase-matching conditions [179].
Besides, pulsed electric field poling does not necessitate sample thicknesses below 0.5
mm in order to achieve periodicities larger than 6.5 µm homogeneously over several
millimeters of length due the difference of vertical and lateral domain growth [185].
For poling duty-cycles close to the perfect 50/50 ratio, we can compensate this
difference by off-equilibrium duty-cycles on the lithography mask and, subsequently,
the photo-resist [98].
In detail, the photo-resist for poling patterns acts as an insulator, which generates
a contrast in the applied electric field between regions covered with PR (smaller field
strength) and areas without PR (higher field strength, to be poled). This contrast,
although of the order of only ∼ 0.5% for half millimeter thick samples and the
respective PR thicknesses, suffices to allow the nucleation of inverted domains only
in uncovered regions, where the liquid electrode contacts the LN surface. Once
the nucleation has taken place, the domains grow spike-like through the crystal
until they reach its backside [185]. Simultaneously, lateral growth accompanies the
vertical growth, but with around 2 orders of magnitude lower velocities. Thus, a
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Figure 4.3.: Schematic overview of technological steps for the fabrication of periodically
inverted domains in lithium niobate.
comparably well controlled duty-cycle can be achieved by monitoring the poling
current and the accumulated charge during the application f the electric field.
As shown in Fig. 4.3, we start our technological procedure for periodic poling
with the backside-grinded samples with the titanium-diffused waveguides on the -Z
face, which the vendor provided with better surface polishing quality. It is known
that a uniform nucleation and growth of inverted domains starts from the +Z-face,
instead. Therefore, we invert the polarization of almost the whole chip area by
applying the high electric field in a special sample holder. Herein, the two ±Z-faces
are contacted by a liquid electrode consisting of 2-propanol and a dissolved salt as
the electrolyte. We apply a single ramped pulse of 12 kV and few seconds of duration,
and we monitor the voltage as well as the current and conducted charge. We stop
the pulse abruptly and clean the sample after removing from the special holder,
when the amount of charge for complete areal inversion has flown. Since the liquid
electrodes do not cover the full ±Z-faces and the poling process induces a fair bit of
stress/strain to our samples, we can visualize the domain walls by transmitted-light
polarization microscopy. A short annealing step at several hundred degree Celsius
in an oxygenic atmosphere relaxes the induced stress/strain of the domain walls and
further processing of the sample is possible.
We spin-coat the sample homogeneously with a viscous positive photo-resist, bake
it for several minutes at elevated temperatures in order to remove the solvents, and
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we remain with a hardened resist of several micrometers in thickness. The process
of vacuum contact imprinting of the poling structures is similar to the waveguide
fabrication steps, while the illumination duration is longer due to the thicker resist
layer, and the mask alignment is done with respect to the underlying waveguides.
Our poling patterns on the lithography mask consist of segments which are as broad
as the waveguides and show a hexagonal shape. This is adapted to the crystallo-
graphic unit cell Z-cut and prevents additional distortions due to angeled domain
walls with respect to the natural crystal structure. The limited width of the pol-
ing structures also prevents domain growth in the non-waveguide region, where the
nucleation and growth has been found to start at significantly lower electric field
strengths compared with titanium-diffused areas.
After illumination through the photo mask, we immediately develop the PR with a
basic developer for several tens of seconds and remain with hexagonally shaped open
areas on the new +Z face right above our waveguides (see Fig. 4.3, step #4). At this
point, the resist structure shows steep edges without pedestals just as desired, but it
will not chemically withstand the immersion to our electrolyte solution. Therefore,
we bake the structures in a three-step procedure above 100◦C, each for one hour.
This procedure overcomes the temperature region, where the resist plastically flows
and deforms in terms of rounding of formerly sharp edges. Therefore we heat up
through this temperature region as fast as possible. Temperatures above 150◦C also
lead to chemically less sensitive resist layers, which will survive the direct contact
with our electrolytes dissolved in classical solvents like 2-propanol. A typical hard-
baked structure is shown in Fig. 4.4 (left).
In the next step we again use the special sample holder and perform the pulsed
electric field poling. Depending on the area to be poled, we apply between two
and sixty pulses of around 15 ms duration and 12 kV voltage amplitude. During
pulse application, nucleation spots of inverted domains form on the +Z-face, where
the waveguide resides and where the liquid electrode has direct contact to the LN
surface. The inverted domains grow spike-like in depth, tend to merge and grow also
in width, and finally they stabilize according to the superstrating resist structure, if
the required accumulated charge per area has been reached. Afterwards, we remove
the photo-resist structure by either stripping it with 1-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP)
or ashing it in oxygen plasma.
Since the poling process again induces stress to the sample, we can conveniently
visualize the inverted domains under the transmitted-light polarization microscope
as shown schematically in Fig. 4.3 (step #7). It is likely that these stressed struc-
tures induce high optical scattering loss to the waveguide transmission. In order to
prevent this, we repeat the short annealing step at several hundred degree Celsius for
stress-removal. After this, the domains can be visualized only by selective etching
of the LN surface, the outcome of which is shown as an example in Fig. 4.4 (right).
With this quality check of periodicity, duty-cycle and homogeneity, we finished
the periodic domain inversion procedure, but still have to polish the X-faces in a
perpendicular manner with respect to the waveguide propagation direction. This will
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Figure 4.4.: Typical 6.75 µm poling structure in the photo-resist after hard-bake (left)
and on the sample after selective domain etching (right).
ensure optimal coupling of light into and out of the device, since angular distortions
of the wave fronts can be minimized. The number of scratches in the waveguide
cross-sections, which lead to interference patterns in the near-field and to low overall
device efficiencies, is likewise reduced.
4.4. Device design for cascaded conversion processes
With the technological procedures described in the previous sections at hand, we
are able to design a large variety of devices for classical and quantum optical appli-
cations as mentioned above in this chapter. For the device that is considered in this
thesis, we rely on the reproducibility of our technological toolbox, the robustness of
the device with respect to environmental variations (temperature etc.), and - most
importantly - on an increased number functionalities combined with a simple and
compact design. The main goal of this work in terms of functionality is a single
chip, which is capable of generating photonic triplet states in a cascade of para-
metric down-conversion sources, paired with on-chip spatial demultiplexing and low
loss.
In particular, we have chosen the structures as shown in Fig. 4.5: pairs of waveg-
uides with 127 microns of distance and a nominal width of seven micrometer are
directed along the X-axis of our samples. The distance between the two waveg-
uides is adapted to the center-to-center-distance of paired single-mode fiber (SMF)
in dual-core ferrules for future fiber-integration of our device.
The waveguide coupling ports at the inputs are equipped with linear tapers from
seven micron down to three micron in width towards the device’s end-facet. This
shall reduce the number of guided modes at 532 nm wavelength. In the middle of
the individual structure, we included a symmetric directional coupler, which is fed
by S-shaped ports. The center-to-center distance of the couplers’ stem length region
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Figure 4.5.: Schematic device design for a cascaded wavelength conversion device. Cou-
pled waveguide structures are surrounded by two differently poled areas, in
which the wavelength conversion processes take place. End-face coatings
serve to improve the overall device efficiency.
is 13 micron. This has been found to be a trade-off between high coupling strengths
for transverse magnetic (TM)-polarized telecom light in the fundamental mode, the
suppression of coupling for fundamental TM-modes at 532 nm and ∼ 800 nm, and
the compactness of the structure. Across the 12 mm width of our device we vary
the stem length of the directional couplers from 2750 to 4250 micrometers in 250
micron steps in order to provide optimized coupling for different telecom wavelengths
of our future cascaded wavelength conversion processes. These values have been
estimated by finite element calculations for the interferometric local normal mode
approach according to section 3.2.4. Each paired-waveguide coupler structure has
been repeated three times within a group, which exhibits the same coupler stem
length, i.e., we have seven groups with three waveguide pairs or 42 waveguides in
total.
Prior to and behind an individual coupler structure, we leave the waveguides
straight, and the periodic domain inversion is done in two separate lithography steps,
as described in section 4.3. We vary the poling periods of the first poling pattern
(input side) from 6.71 µm to 6.91 µm within each group, and we parameterize the
second poling period from 17.45 µm to 18.27 µm across the whole device width.
This strategy allows us not only to optimize our device for (cascaded) wavelength
conversion processes from 532 nm to IR wavelengths at∼ 800 nm and∼ 1600 nm, but
it also provides us with a variety of other feasible classical and quantum application
options, where coarse wavelength tuning of independent three-wave-mixing processes
is necessary. In Appendix C we show an overview of the necessary design parameters.
We emphasize that the device shown in Fig. 4.5 is not only capable of generating
photon triplet states, but we demonstrate in Sec. 7.1 that frequency up-conversion
to the visible range is also possible for classical telecom light.
In order to provide the best possible coupling in and out of the waveguide struc-
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Figure 4.6.: Comparison of designed and measured end-face coating transmittances.
we achieve high reflection and anti-reflection characteristics for the desired
wavelengths, respectively. The spectra are in very good agreement with the
design.
tures at the desired wavelengths, we designed and deposited dielectric optical coat-
ings onto the end-facets of our waveguides. For the calculations, we use commercially
available design software with the capability for reverse-engineering and optimiza-
tion of individual layer deposition processes (OptiLayer, OptiRE and OptiChar).
For the input ports of our device, where we want to couple green light and telecom
wavelengths into the waveguides without significant Fresnel losses, we chose a simple
5-layer coating stack, which is anti-reflective (AR) for 532 nm and at 1600± 75 nm.
We decided for titanium dioxide as the high-index material, whereas silicon dioxide
served as the low-index material.
On the output side of the chip we aim for blocking the green light in the best
possible way, while NIR light at ∼ 800 nm and telecom light at ∼ 1600 nm should
be transmitted optimally. Since we have to control three different wavelength re-
gions with different transmittance options, a more sophisticated layer stack has
been designed and deposited by electron-beam evaporation. We coated 14 alternat-
ing layers of high- and low-index material. Although optically indifferent, we always
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start with the titanium oxide, because its adhesion properties on lithium niobate
substrates outperform silicon oxide.
In Fig. 4.6, the calculated and measured coating spectra is shown for the device’s
input (blue lines) and the output facet (red lines). We recognize the high quality of
the deposited stacks in terms of wavelength accuracy and transmittance/reflectance.
Compared to the natural reflectance of around 14 % to 16 % per facet - stemming
from Fresnel reflections between uncoated lithium niobate and the surrounding air -
we could drastically increase the transmittances up to over 98% for IR wavelengths
at the output. Likewise, we have a high-reflective (HR) mirror for green light with
over R > 99%.
As a closing remark for this chapter we emphasize that, with both coatings at
hand, we increase the overall device efficiency significantly. As an example, the
pair emission efficiency from a parametric down-conversion process with respect
to the number of input pump photons is increased by ∼ (58.0 ± 0.3) % compared
to an uncoated device. In this rough estimation we took only into account the
measured input transmittance for 532 nm photons of (98.9± 0.1) % and the output
transmittances for individual IR photons of (98.4 ± 0.1) % and (99.6 ± 0.1) % at
803 nm and 1575 nm, respectively.
Conclusion
In conclusion, we have pointed out the outstanding properties of lithium niobate as a
versatile χ(2)-nonlinear optical material for integrated classical and quantum optics.
In the technological sections we described the general procedures for fabricating
waveguide and directional coupler structures as well as the periodic domain inversion
of the crystal.
With the mature technology of titanium-diffused waveguide structures in peri-
odically poled lithium niobate at hand, we were able to design and fabricate an
integrated device with multiple functionalities on-chip for applications in quantum
optics, which is characterized and tested as described in the following chapters.
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General linear and nonlinear optical
properties of the integrated device
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With the technological
procedures and proper de-
sign parameters at hand,
we fabricated an integrated
nonlinear waveguide chip,
which is utilized in the
quantum optical applica-
tions of the next chapters.
But for now, we characterize it in terms of basic linear and nonlinear
optical behavior. Individual measurements were carried out in order to
determine the properties of the individual integrated building blocks,
and we compare the outcomes with our theoretical model. We deter-
mine the typical near field pattern of telecom modes and check for the
scattering loss in the waveguide structures. Additionally, we investigate
the coupling behavior of the integrated wavelength division multiplexer.
A special focus of this chapter has been put on fundamental nonlin-
ear optical experiments, in which we address the two periodically poled
waveguide regions independently and describe the tuning of the quasi-
phase-matching (QPM) conditions.
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5.1. Linear optical waveguide properties
5.1.1. Near-field pattern and mode size
With the main content of this thesis related to nonlinear and quantum optical ap-
plications of our fabricated integrated chip, we have to characterize its linear optical
properties very carefully. As a first fundamental benchmark, we investigate the near
field pattern of the guided optical modes at different wavelengths. Measuring the
shape and size of the fundamental TM00 modes at involved telecom wavelengths of
our planned three-wave-mixing processes provides not only valuable information for
the calculation of mode overlaps with centro-symmetric optical fiber-modes, but it
also offers a calculation basis for the approximation of nonlinear conversion efficien-
cies.
We implement a simple setup, which lets us transmit telecom light from a tunable
laser source or - more reliably - a source of amplified spontaneous emission (ASE)
through our waveguides. The out-coupled radiation is collected and projected onto
a camera, beam profiler or video camera tube (Vidicon) with a microscope objective
under high numerical aperture of 0.95, which offers a resolution (Rayleigh-criterion)
of approximately 1.00µm at wavelengths of 1550 nm and a hundred-fold magnifi-
cation. Customized analysis software provides the correct calibration and offers
reliable estimation of the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the mode.
Fig. 5.1 shows typical mode profiles of fundamental TM00 and TE00 modes at
1550 nm wavelength. We see that for both polarizations the shape of the mode is
asymmetric in depth (Z-direction) with the center of mass being shifted towards the
device surface. The asymmetry can be quantified by the ratio of the vertical and
horizontal FWHMs, i. e. the ellipticity e, on the one hand. For the TM00 modes we
get eTM = 0.75 and for the TE00 modes we get eTE = 0.73 on average. On the other
hand, the vertical asymmetry can be defined as the ratio of the intensity’s half-width
at half maximum (HWHM) a. For the TM00 modes we get aTM = 0.62 and for the
TE00 modes we get aTE = 0.68 on average. Both asymmetry parameters are ideally
1. This means that TM00 modes show not only smaller mode areas, but also slightly
more symmetric mode shapes for our waveguide structures for both, ellipticity and
vertical asymmetry. This is in acceptable agreement with our waveguide model (see
Chap. 3), because the anticipated mode sizes are smaller than for the measured
profiles.
We can calculate the fiber-waveguide coupling efficiency according to Murphy
et al. [186] as the overlap integral of the modal field distribution of the measured
waveguide φ (y, z) with the modal field distribution of a single mode fiber ψ (y, z):
ηWG−F =
| ∫ ∫ φ (y, z) · ψ (y, z) dy dz|2∫ ∫
φ2 (y, z) dy dz · ∫ ∫ ψ2 (y, z) dy dz . (5.1)
Since our experimental data access is restricted only to mode intensities and Gaus-
sian fitted HWHM for the different directions, aHWHMi , we have to translate these
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Figure 5.1.: The typical mode size pattern of TM-polarized fundamental modes at
1550 nm (left) and of TE-polarized light (right). We notice that the TE
modes are larger than the TM modes, which impacts the butt-coupling
efficiencies to single mode fibers.
dimensions into 1/e - radii of the mode fields. Assuming the validity of Gaussian
beam approximation in our case, we write for the 1/e - radii of the mode field:
ay =
√
2
ln2 · a
HWHM
y , (5.2)
az1 =
√
2
ln2 · a
pos.HWHM
z1 , (5.3)
az2 =
√
2
ln2 · a
neg.HWHM
z2 . (5.4)
Herein, ay denotes the radius symmetrically in the ±Y direction, whereas az1 and
az2 label the 1/e - radii in the surface- and the substrate Z direction, respectively.
We take the symmetry of fiber modes and our horizontal waveguide intensity
distributions into account and modify Eq. 5.1 [187]. Thus, we get for the coupling
efficiencies for both polarizations
η∗WG−F =
2ay · w2
(az1 + az2)
(
a2y + w2
) (I1 + I2)2 , (5.5)
with
I1 =
az1√
a2z1 + w2
· exp
(
− (c− b)
2(
a2z1 + w2
)) ·
1− erf
 az1(c− b)
w
√
a2z1 + w2
 (5.6)
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Figure 5.2.: Calculated mode overlap dependence on the vertical offset between fiber
and waveguide mode intensity maxima. We conclude that the different
modal overlap maxima and axis offsets for TE00 and TM00 can cause
efficiency issues for type-II wavelength conversion processes in fiber-pigtailed
devices.
and
I2 =
az2√
a2z2 + w2
· exp
(
− (c− b)
2(
a2z2 + w2
)) ·
1 + erf
 az2(c− b)
w
√
a2z2 + w2
 . (5.7)
The parameter b describes the vertical distance of the waveguide’s maximum inten-
sity from the -Z surface. Likewise, c is the vertical mismatch of the fiber symmetry
point with respect to the device top surface. Thus, the parameter (c− b) labels the
vertical offset of the mode intensities of fiber and waveguide. The fixed parameter
w = 5.2µm is the specified 1/e2 mode intensity radius of a standard SMF28e+
fiber [188], which equals its 1/e mode field radius.
In practice, it is non-trivial to determine the exact vertical position of the waveg-
uide mode’s center of mass with respect to the physical boundary at the top. There-
fore we approximate b using our waveguide modeling program and yield bTM =
3.00µm and bTE = 4.00µm for the two polarizations. As shown in Fig. 5.2, we find
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that the maximum waveguide-to-fiber-overlap is not given at (c − b) = 0µm, but
shifted towards the substrate by (c− b)opt ≈ 0.95µm for both polarizations.
We notice a maximum theoretical waveguide-to-fiber overlap for TM00 modes of
(95.8 ± 4.0) %, whereas TE modes overlap by (96.6 ± 4.0) %. Likewise, we infer
different widths of the Gaussian fit curves in Fig. 5.2, which means slightly different
overlap robustness against vertical misalignment of the fiber. The TE00 modes can
benefit more from this effect than the TM00 modes.
Note that these calculations strongly depend on the resolution of the mode size
measurements as well as on the validity of Gaussian approximations, and the given
error bars are rough estimates based on the measurement uncertainties. Especially
az1, i. e. the vertical mode width towards the top surface, is a critical parame-
ter that could warp the maximum theoretical coupling efficiency. We expect the
different modal overlap maxima and axis offsets for TE00 and TM00 to cause cou-
pling efficiency differences for example in type-II wavelength conversion processes in
conjunction with fiber-pigtailed devices.
Additionally, the use of coherent sources for the mode size measurements will
usually lead to interference patterns, which disturb the Gaussian fitting of the mode
profiles. Thus, incoherent sources are preferred for this task.
5.1.2. Loss measurements
In a second characterization method, we estimate the overall scattering loss of our
straight control waveguides interleaving the coupler structures. It must be stressed
that loss has a critical impact on the performance of quantum optical devices and,
thus, has to be determined with the most accurate characterization method.
Our loss measurements have to be done prior to any end-face coating, since the
method relies on the natural Fresnel reflections of the input and output facets.
According to the expression for weakly guiding structures [189]
R =
(
neff − 1
neff + 1
)2
, (5.8)
we get reflectances of individual facets of RTM ∼ 0.133 for TM00 modes and RTE ∼
0.145 for TE00 modes with the effective refractive indices neff at λ = 1590nm and
at device temperatures of θ = 25◦C. In that manner, our waveguide chip forms a
low-finesse Fabry-Perot resonator, the transmitted power of which depends on its
length and on the addressing wavelength. We chose to change the length L of the
resonator by tuning its temperature. This method leads to oscillatory transmitted
powers P of the excited fundamental modes, the contrast of which is related to the
overall loss D (in dB) as [84]
α = 10
LWG
· log
[
R · 1 +
√
Pmin/Pmax
1−√Pmin/Pmax
]
, (5.9)
where LWG is the length of the waveguide.
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Table 5.1.: Summary of the measured linear optical waveguide properties and calculated
quantities for fundamental waveguide modes.
Parameter measured value numerical value
TM00 horizontal FWHM at 1590 nm (6.29± 0.15) µm 5.33µm
TM00 vertical FWHM at 1590 nm (4.68± 0.14) µm 3.68µm
TM00 pos. vertical HWHM at 1590 nm (1.78± 0.10) µm
TM00 neg. vertical HWHM at 1590 nm (2.90± 0.10) µm
TE00 horizontal FWHM at 1590 nm (7.61± 0.20) µm 7.18µm
TE00 vertical FWHM at 1590 nm (5.63± 0.15) µm 5.20µm
TE00 pos. vertical HWHM at 1590 nm (2.18± 0.10) µm
TE00 neg. vertical HWHM at 1590 nm (3.45± 0.10) µm
max. TM00 coupling efficiency (95.8± 4.0) %
max. TE00 coupling efficiency (96.6± 4.0) %
expected TM00 loss at 532 nm ∼ (0.3± 0.1) dB/cm
expected TM00 loss at 800 nm ∼ (0.2± 0.1) dB/cm
average TM00 loss at 1590 nm (0.08± 0.03) dB/cm
We find, by analyzing the transmitted power with an IR-sensitive PIN-diode, av-
erage loss values as low as (0.08 ± 0.02) dB/cm for the straight test waveguides.
Since this method is only reliable for single-mode excitation, it tends to fail at lower
wavelengths, where our waveguides are multi-mode. Especially in the visible and
NIR regime, we cannot reliably determine the exact waveguide loss by this measure-
ment technique. Instead, we assume that at 532 nm we have around 0.3 dB/cm of
loss, whereas at around 800 nm we have to deal with ∼ 0.2 dB/cm loss. We mainly
expect Rayleigh-scattering to cause qualitatively higher loss at shorter wavelengths,
whereas the quantities are guessed.
We also have in mind that, due to our bent coupler structures, additional loss
might occur for all involved wavelengths. This could become significant especially
for weakly guiding structures, i. e. single-mode waveguides at telecom wavelengths.
It has been shown, e.g. in Refs. [21, 120], that for increasing radii of curvature, the
additional bending losses decay exponentially, and at RBend ≥ 160 mm they become
negligible compared to the straight waveguide scattering loss [24,121].
In Tab. 5.1 we summarize the experimentally determined and theoretical mode
sizes, the measured loss values and the coupling coefficients to fiber modes, the latter
of which being deduced from the near-field measurements. We see that the numerical
results for the mode size parameters differ significantly from the measured values.
This appears to be related to the assumed volumetric mass density of the titanium,
which is deposited in the electron beam evaporation process prior to diffusion. Here,
we assumed identical volumetric mass density as bulk titanium. When we reduce
the titanium thickness in our diffusion model by ∼ 25 %, we achieve around the
same vertical and lateral FWHM as in the experiment. Seemingly, the deposited
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titanium mass is significantly lower than assumed in our model. In other words,
the mass density of the evaporated and deposited titanium is apparently lower than
for bulk material. More in-depth investigation is necessary in the future in order to
compensate this discrepancy to our model.
5.2. Emission characteristics of the primary parametric down-
conversion source
Parametric down-conversion (PDC) [17] is the work horse for the generation of
single photons in this thesis and in a wide spectrum of theoretical and experimental
quantum optical work. We characterize the properties of our implemented PDC
sources in this section. In particular, we focus on the tuning behavior of the primary
source’s photon pair emission with respect to the phase-matching condition, which
is influenced by the periodically poled structures and by the temperature.
We intend to convert photons from wavelengths around 532 nm into daughter
photons at around 800 nm and around 1600 nm within the integrated primary photon
pair source, using the setup shown in Fig. 5.3. We control the temperature as well as
the position of our device using high precision three-axis stages in combination with
a properly designed oven, which allows for mechanical and thermal stabilization.
The green pump light is coupled to our waveguide structures in TM polarization
using a 10-MHz pulsed laser system (Katana-05, Onefive GmbH) offering 43 ps
pulse duration and up to 23 mW continuous-wave-equivalent power in conjunction
with a home-built variable attenuator, standard mirrors and a half-wave plate. For
focusing the pump light down to the size of the waveguide modes we use a microscope
objective with long working distance (∼ 12 mm), a 20× magnification factor and a
numerical aperture of 0.4.
The temperature stabilization of our source is provided by an oven, which is
matched to the length of the device and driven by a home-made temperature con-
troller. The latter offers stabilization of ∆θ = ±0.1◦C, which is sufficient for the
characterization methods throughout this thesis.
At the exit of our waveguides, we magnify the waveguide modes with an anti-reflex
coated aspherical lens, transmitting infrared light with more than 97%. The two
output beams are further split up by D-shaped mirrors after passing a customized
color-glass filter (RG715) with high-reflector for the pump. This is intended to
reduce the possibility for non-converted high energetic pump photons to generate
fluorescence in the color glass absorber, but it still allows for transmission of the
expected signal and idler wavelengths of our primary and secondary PDC sources
at (∼ 790± 30) nm and (1590± 75) nm with more than 95%, respectively.
In order to be able to address different measurement apparatuses in the visible and
NIR wavelength region, we implement a high-precision fiber coupling stage equipped
with a high-transmittance aspheric lens in combination with a multi-mode optical
fiber.
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Figure 5.3.: Schematic of the basic setup for the characterization of the primary PDC
emission and for the on-chip WDM. Our chip is pumped by a green pulsed
laser, which generates PDC photon pairs in the periodically poled area. Ad-
dressing the spectrometer with the individual output arms offers information
about the PDC signal spectra and coupling behavior. With the external cav-
ity laser, we have access to the power ratio at the idler wavelengths in the
respective output arm via standard power-meters. This method is deployed
in Sec. 5.3 for characterizing the integrated coupler. Additional single mode
fiber coupling servers as an extension for later experiments.
The beam that corresponds to the pumped waveguide is directed to a single-
photon sensitive spectrometer system (Andor Shamrock 163i, Andor Newton CCD
camera, grating: 600 lines per mm) via standard dielectric mirrors, the latter of
which operates with a spectral resolution of around 0.23 nm and in the region be-
tween 400 nm and 1080 nm. The device’s accuracy is influenced by the efficiency
and the dispersion of the built-in grating, which has a blaze-wavelength of 500 nm.
However, we concentrate on the wavelength region at around (800± 50) nm, and we
assume a constant quantum efficiency as well as negligible grating dispersion.
For the adjacent output beam, we implement additional standard mirrors and a
coupling stage to single-mode fibers in order to connect the measurement equipment
necessary for the experiments provided in the next chapters. Intermediately, we can
put a standard power-meter into the beamline in order to get information about the
transmitted light at telecom wavelengths. The latter are provided by an external
cavity laser (ECL), which is tunable from 1500 nm to 1640 nm.
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Figure 5.4.: Signal wavelength tuning by changes in the primary grating dimension.
Left: Tuning spectra of the PDC signal stemming from the TM00 and the
TM01 pump mode. Right: The tuning curves of signal (squares, solid-line
linear fits) and idler (triangles, dashed-line linear fits) in the addressable
wavelength region show linear behavior in the considered range of poling
periods. Note that the error bars are smaller than the markers. Larger poling
periods lead to a higher degree of non-degeneracy at constant operating
temperatures.
5.2.1. Coarse parametric down-conversion tuning by poling period
For the first nonlinear characterization of our chip, we set the temperature of our
device to θ ≈ 180◦C. It has been found in previous work (see, for example, Nouroozi
(2010) [190]) that temperatures above θ ≥ 140◦C are sufficiently high in order to
minimize photorefractive damage due to the strongly confined incident pump light at
wavelengths in the visible and NIR regime. Since our source has been designed such
that we can address a variety of waveguide structures on-chip with different poling
structures, this design allows us to determine coarse tuning curves of the primary
PDC source conveniently. In Fig. 5.4 (left), the signal emission spectra for poling
periods from 6.71µm to 6.91µm are shown, whereas the rightmost graph in Fig. 5.4
shows the tuning curve of the signal and idler peak wavelengths as dependent on
the poling periods at fixed temperature. Note that we also include the characteristic
behavior of the signal TM00 mode being partially excited by the TM01 mode of the
pump. We could not prevent this by high precision alignment of our device.
For the type-0 parametric down-conversion process we deduce from the graphs
that the signal wavelength of the TM00 mode shifts towards shorter wavelengths
with increasing poling periods. Essentially, the slope of the PDC signal tuning
curve can be described accurately by a linear fit function in the reported range of
poling periods, 6.71µm ≤ ΛG1 ≤ 6.91µm. The slope of the fit curve reflects the
step-wise tuning behavior of the signal TM00 mode. We deduce the grating-related
tuning capability of our source to be ∆λTM00s1 = − (5.573± 0.098) nm per poling
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period interval of ∆ΛG1 = ±0.04µm. This underlines general tuning opportunities
of our primary PDC source for later experiments by choosing a proper poling period.
The absolute wavelength errors of δλs1 = ±0.23 nm are given by the accuracy and
grating dispersion of the measurement apparatus.
Similarly, we recognize the presence of the TM00 signal mode stemming from the
TM01 pump mode in our spectra. Its tuning curve appears to be steeper than of the
fundamental mode combination. Fitting the measured peak wavelengths linearly,
we derive a grating-related tuning capability ∆λTM01s1 = − (7.636± 0.189) nm per
poling period interval of ∆ΛG1 = ±0.04µm.
Furthermore, we infer the spectral FWHM of the primary signal photons to be
λFWHMs1 = (0.752± 0.072) nm on average. The FWHM error bars are determined
mainly by the wavelength resolution of the spectrometer system and the quality of
the effective poling length. Note that the spectral width plays an important role
for cascaded nonlinear conversion experiments in Chap. 7, since it determines the
spectral overlap between two individual processes and, in turn, the overall conversion
efficiency.
Another feature of the spectra is the broad spectral distribution in the lower
wavelength region next to the fundamental signal mode. This nonlinear Cherenkov
radiation [191] arises due to the weakly guiding structures and the scattering of
pump light into the substrate. Since our device is periodically poled through it’s
whole Z-dimension, pump photons can cause non-colinear PDC, when they scatter
at variable angles into the substrate and, thus, give rise to different other phase-
matched processes than the designed one. The generated Cherenkov signals could
couple back at variable wavelengths to the bar channel simultaneously, and they
overlap with the guided-wave PDC emission as a broad spectrum.
In the graph in Fig. 5.4 (right), we include the corresponding idler wavelengths,
which we calculate with the law of energy conservation. For the fundamental idler
mode being generated together with the TM00 signal mode, we find the tuning range
1693 ≥ λi1 ≥ 1573 nm for a fixed temperature of θ ≈ 180◦C. We deduce a tuning
characteristics of ∆λTM00i1 = (24.219± 1.682) nm per period step of our inscribed
poling grating.
Although not performed explicitly in the experiment, we can also conclude from
our findings that the conversion of green pump photons to daughter photon pairs at
degenerate wavelengths requires shorter poling periods than non-degenerate PDC,
which is an important information in terms of the technological effort for possible
future work.
5.2.2. Fine-tuning by temperature manipulation
In order to provide optimal primary PDC wavelength tuning, we have to be able
to change the phase-matching conditions very accurately. Here, we achieve con-
venient signal and idler wavelength tuning by changing the device temperature in
conjunction with the temperature-dependent effective refractive indices of the in-
volved fields. We must not underestimate this effect, since for the experiments on
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Figure 5.5.: Signal wavelength fine-tuning by changing the device temperature. Left:
Tuning spectra of the PDC signal including nonlinear Cherenkov radiation
and the higher order mode combination originating from the TM01 pump
mode. Right: The tuning curve of signal and idler in the addressable
wavelength region exhibits linear dependencies for signal (squares, solid-line
linear fits) and the corresponding idler (triangles, dashed-line linear fits).
Note that the error bars are smaller than the markers. Larger temperatures
lead to a higher degree of non-degeneracy at a fixed nominal poling period.
cascaded wavelength conversion described in Chap. 7, it is essential to match two
individually phase-matched processes with only one free parameter on our single
chip device.
Due to the fact that the geometric properties of our device change only by around[
3 ≤ ∆(X,Y,Z)(X,Y,Z) ≤ 14
]
10−6 K−1 in the considered temperature range [192], we can ne-
glect the gratings’ thermal expansion influences compared to changes in the waveg-
uide dispersion.
As shown in Fig. 5.5 (left), we vary the device temperature between 140◦C ≤ θ ≤
210◦C for one of the fixed poling periods at ΛG1 = 6.75µm. The error of the set
temperature is estimated to be δθ = ±0.1◦C. We acquire the spectral characteristics
of the PDC signal photons, while the chosen temperature range suffices for the
suppression of photorefractive damage due to the green pump light. Additionally,
we plot the fine-tuning curves of the fundamental signal and idler peak wavelengths
dependent on the waveguide temperature in Fig. 5.5 (right).
From the spectra we deduce very convenient fine-tuning capabilities, covering PDC
emission wavelengths of 788 nm ≤ λs1 ≤ 813 nm for the signal center wavelength and
for the chosen periodically inverted structure. Applying the law of energy conserva-
tion, we calculate the spectral tuning range of the corresponding idler photons to be
in the range of 1635 nm ≥ λi,1 ≥ 1537 nm and include our findings in Fig. 5.5 (right).
Analyzing the temperature tuning curve for signal photons in the TM00 by linear
regression, we deduce the thermal fine-tuning capability from the slope of the fit.
We get for the considered temperature range ∆λTM00s1 (θ) = − (0.354± 0.003)◦C−1.
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Figure 5.6.: Signal wavelength tuning with two parameters: Wavelength gaps stemming
from fixed poling periods (horizontal bands, color-coded) can be bridged
by quasi-continuous temperature changes. The top graph visualizes the
temperature tuning at ΛG1 = 6.75µm (dashed horizontal line), whereas
the side graph shows the coarse tuning by grating period at θ ≈ 180◦C
(dashed vertical line) for comparison with the measured data.
The shallow slope defines not only the fine-tuning opportunities in general, but to-
gether with the temperature accuracy it also expresses that, for thermal fluctuations
of δθ = ±0.1◦C, we are able to stabilize the center signal wavelength with an ac-
curacy of δλs1 = ∓0.035 nm. This experimental result is essential for the cascaded
nonlinear conversion processes described in Chap. 7. It defines the long-term sta-
bility and efficiency of the device and experiments (see Sec. 7.2.3.1), when we take
possible environmental thermal fluctuations into account possibly acting against the
temperature controller.
Correspondingly, we can fine-tune the idler emission according to the rules of
energy conservation. From the linear fit of the calculated data, we derive the
temperature-related fine-tuning capability for the idler TM00 mode as λTM00i1 (θ) =
(1.384± 0.010)◦C−1, and we recognize the stronger impact of the temperature on
the idler emission wavelength compared to the signal.
With our temperature tuning at hand, we are able to fully bridge the gap of
addressable signal wavelengths arising from the fixed grating periods in different
periodically poled waveguides. If a specific primary signal (and idler) wavelength
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combination is sought, but not directly accessible by changing the poled waveguide
structures, we can achieve the wanted spectral emission by modifying the device
temperature carefully.
Under the assumption that the slope of the temperature tuning curve is the
same for all periodically poled structures available on our chip, we can combine
the results of the previous paragraphs. This provides us with the empirical grating-
and temperature-dependent dependence for the wavelength in [nm] of TM00 signal
modes:
λTM00s1 (θ,ΛG1) ≈
(139.3 · ΛG1 − 1737.5) · (0.354 · θ − 862.8)
λTM00s1,meas
. (5.10)
Here λTM00s1,meas = 797.0 nm is the reference wavelength measured at θ ≈ 180◦C and
ΛG1 = 6.75µm. We can faithfully claim a wavelength accuracy of δλTM00s1 = ±0.5 nm
for the calculated 2D curve. The overall tuning behavior is depicted in Fig. 5.6.
We notice again that arbitrary primary signal wavelengths in the considered range
are accessible by proper temperature tuning, although the tuning by poling period
is rather coarse.
5.3. Properties of the integrated directional coupler
Another important building block on our integrated device is given by the directional
coupler or wavelength division multiplexer (WDM), which has been designed to work
in the demultiplexing operation mode and for photons being generated in the first
parametric down-conversion process. This shall allow for on-chip spatio-spectral
splitting of the photon pairs.
As modeled in Sec. 3.2.4 and decided in Sec. 4.4, we vary the coupler geome-
try according to our theoretical predictions such that the stem length changes in
the range 2750µm ≤ LC ≤ 4250µm in seven different structures. Other techno-
logical and design parameters (diffusion time, diffusion duration, waveguide width,
waveguide center-to-center-distance, S-bend radius) have been kept constant. This
strongly reduces the experimental characterization effort. We check for the WDM
de-multiplexing behavior using the setups shown in Fig. 5.3.
5.3.1. Signal wavelength coupling
While at signal wavelengths our waveguides are multi-mode and the exclusive exci-
tation of the fundamental guided mode with laser light is experimentally not trivial,
the most convenient way to analyze the coupling properties is to make direct use of
the generated PDC signal. With the setup shown above in Sec. 5.2 in Fig. 5.3, we
acquire the spectra of generated signal photons over 10 seconds at the two output
ports and integrate both over their full peak width after subtraction of electronic
background contributions from the measurement device. The pump power was set
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Figure 5.7.: The coupling behavior at signal wavelengths is shown. While the funda-
mental signal modes remain in the original arm as designed (red curve),
the TM01 modes couple predominantly to the adjacent waveguide (black
curve). Only a small fraction of the TM01 signal stemming from the TM01
pump mode remains in the original arm. The blue circle is a guide to the
eye in order to identify the falsely coupled TM00 signal mode in the cross
arm. Note that nonlinear Cherenkov radiation is prominently present in the
bar output port, whereas this is not the case for the adjacent channel.
to Ppump = 10µW in front of the incoupling objective. The relation
STM00s1 = 10 · log
 NTM00s1,cross
NTM00s1,cross +N
TM00
s1,bar
 = 10 · log (CRcrosss1 ) (5.11)
describes then the suppression of the fundamental signal mode in the adjacent output
port, where NTM00s1,bar and N
TM00
s1,cross are the transmitted photon counts in the original
(bar) and the adjacent (cross) arm, respectively. For the example shown in Fig.
5.7, we calculate the fundamental signal mode suppression to be STM00s1 ≥ 15 dB.
This relates to cross-coupled power fraction of around 3%, which is higher than
what we theoretically predicted in Sec. 3.2.4, where we anticipated only around
0.1% of cross-coupled NIR light. Nevertheless, the experimatal results meet our
requirements reasonably.
Interestingly, this direct measurement method offers also valuable information
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about the coupling of higher-order signal modes. Together with the effective refrac-
tive index model described in Sec. 3.2 we identify signal modes in the bar output
port at θ ≈ 163.5◦C mainly TM00. These stem from the TM00 and TM01 pump
modes, which is shown in the spectra in Fig. 5.7. However, a small fraction of the
TM01 signal at λTM01s1 = 798.4 nm stemming from the TM01 pump mode remains
also in the original arm and causes a TM00 idler mode at λTM00i1 = 1592 nm, which
is spectrally close to our preferred fundamental process.
The cross channel exhibits a different picture: the TM01 signal modes at λTM01s1 =
764.8 nm and λTM01s1 = 798.4 nm are simultaneously excited by the TM00 and the
TM01 pump modes, respectively. Both higher-order signals were only predominant
in the adjacent output port. This behavior offers opportunities for future projects,
where spatial mode-splitting at around the same wavelengths might be of interest.
Also interestingly, the non-existent broad spectral emission in the cross output be-
low λs1 ≤ 788.0 nm indicates that our explanation of its origin seems to be correct:
the nonlinear Cherenkov radiation is generated right below our input waveguide,
only where the periodically poled structures exist. A significant coupling of this
radiation - back into the spatially separated adjacent output port - is not given,
because the spectrum of the adjacent channel, at wavelengths lower than the sig-
nal 1 wavelength, shows significantly less counts than the spectrum of the original
waveguide. Generally speaking, the fundamental signal photons almost fully remain
in the original arm, which is an important feature for all following experiments on
the single quantum level.
5.3.2. Power transfer at idler wavelengths
For the primary idler photon coupling behavior, we rely on the fact that telecom light
is guided only in the fundamental spatial mode. Therefore, we include the tunable
external cavity laser (NetTest Tunics Plus) in our setup as the characterization light
source, which emits in the range of 1500 ≤ λchar ≤ 1640 nm. The output power of
this device was kept constant to Pset = 2 mW over the gain spectrum of interest by
internal adjustment of the driving current. We implement a standard power-meter
as the measurement device. This allows for automated wavelength tuning of the laser
and data acquisition from the two coupler outputs. While Pi1,bar and Pi1,cross are the
measured optical powers in the original and the adjacent output arm, respectively,
the coupling ratios are calculated as
CRcrossi1 (λi1) =
Pi1,cross (λi1)
Pi1,cross (λi1) + Pi1,bar (λi1)
(5.12)
and
CRbari1 (λi1) =
Pi1,bar (λi1)
Pi1,cross (λi1) + Pi1,bar (λi1)
. (5.13)
Note that the wavelength-dependent measurements were taken for seven different
structures, where the stem length is the changing parameter. For the calculations
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Figure 5.8.: Idler cross coupling behavior. Left: We identify a sin2-like dependency on
the idler wavelength with peak coupling ratios over 98.5% for all of our
coupler structures. Right: The stem-length-dependent cross power trans-
fer exhibits also a sin2-behavior at fixed wavelengths. Both dependencies
underline the validity of the underlying local normal mode interference the-
ory.
we assume also that the output ports do not suffer from optical loss at all. Any
distortion in, e.g. a bar output arm, would artificially increase the corresponding
cross coupling ratio and vice versa.
From our underlying interference model (see Sec. 3.2.4), we expect the power
cross-transfer to follow a sin2-function with the argument being approximately a
linear function. The latter consists of the (wavelength-dependent) difference in
propagation constants of the symmetric and anti-symmetric WDM system mode,
∆βs,as (λi1), as the slope and a wavelength-dependent offset φbend (λi1), which de-
scribes the amount of power being transfered only by the input and output S-bends.
We plot the measured wavelength-dependent cross-coupling ratios for the different
on-chip WDM structures in Fig. 5.8 (left). From these measurements, we derive the
stem-length-dependent ratios simply by re-ordering the data at fixed wavelengths
for the different WDM geometries, which is depicted in Fig. 5.8 (right). From the
left graph we infer sin2-dependencies of CRcrossi1 (λi1) at fixed stem lengths, which
is in reasonable agreement with FEM model. Apparently, the couplers provide
slightly stronger coupling due to more weakly confined modes, a fact that is also
covered by our findings concerning the differences in mode sizes between effective
index method (EIM) theory and measurement (see Sec. 5.1.1). The analysis of the
argument functions of the sin2-behavior, however, provides us with the wavelength-
dependent mismatch of the propagation constants between the symmetric and anti-
symmetric eigenmodes. We see that the propagation constant mismatch and, thus,
the difference of the effective refractive indices increase linearly with wavelength in
the telecom regime.
We also extract information about the wavelength-dependent influence of the
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Figure 5.9.: Measurement-deduced coupler properties. Left: The difference of propaga-
tions constants as well as the effective refractive index difference between
the symmetric and the anti-symmetric system mode both increase linearly
with the idler wavelength. Right: The coupler’s S-bend input and output
ports have an almost constant influence on the amount of cross-coupled
power at different wavelengths. Note the slight increase when approaching
the waveguide cut-off wavelength.
WDM input and output ports on the overall power transfer, i. e. the cross-coupling
amount at LC = 0µm. This information is extractable from the y-axis offset of the
sin2-fit curves, and it is plotted in the right graph of Fig. 5.9. We find that the in-
fluence of the S-bend ports on the amount of cross-coupled power is almost constant
for the whole idler wavelength range of interest. A zero-length S-bend WDM poten-
tially couples around CRcrossi1 (LC = 0µm) = (0.103± 0.013) with the technological
treatment applied in our case. Our experimental results are in good agreement with
the FEM model, which predicts between 4% and 13% of cross-coupled power in-
creasing almost linearly within the range of 1490 nm ≤ λi1 ≤ 1640 nm. The small
remaining discrepancies are expected to stem from the limited number of different
coupler stem lengths and, thus, data points. This leads to uncertainties in the y-axis
offset of the sin2-curves, which might be higher than what we calculated.
Additionally, we calculate the suppression of the idler light for the bar output
arm, similarly to Eq. 5.11:
Si1 (λi1) = 10 · log
(
Pi1,bar (λi1)
Pi1,cross (λi1) + Pi1,bar (λi1)
)
. (5.14)
In Fig. 5.10, the dependency of the bar output suppression on the stem length LC
and on the wavelength is illustrated. We identify shifts in the optimum suppres-
sion towards higher wavelengths, when choosing WDM structures with shorter stem
length. This means that idler photons at higher wavelengths have to propagate
shorter distances in order to fully transfer to the adjacent channel due to the larger
difference in propagation constants. We find that a following parabolic curve
λpeaki1 (LC) = a · L2C + b · LC + λ0
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Figure 5.10.: Idler suppression calculated from the measured data: with the fixed coupler
stem lengths on our chip (vertical bands, color-coded), we can address
distinct idler wavelengths. We achieve bandwidths of ∆λ20dBi1 = (40 ±
4) nm with more than Si1 ≥ 20 dB of suppression for all structures. Note
that at LC = 3500µm the bar suppression is still larger than 99%, despite
the color-coding.
predicts the wavelength in [nm] of maximum idler cross-coupling in the considered
range of stem lengths in [µm]. The best-matching set of parameters is given by
a = 1.44 · 10−5 nm · µm−2 and b = −0.1731 nm · µm−1, which jointly determine
the negative slope of the peak wavelength, and λ0 = 1966.576 nm being the y-axis
wavelength offset.
Another feature of the integrated WDMs is their high suppression over consider-
ably large bandwidth. From the side graph in Fig. 5.10, we deduce that at least
20 dB suppression for wavelengths ranges of ∆λ20dBi1 = 40± 4 nm around the peaks
with Si1 (λi1) ≥ 30 dB is possible to achieve. Likewise, we note that the chosen power
measurement method still leaves space for improvements, since we use large-area sen-
sors, which inevitably collect light from scattered substrate modes. Especially the
peak suppressions can be estimated to reach higher values, when spatial restrictions
to only the guided modes (e. g. by pinholes or irides) are considered.
Our findings make also clear the necessity of future technological effort on adi-
abatic mode converters and improved waveguide tapers. In order to address only
the fundamental signal mode by proper pump injection, the tailoring of the input
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waveguide appears reasonable. Alternatively, it is also worth exploring the inclu-
sion of taper structures behind the integrated directional coupler. This approach
could reduce the guided signal mode number to only the fundamental one in the bar
output port. This also leads to the benefit that non-properly coupled idler photons
do not remain in the original output arm. Instead, these photons scatter to the
substrate due to the changed cut-off condition of the waveguide. Thus, improp-
erly coupled idler photons will have significantly decreased impact on high-sensitive
measurements for telecom wavelengths in the bar output arm.
5.4. Secondary parametric down-conversion source conver-
sion characterics
As mentioned above, it is important for cascaded wavelength conversion processes
that the intermediate wavelengths match. If we want, for example, signal photons
of our primary PDC source to act as pump photons for the secondary PDC stage,
the emission wavelength must range within the acceptance bandwidth of the sec-
ondary phase-matched process. This makes the careful analysis of the tunability
of the secondary conversion stage in terms of reasonable free parameters absolutely
necessary. In this section, the description is given of how we analyzed the secondary
PDC stage emission.
Specifically, we employ second harmonic generation as a basic characterization
method. Direct spectral measurements of down-converted photon pairs at the tele-
com wavelength regime with the fiber spectrometer method are also presented.
5.4.1. Indirect characterization method by second-harmonic generation
For the experimentally most convenient PDC characterization method at the in-
frared wavelengths, we make use of the fact that second-harmonic generation (SHG)
labels the reverse process of degenerate parametric down-conversion. Thus, the
injection of TM-polarized coherent light from a tunable external cavity laser at
wavelengths 1570 nm ≤ λF ≤ 1610 nm to our waveguide structures allows us to
measure second harmonic classical light with a photodiode. Since the secondary pe-
riodic grating is situated at the output of our chip, the launching of the fundamental
telecom light is done from the backward direction.
In the measurement, we benefit from several design properties of the integrated
device. The end-face anti-reflective coating allows for optimized pump coupling at
telecom wavelengths. The on-chip directional coupler, on the other hand, provides
the generated second harmonic light to be transferred to the nominal bar input
port without significant loss, whereas the fundamental pump light is coupled to the
nominal cross input. Thus, we can easily separate the pump from the generated
SHG.
Due to the non-optimized end-face for ∼ 790 nm at the output, around 30% of the
SHG light gets reflected and might exit the sample at the optimized input. However,
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Figure 5.11.: We generate second harmonic with a tunable laser at telecom wavelengths.
Left: The normalized data shows a shift towards longer SHG wavelengths
with larger poling periods ΛG2 at a temperature of θ = 163.8◦C. The
full set of available poling periods is not shown. Right: Tuning curve of
the secondary phase-matching condition. The generated second harmonic
depends linearly on the poling period and shifts by ∆λpeakSHG = ±0.43 nm
per ∆ΛG2 = ±0.02µm grating period step.
we cannot expect any significant fringing in the generated second harmonic signal,
since no intrinsic Fabry-Perot-resonator is formed by the coatings for wavelengths
of ∼ 1580 nm and ∼ 790 nm.
In Fig. 5.11, we visualize the dependence of the normalized SHG spectra on the
poling period. Obviously, the second harmonic peak shifts linearly towards longer
wavelengths with increasing grating periods. We deduce from the linear regression
curve that the slope defines the step-wise tuning capability for the fixed device
temperature of θ = (163.8± 0.1)◦C. We calculate the SHG wavelength tuning to be
∆λpeakSHG = ±(0.426± 0.001) nm per on-chip poling period step of ∆ΛG2 = ±0.02µm.
We notice that the tuning by changing the grating periods can only act as a coarse
adjustment for the sought NIR wavelength.
For fine-tuning the secondary QPM condition, we focus on the temperature-
dependent behavior of the second harmonic peak. Supported by Fig. 5.12 we de-
rive a linear relationship between the SHG peak wavelength and the temperature.
The SHG peak wavelength fine-tuning is deduced from the slope as ∆λpeakSHG (θ) =
(0.1015±0.001) in the range of 140◦C ≤ θ ≤ 200◦C. This means that the wavelength
shifts by ∆λpeakSHG = ±(10.15±0.02) pm per ∆θ = ±0.1◦C change in temperature. The
data is provided for the poling period ΛG2 = 17.61µm. The shallow slope has a posi-
tive impact on the source stability at changing thermal conditions: despite the tuning
range is limited over a broad temperature range, wavelength drifts are limited as well
for changing ambient temperatures. This makes our secondary PDC/SHG source
thermally and temporally stable. From the normalized spectra, we also estimate the
bandwidth of the generated second harmonic to be λFWHMSHG = (0.45± 0.03) nm.
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Figure 5.12.: Fine-tuning of the secondary phase-matching condition by device tem-
perature. Left: The generated second harmonic shifts towards longer
wavelength at higher temperatures Right: For a fixed poling period of
ΛG2 = 17.61µm we derive a linear dependency of the SHG peak wave-
length on temperature such that thermal fluctuations of ∆θ = ±0.1◦C
lead to SHG wavelength deviations of only ∆λpeakSHG = ±10.2 pm.
5.4.2. Direct parametric down-conversion emission characterization using
dispersive fibers
The direct measurements of secondary PDC emission requires some experimental
effort, but yields valuable information for cascaded parametric down-conversion ex-
periments. The content of this section denotes the main prerequisite for the experi-
mental work in section 7.2
We implement the setup shown in Fig. 5.13 and stabilize our source at θ =
(163.8± 0.1)◦C. The secondary PDC stage is pumped with picosecond laser pulses
at a repetition rate of f = 1 MHz in the range of 785.84 nm ≤ λp2 ≤ 791.88 nm
and in steps of ∆λp2 = 0.23 nm. The phase-matching condition does not change
for thermal reasons, but with the pump wavelength due to energy and momentum
conservation. Note that the chosen step width equals the spectral resolution of
the pump-monitoring spectrometer device, which has been used also for the PDC
characterization in Sec. 5.2.
The analysis is performed using a highly dispersive fiber of around 5 km length in
combination with a superconducting nanowire detector and a time-tagging module.
This experimental configuration builds a fiber-spectrometer system, that stretches
the generated signal/idler pulses in time, according to their spectral components
[193]. The wavelength calibration of the fiber-spectrometer has been performed only
for the range of 1500 nm ≤ λ ≤ 1600 nm [194], where a linear dependence of the delay
on the wavelength is sufficiently accurate. However, we expect that driving our PDC
source at strongly degenerate wavelengths will exceed the calibrated wavelength
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Figure 5.13.: Schematic setup for alternative 2nd PDC stage characterization: We pump
the secondary PDC source with ps-pulsed NIR light variably at around
790±5 nm and ∼ 1 MHz. After spectral broadening in a calibrated highly
dispersive fiber, we collect the emitted photons in a temporally delayed
manner according to their spectral contributions with a superconducting
nanowire detector. For the synchronization, we feed the electronic laser
trigger into the time-tagging module.
range to around 1400 nm ≤ λPDC,2 ≤ 1750 nm. Therefore, we perform a parabolic
fit to our calibration data in order to achieve lower χ2 values and, thus, smaller
confidence intervals for the expected signal and idler wavelengths. For a reference
wavelength of λref = (1570 ± 0.5) nm, measured with a well-known narrow-band
filter characteristics and the generated PDC at frep = 1 MHz repetition rate, we
register an arrival time of τ1570 = (217.35±0.11) ns. Here, the ultimate resolution of
the spectrometer is technically given by the temporal resolution of the time-tagging
module of ∆τTTM = ±0.0823 ns, but this uncertainty convolutes with the error in
the central wavelength of the calibration filter. Solving the calibration fit equation
for the reference wavelength provides us with the time, which the reference light
took for traveling along the fiber spool. We subtract this time from the y-axis offset
of the calibration curve and get the reduced timing offset τ0 = −1346.987 ns. In that
manner, we have shifted the calibration curve towards earlier arrival times in order
to accommodate for the pump laser repetition time. In other words: we perform an
operation of the total fiber delay modulo the repetition time.
By re-arranging the modified fit curve we can deduce the actual wavelengths in
[nm] from the relative arrival times τdelay in [ns] with respect to the electronic trigger
of our pulsed laser system. Doing so, we get the following formula of square-root
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Figure 5.14.: The spectral splitting of signal and idler wavelengths can be tuned such
that addressing of suitable fiber-based CWDM filters can be achieved (hor-
izontal bands). The operation of the secondary PDC with primary signal
photons at λs1 = λp2 ≤ 790.3 nm improves the spectral separability by di-
electric edge-filters with finite slope. The idler photons tend to be guided
more and more weakly at wavelengths above 1635 nm, and dashed lines
serve as a guide to the eye for the spectral signal/idler splitting.
type:
λs2/i2 (τdelay) = λ0 +
√
λ20 −
(
τ0 + τdelay
dF
)
. (5.15)
For the cut-on wavelength λ0 = 1200.146 nm the calibration formula shows real
values. The parameter dF = 0.0012 ns·nm−2 is an expression for the fiber dispersion.
The definition range for the calibration is given by 0 ns ≤ τdelay ≤ 382 ns. Note
that we do not pre-compensate optical and electronic delays, but we benefit from
the low repetition rate of the pulsed laser, which prevents photons from consecutive
pulses to overlap temporally. In other words, the temporal width of a stretched
pulse is significantly smaller than the laser repetition time window.
We acquire the number of click events of the secondary PDC outcome over 30 sec-
onds for different pump wavelengths. A color-coded and pump-wavelength-dependent
graph is shown in Fig. 5.14. Signal and idler are at degenerate wavelengths and
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Figure 5.15.: We integrate the spectrally resolved PDC outcome dependent on the pump
wavelength. The peak at λp2 = 790.5 nm labels the principle wavelength
operation point for a fixed temperature, while the width of our Gaussian fit
curve indicates the acceptance bandwidth of the secondary PDC process
and, thus, defines the good spectral overlap to the first PDC process.
with broad spectral distribution at λs2 = λi2 = (1581 ± 35) nm, while pumping at
λp2 = (791.49± 0.23) nm. Likewise, we infer that decreasing the pump wavelengths
leads to splitting of the PDC emission into two spectral arms, i. e. non-degenerate
signal and idler photons. The two parts of the spectrum narrow down with higher
degrees of non-degeneracy. The graph also exhibits the tendency of our waveguides
to guide idler photons at wavelengths higher than λi2 > 1635 nm only weakly. This
effect can be reduced in the future by increasing the initial titanium layer thickness
to be deposited. This dispersion engineering task increases the effective refractive
indices of our waveguide and, in turn, their mode confinement.
From the emission characteristics, we also infer the acceptance bandwidth of our
secondary PDC stage. The necessity of this estimation evolves from the need for
spectral overlap of primary PDC signal photons serving as the pump for the sec-
ondary PDC process in cascaded PDC processes. We sum over the number of
acquired counts per 30 s for individual 2nd-stage PDC emission spectra and plot the
outcomes dependent on the pump wavelength. This yields the graph depicted in
Fig. 5.15, which is nothing else than a summation over the count rates of the y-axis
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in Fig. 5.14 for discrete pump powers. We include a Gaussian fit curve of the form
gp2 (λp2) =
APDC,2√
2 · pi · σ2PDC,2
· exp
−
(
λ− λdegPDC,2
)2
2 · σ2PDC,2
 (5.16)
to the peak data points. Here, APDC,2 is a scaling parameter, λdegPDC,2 denotes the cen-
tral wavelength of the peak, i. e. the wavelength, where degenerate PDC occurs. The
fit parameter σPDC,2 is the 1/e-decay width, from which we deduce the FWHM of
the spectral acceptance bandwidth. By normalizing the fit curve, which is indicated
by the primed scaling parameter A′PDC,2 = 0.8079, we get σPDC,2 = 0.32217 nm,
from which we calculate the spectral acceptance bandwidth to be ∆λFWHMp2 =
(0.759 ± 0.031) nm. The accumulated emission shows a maximum at the third fit
parameter, i. e. the degeneracy pump wavelength λdegPDC,2 = (790.324± 0.130) nm.
The acceptance bandwidth of the secondary PDC process is narrower than the
emission bandwidth of our primary PDC signal photons. Note that the data points
at short pump wavelengths reflect non-degenerate phase-matched PDC in the graph
in Fig. 5.15. The two seeming side peaks in the integrated count rates at λp2 =
787.2 nm and λp2 = 789.3 nm pump wavelengths are suspected to be caused by vari-
ations in the transmittance of the end-face coating of our device for different signal
2. By contrast, the steep drop above the degeneracy pump wavelength indicates
the emission tendency towards non-phase-matched cases. We estimate the emission
bandwidth of the primary PDC signal from the spectrum in Fig. 5.7, where thermal
stabilization at θ ≈ 163.5◦C is given. We perform a Gaussian fit of the form
fs1 (λ) =
As1√
2 · pi · σ2s1
· exp
−
(
λ− λpeaks1
)2
2 · σ2s1
 (5.17)
to our acquired data. Similar to the case above, we derive the individual parameters
after normalization. We get for the scaling factor A′s1 = 1.2351 and for the 1/e-
decay width of the PDC signal σs1 = 0.53969 nm. From the latter, we derive the
FWHM ∆λFWHMs1 = (1.27 ± 0.28) nm. The center wavelength is well-approximated
by λpeaks1 = (790.633± 0.261) nm.
Consequently, we calculate the spectral overlap of the two nonlinear processes as
ηs1−p2 =
| ∫ fs1(λ) · gp2(λ) dλ|2∫
f2s1(λ) dλ ·
∫
g2p2(λ) dλ
. (5.18)
For the thermally not yet optimized case discussed here, we only get a spectral over-
lap of around ηs1−p2 = 0.69. After perfect alignment of the center wavelengths of the
primary PDC signal and secondary PDC acceptance curve, we achieve ηs1−p2 = 0.88
at maximum, limited by the different spectral widths, for the optimum temperature
θ = (163.8± 0.1)◦C.
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Figure 5.16.: The spectral mode overlap integral is shown dependent on the peak wave-
length offset and does not only depend on the (fixed) spectral bandwidths
of primary signal emission and the secondary pump acceptance wavelength.
By contrast, the matching of the peak wavelengths has a strong impact
on the mode overlap integral. For variations of the center wavelengths by
less than ±0.15 nm, we do no suffer from overlap fluctuations by more
than 5 %. This requirement is met with our temperature tuning and sta-
bilization apparatus.
In Fig. 5.16 we plot the dependency of the spectral overlap integral on the center
wavelength mismatch ∆λs1−p2 = λp2−λs1, the latter of which can be set to zero by
temperature tuning. The graph shows that we can afford spectral mismatch between
the two PDC sources of around ∆λs1−p2 = ±0.15 nm, without losing more than 5 %
of spectral overlap efficiency.
Remembering the temperature dependencies of the two sources (see Sec. 5.2 and
this section above), we can conclude that in a cascaded PDC process our secondary
stage will be pumped by primary PDC signal photons with perfect intrinsic spatial
mode matching and very good spectral overlap. Accurate thermal stabilization to
θ = (163.8± 0.1)◦C is the essential requirement, but can be achieved with low effort
using standard temperature controllers. Our findings in this section underline that
we can expect a long-term stable and reliable source for the photon-triplet generation
by cascaded parametric down-conversion as described in Sec. 7.2. However, with
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further technological work, we can achieve unit spectral compatibility of the two
PDC processes. Tailoring the effective periodic poling lengths, such that the first
PDC’s effective poling length is enhanced, will narrow down the emission bandwidth
of the primary PDC signal photons. In addition, this will also increase the internal
conversion efficiency. If the effective poling length for the second PDC stage is
reduced simultaneously, we can broaden its pump acceptance bandwidth, but at the
cost of interaction length.
Conclusion
In this chapter we performed basic linear characterization measurements, which
yielded information not only about the low waveguide losses in our integrated device,
but also on the mode shape and size of telecom light. The latter characteristics has
been used to propose a good mode overlap of both polarizations to standard single-
mode fibers, which could be used for packaging of the device in the future.
Additionally, we characterized the integrated directional coupler thoroughly, and
we proved that quasi-deterministic spatio-spectral splitting (demultiplexing) of TM-
polarized light at around 800 nm and 1600 nm can be conveniently achieved on-chip.
We also inferred from our data that further optimization of the coupling behavior at
C- and L-band telecom wavelengths can be pursued by adapting the coupler stem
length.
We characterized the periodically poled waveguide structures in terms of nonlin-
ear wavelength conversion processes, most importantly parametric down-conversion.
Our findings show that our device’s spectral conversion characteristics can be manip-
ulated conveniently by temperature tuning and stabilization. We also found that our
waveguides exhibit the tendency to run into cut-off for wavelengths above 1635 nm,
which could limit the nonlinear emission tuning capabilities.
However, we were able to anticipate several combinations of periodically poled
waveguide structures, which are mutually compatible in terms of their emission
spectra. With this information we will be able to perform cascaded wavelength
conversion processes, as will be described in Chap. 7.
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CHAPTER 6
Device application in selected quantum
information tasks
Contents
6.1 Heralding single photons with high
brightness and low noise . . . . . . . 88
6.2 Source applicability in passive decoy-
state quantum key distribution . . . 104
Having characterized our
integrated device in the
previous sections enables
us to perform selected
quantum optical applica-
tion tasks as will be de-
scribed in this chapter. As
a first experiment, the her-
alded preparation of single photons at telecom wavelengths is presented,
which underlines the high brightness and low noise properties of our pri-
mary parametric down-conversion source on-chip. We achieve heralding
efficiencies of ηH ≥ 60 % and high coincidences-to-accidentals ratios (CAR)
of higher order photon contributions up to values of CARHOP ≥ 7400. The
second-order auto-correlation function around g(2) = 3.8 · 10−3 not only
proves the single photon character of the generated light quanta, but it
is also among the lowest values measured so far. Additionally, the ap-
plicability of the chip as a source for passive decoy state quantum key
distribution (QKD) is examined experimentally and discussed. We prove
the heralding of higher order n-photon states up to n = 4, while the in-
ferred photon click statistics exhibit excellent agreement with theoretical
predictions. Our source meets the requirements to avert photon-number-
splitting attacks in passive decoy state quantum key distribution (QKD).
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6.1. Heralding single photons with high brightness and low
noise
The preparation of single photons is a fundamental prerequisite for quantum infor-
mation processing tasks like quantum key distribution [53] and linear optical quan-
tum computing [51,195–198]. The deterministic availability, i. e. photonic quantum
states on-demand, can be called the “holy grail” of quantum optics. Among several
promising technologies like trapped ions [35–37], cold atoms [41, 42], vacancies in
diamond [45–47], and quantum dots [43, 44], the generation of single photons via
parametric down-conversion (PDC) is the work horse for preparing photons with
high purity and brightness. Although PDC is a probabilistic single photon genera-
tion process, it can offer pseudo-deterministic single photon sources by making use
of the fact that the generated photons are always created as correlated pairs. If one
of the photons is detected, it allows us to announce or herald the presence of its
twin, dependent on the loss in its detection channel. The combination of PDC and
quantum memories can also provide pseudo-on-demand single photons [199].
In all the single-photon-generation techniques, the probability to detect single
photons is crucial for judging the on-demand character: the higher the chance to
detect a single photon, the closer the source is to a genuine on-demand single-photon
source. This means for PDC-based photon-pair sources the probability to herald one
single photon by the detection of its twin has to be as close to unity as possible. As
long as there are no detectors with almost unit quantum efficiency available, we can
determine the so-called Klyshko efficiency [200] by relating the number of coincident
photon detection events to the number of single events for the heralding or heralded
photons. At the same time, the generated single photons must exhibit true quantum
characteristics, for example self-interference and interference with identical single
photons in an interferometer or at beam splitters. This anti-bunching phenomenon
is typically proven by Hong-Ou-Mandel interference [27]. In 1977 Kimble et al.
[26] demonstrated the first photon anti-bunching phenomena with sodium atomic
emission. Later on, in 1986 Grangier et al. [201] applied the concept of Clauser [202]
in a Hanbury Brown-Twiss (HBT) geometry [124] to characterize anti-correlation
effects by conditioned preparation of single photon states (see description in the
next section 6.1.1). A well-established method to estimate the mean photon number
of a PDC source is the anti-correlation parameter α, the value of which can be
determined by relating the count rates and coincidence rates of binary detectors [203]
in conditioned correlation measurements (see Sec. 6.1.2). This parameter is similar
to the second-order auto-correlation function g(2)(0) (see Sec. 3.3), which is different
for the types of light. While for bunched light g(2)(0) > 1, coherent light sources
like lasers show values of g(2)(0) = 1. By contrast, the second-order auto-correlation
function for genuine single photons is g(2)(0) = 0. This means that conditioned
g(2)(0) measurements providing values below one indicate the quantumness of the
considered light source. In practice, the upper bound convention for defining the
photons’ single quantum character is commonly g(2)(0) < 0.5 [47].
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In this part of the thesis, the generation of heralded single photons at telecom
wavelengths with the fabricated integrated device is pursued. For the testing, the
full number of on-chip functionalities is not employed, but we restrict ourselves to
the application of the primary guided-wave PDC stage in conjunction with the in-
tegrated directional coupler. The deposited end-face coatings support our aims for
the device application in terms of an expected overall efficiency increase. In our ex-
periments we aim for highest possible Klyshko- and heralding efficiencies, while the
single-photon character must be given by g(2)(0)-values close to zero. If the second-
order auto-correlation function differs from zero, this indicates the generation of
higher-order photon-number contributions. The rates, by which the single photons
are generated and detected, should be as high as possible for proving applicability in
quantum optical tasks like QKD or linear optical quantum computing. At the same
time, the purity of the heralded single photons over spurious noise contributions
must be given by the highest possible coincidences-to-accidentals ratio (CAR).
The investigation of the different periodic poling structures in Sec. 5.2 as well as
the telecom coupling behavior (see Sec. 5.3) allows us to determine a combination
of both integrated elements, where the best possible spectro-spatial demultiplexing
of the generated photon pairs is achieved. More specifically, a poling period of
ΛG1 = 6.75µm in conjunction with a coupler stem length of LC = 3000µm is
chosen for the experiments described in this section.
At temperatures around θ = 175◦C we benefit from the stability of the device such
that the emission wavelengths of λs1 = 803 nm for signal photons and λi1 = 1573 nm
for the idler photons are set by temperature tuning. This wavelength combination
allows for the quasi-deterministic on-chip spectro-spatial splitting of the photon
pairs. While the signal photons remain in the original waveguide with the bar-
coupling ratio 1 − CRcrosss1 = (99.2 ± 0.1) %, the idler photons are transferred to
the adjacent channel with the cross-coupling ratio CRcrossi1 ≥ (99.5± 0.1) % defined
in Sec. 5.3.1. The chosen wavelength combination of the photon pairs has a high
relevance to applications in quantum network applications: The signal photons can
be detected very efficiently with off-the-shelf components, while the idler photons
have a high transmittance (low propagation loss) in optical fibers.
6.1.1. Hanbury Brown-Twiss setup
With the setup depicted in Fig. 6.1 we implement a HBT-type measurement appara-
tus for the characterization of the pump-power-dependent brightness and the single
photon character of the primary PDC source. This kind of experimental configu-
ration makes use of the photon-splitting capabilities of a balanced beam-splitter: if
higher-order photon contributions are present, spatial splitting will occur with spe-
cific probabilities. For example, a two-photon state will be split with 50% chance,
where either one of the photons ends up in one output arm of the beam-splitter.
Likewise, the probability of having both photons in the same arm is only 25% for
each arm. Stochastic calculations on even higher-order n-photon contributions can
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Figure 6.1.: Experimental setup for conditioned measurements. The detection of signal
photons at the silicon avalanche photodiode announces the presence of its
twin photon. If higher order photon pairs are involved, their simultane-
ous appearance is detected as a coincidence at the gated InGaAs-APDs.
For the count and coincidence analysis, a field-programmable gate array is
employed.
bring to light that the chance of having a detection event in only one of the output
arms decreases with n. This means, in turn, that the probability of detection coin-
cidences between both output arms increases and provides us with the opportunity
to prove directly the non-single-photon character of the generated PDC light. In
other words: we have to prove a low the impact of higher-order photons in order to
verify the heralding of single photons.
Compared to the described PDC characterization experiments in the previous
chapter we modified neither the temperature and input polarization control nor the
coupling stage for the picosecond pulsed pump light at 10 MHz repetition rate and
λp = 532 nm. While the pump is suppressed by around two orders of magnitude at
the high-reflecting end-face coating of the device, an additional customized absorp-
tive filter (RG715) with high reflection for 532 nm and TRG715 ≥ 97 % transmission
at signal and idler wavelengths is placed behind the anti-reflection-coated output
objective. Two D-shaped mirrors split up the on-chip separated output beams to a
signal and an idler arm.
In order to reduce the impact of spurious noise contributions stemming from either
the heated device or residual pump photons we include a bandpass-filter with the
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characteristics of FWHM = 12 nm and Tpeak ≥ 99.5% as well as a needle filter with
FWHM = 0.5 nm and Tpeak = 78% in the signal beam path. Both filters suppress
the nonlinear Cherenkov radiation optimally.
Additionally, the analysis part of the setup was extended such that coupling of sig-
nal photons into a multi-mode fiber (MMF) can be achieved. The MMF is connected
to a free-running silicon avalanche photo-diode (Si-APD) (Perkin Elmer SPCM-
AQRH-13) with specified detection efficiency of ηSi = 0.55 at around 800 nm and
an average dark count rate of RT,dark = (238 ± 16) s−1. The specified dead time
of τdeadSi = 50 ns is smaller than the temporal pulse-to-pulse-distance of our pump
laser. This means that dead time effects should not play a role for the measurement
of signal photons.
The idler beam, after free-space spectral filtering, is fed to a 40 m long anti-
reflexion-coated single-mode fiber by a high-precision coupling stage. A fiber-based
50/50 beam-splitter allows for the individual addressing of two gated InGaAs-APDs
(ID Quantique ID201) for g(2)(0) measurements. The detectors operate in the Geiger
mode and are specified to yield detection efficiencies of ηInGaAs = 0.24 at the expected
idler wavelength. The acquisition time gates for idler detection events have been set
to 2.5 ns with zero internal dead time.
When generated signal photons are detected by the Si-APD, the corresponding
electronic pulse is sent through a delay generator (Stanford Research DG645), which
compensates for optical path differences between signal and idler photons. The vari-
ably delayed electrical pulses have been employed to trigger the two InGaAs-APDs
for (measured) gate widths of τgate = (1.16 ± 0.32) ns , mainly determined by the
timing jitter of the detectors.
The single signal photon detection rate RSi, as well as the conditioned detec-
tion rates Ri1,1 and Ri1,2 have been recorded using a field-programmable gate ar-
ray (FPGA) with 25 ns temporal resolution, which suffices to resolve subsequent
pulses of our 10 MHz-pulsed system. Likewise, the FPGA is capable of registering
coincidences of the three detector signals within its temporal precision.
The classical characterization of the overall idler transmission loss from the de-
vice’s endface to the InGaAs-APDs input results in a transmission factor of Ti1 =
0.663±0.030. Thus, the maximum achievable Klyshko efficiency [200] of our experi-
mental setup is limited by the overall transmission in the idler arm, by the respective
detector efficiency and by the coupling efficiency of the on-chip integrated directional
coupler to
ηK,System = Ti1 · ηInGaAs · CRcrossi1 = 0.151. (6.1)
This upper experimental boundary only holds for low pump power levels, where
higher order photon pair contributions can be neglected.
6.1.2. Heralded single photons, conditioned g(2)(0)-measurements and
coincidences-to-accidentals-ratios - theoretical considerations
Before the experimental results are presented, let us briefly concentrate on the
derivation of suitable benchmarking properties in order to be able to compare with
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Figure 6.2.: Possible measurement outcome schematic for the HBT configuration. The
cases A - D represent the conditioning on noise events especially at very low
pump powers, whereas in E - J single detected photons herald the presence
of either noise (E), genuine single photons (F and G) or higher order photon
contributions (H - J). Higher order photon contributions may also act as
the herald at the signal binary detector, and the possible distributions of
corresponding idler photons are depicted in cases K - P. Note that every
single shown event option has an impact on the coincidence measurements,
but only the single photon cases F and G are of interest.
similar work of other groups. The schematic in Fig. 6.2 illustrates the possible
measurement results in a Hanbury Brown-Twiss-type experimental configuration.
Therein, we assume that generated PDC photon number per pulse follows Poisson
distribution for the spectrally multi-mode case [204,205].
At very low pump powers, where the zero-photon contributions are predominantly
present in the optical pulses, the influence of noise counts in any of the detectors
on the measurements outcomes is crucial. For moderate pumping, genuine single
signal photons dominate the heralding events as well as the conditioned detection
of idler photons. The impact of higher order photon contributions in the signal and
the idler beam path can be determined by careful analysis of the experimental data.
The generated idler photons are sent through a 50/50 beam-splitter in front of
the detection apparatus. Thus, the rates Ri1,1 and Ri1,2 and their sum, Rc,double =
Ri1,1 + Ri1,2, reflect genuine photon pair events, as long as both InGaAs-detectors
do not fire coincidently. Otherwise, the generation of at least two photon pairs in
the PDC process is indicated by the coincidence rate Rc, which labels simultaneous
detection events in all three involved detectors.
In this conditioned setting, the anti-correlation parameter α is given by [201,203]
α = RSi ·Rc
Ri1,1 ·Ri1,2 . (6.2)
For judging the amount of higher order photon components within the PDC pulses
we also utilize the second-order auto-correlation or Glauber function g(2)(0). It has
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been shown (see, for example, [206]) that g(2)(0) can be calculated as
g(2)(0) ' 4 RSi ·Rc
(Ri1,1 +Ri1,2)2
(6.3)
for conditioned measurements, if we assume higher order photon components being
generated with much lower probabilities than single photon pairs. The two val-
ues α and g(2)(0) are both measures for the ratio between single photon pairs and
higher order components, although they have been derived from different concep-
tual approaches. However, for conditioned genuine single photon detection, both
will approach zero, if experimental imperfections like noise counts are neglected.
The joint Klyshko efficiency ηK represents the transmittance and detection in the
idler arm. It depends also on the measurable rates and is determined by the formula
ηK =
Ri1,1 +Ri1,2
RSi
= Rc,double
RSi
. (6.4)
Thus, at low pump powers, where higher-order photon contributions do not play a
significant role, it serves as a general measure for the generation of single photon
pairs. Since our deployed InGaAs-APDs have been operated at efficiencies below
unity we also calculate the heralding efficiency
ηH =
ηK
ηInGaAs
≈ Ti1 · CRcrossi1 , (6.5)
which describes the performance of the single photon preparation, when noise con-
tributions are neglected. The heralding efficiency denotes one of the most important
figures of merit for PDC-based single photon sources as discussed above.
Similar to continuous-wave (cw) experiments, the coincidences-to-accidentals ra-
tio (CAR) provides information about the performance of the implemented para-
metric down-conversion source. However, the fact that our measurements have been
performed with pulsed light requires suitable definitions. We notice that the CAR
is dependent on the relative time delay between signal and idler detection. Shifting
the relative delay of the trigger pulse and the correlated idler gradually to a timing
between two consecutive idler pulses we expect decreasing Klyshko- and heralding
efficiencies. Relating the maximum Klyshko efficiency at perfect pulse overlap to
the minimum Klyshko efficiency we get
CAR∆τ =
ηK(Pp,∆τ = 0)
ηK(Pp,∆τ = T )
, (6.6)
where |T | must be larger than the gating time window width but smaller than the
repetition time τrep of our pump. Whenever parasitic fluorescence with long lifetimes
is induced, CAR∆τ will drop significantly due to artificial coincidences outside the
region of perfect temporal pulse overlap. This definition of CAR∆τ is similar to the
one of a signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR), and it is equivalent to the inverse optical noise
factor (ONF), provided in Ref. [207] for cw heralded single photon sources [208].
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Another CARrep definition, on the other hand, provides indirect information
about two-photon-pair contributions. We shift the relative time delay such that
a correlated pulse overlaps with a neighboring pulse at integer multiples of the rep-
etition time τrep. The detected coincidences originate from non-correlated PDC
events. From the expression
CARrep =
Rc,double(Pp,∆τ = 0)
Rc,double(Pp,∆τ = m · τrep) , m ∈ N. (6.7)
we deduce the photon pair generation probability p, which is closely linked to the
mean photon number per pulse and hence to the brightness of our source. The value
of CARrep for different neighboring pulses has to be the same, regardless of the
number of skipped pulses.
The third useful definition of CAR evolves as a general measure of higher order
photon contributions, if we relate the rate of all two-fold coincidences, Rc,double, to
the rate of unwanted three-fold coincidences Rc at perfect temporal pulse overlap
(i.e. ∆τ = 0). The purity of the single photon preparation, in addition to the g(2)(0)
value, is characterized by
CARHOP =
Rc,double(Pp,∆τ = 0)
Rc(Pp,∆τ = 0)
. (6.8)
The value of CARHOP is expected to drop drastically with higher pump powers
according to the increasing probability of generating higher order photon pairs.
Note that, for the case of perfect detectors, CARrep and CARHOP result in exactly
the same values, whereas deviations of this equality can be solely contributed to
imperfect detectors.
6.1.3. Experimental verification and discussion of high-fidelity heralded
single photons
6.1.3.1. State preparation rates
The power-dependent g(2)(0)-measurements yield heralding rates RSi, overall two-
fold coincidence rates Rc,double and triple coincidence rates Rc for 1 s of measurement
time. We repeat the measurement hundred-fold and analyze the statistics of our
data. Additionally, we perform the same number of measurements with blocked
idler detectors in order to get information about the uncorrelated noise counts. For
the evaluations below we subtract the noise count rates from the measured rates
in order to estimate the performance of the source best. Thus, we rule out the
measurement outcome A - E in Fig. 6.2 for our data analysis in general.
Figure 6.3 depicts the recorded, noise-corrected count rates in double-logarithmic
scaling, which exhibits the expected behavior: the signal photon count rate, which
acts as the herald, depends linearly on the increasing pump power up to around
Pp = 20µW. The slope of the linear fit curve
RmeasSi (Pp) = aSi ·Pp + bSi, (6.9)
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Figure 6.3.: The plot shows the pump-dependent count rates of the trigger (black),
the sum of the two-fold coincidences (red) and the three-fold coincidences
(blue) in conditioned measurements. We notice a linear behavior of the
count rate in the Si-APD, whereas the coincidence rates are fitted best by
quadratic functions (see main text).
which is related to the PDC conversion probability in conjunction with beam path
and detection efficiencies in the signal arm, has been determined as aSi = (10339±
33)µW−1 s−1 ≈ 107 mW−1 s−1 for the considered pump power range. We can also
label this term as the brightness of the heralding photons. By taking the detector
efficiency of the Si-APD, ηSi = 0.55, and the arm signal transmittance, ηs1 = (0.59±
0.05), into account we get a conversion efficiency of PPDC,1 = (1.16 ± 0.10) · 10−8
pairs per pump photon, where the pump coupling efficiency to the waveguide is not
included. The y-axis offset, bSi = (357 ± 206) s−1, represents the noise count rate
of the Si-APD at zero pump power and matches the specified dark count rate very
well.
At higher power levels, the Si-APD tends to saturate, which we could blame
on dead time effects of this detector type. The more intuitive explanation for the
gap between the linear behavior and the measured one arises from the expected
influence of higher order photon contributions: while the detector is not photon-
number-resolving, all higher order signal photon contributions have inevitably been
counted only as one event. Together with the suspected Poisson-distributed photon-
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number characteristics of the PDC at elevated pump powers (i. e. generated mean
photon numbers per pulse), the avalanche photo-diodes detects less photons than
expected for a linear behavior [209].
By contrast, the conditioned detection rates Ri1,1 and Ri1,2 can be described best
by quadratic curves. For the single count rates of both idler detectors we get
Rmeasi1,1/2 (Pp) = ai1,1/2 ·P2p + bi1,1/2 ·Pp, (6.10)
where the quadratic parameters ai1,1 = (11.3 ± 0.2)µW−2 s−1 and ai1,2 = (10.8 ±
0.2)µW−2 s−1 per heralding photon are related to the impact of higher-order photon-
number contributions to the respective unconditioned count rates. Those contri-
butions are present at higher pump powers because the more photons a pump
pulse contains, the higher is the probability that more than one conversion pro-
cess into signal and idler occurs, while the pump pulse propagates along the pe-
riodically poled waveguide. Additionally, self-seeding effects in the PDC process
can take place, a process which is equivalent to optical parametric amplification
or difference-frequency generation in classical nonlinear optics. We notice almost
identical absolute values of Rmeasi1,1 (Pp) and Rmeasi1,2 (Pp), which indicates balanced
splitting at the beam splitter in front of the two idler detectors. The linear pa-
rameters bi1,1 = (675.4 ± 12.1)µW−1 s−1 and bi1,2 = (619.7 ± 11.3)µW−1 s−1 per
heralding photon are connected to the unconditioned noise count probabilities at
the individual InGaAs-APDs.
The sum of both rates, Rmeasc,double (Pp) = Rmeasi1,1 (Pp) + Rmeasi1,2 (Pp), expresses the
overall heralded photon rate according to a logical OR operation, and it is fitted
also by a quadratic curve very well:
Rmeasc,double (Pp) = ac,double ·P2p + bc,double ·Pp. (6.11)
The parameters ac,double = (22.1±0.3)µW−2 s−1 and bc,double = (1295.1±23.4)µW−1 s−1
both correspond simply to the sums of the individual parameters in Eq. 6.10. The
slope of the fit function, i. e. the derivative of Rmeasc,double (Pp) with respect to the
pump power, is an expression for the overall brightness gain of our source due to the
inevitable higher-order m-photon contributions, because these increase with higher
pump powers and yield clicks around m times more often than one-photon states.
As an example, we scale up our result to the common unit of one milliwatt of pump
power and assuming the validity of this extrapolation, we deduce a source brightness
of Rc,double (Pp = 1 mW) = (2.21±0.03) ·107 pairs per second, which is significantly
higher than the value deduces from just the signal count rates above.
Since we have not set an additional dead time to the InGaAs-APDs we neglect an
impact thereof. The non-linear heralding rate at the silicon detector mimics a lower
mean photon number than the linear ideal case. Together with the fact that m-
photon states lead to detection events around m times more often than one-photon
events we deduce that the well-fitting parabolic curves stem mainly from one- and
two-photon contributions.
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Three-fold coincidences between the detectors occur very rarely at the lowest
pump powers and, thus, must be attributed with the largest error bars. For in-
creasing powers, the following quadratic curve with only one free parameter fits our
measurement data best:
Rmeasc (Pp) = ac ·P2p. (6.12)
The fit parameter ac = (3.188± 0.046)µW−2 s−1 defines the increase of the slope of
the fit curve, which again relates to the increase of the impact of higher-order photon
contributions. The good agreement between the fit curve and the measured data, in
conjunction with negligible linear and zero-order parameters, indicates the expected
behavior of the measurement data in a conditioned setup: if the heralding rate is
close to zero, the heralded coincidence count rate in an HBT setup must be zero.
Another reasonable explanation for the quadratic behavior is given by the fact that
for the chosen pump powers, the mean output photon number per pulse comprises
mainly higher-order photon states m = 2 besides the zero- and one-photon states.
The two-photon components can split up in the HBT setup with 50 % probability.
After splitting, the individual detection probability for these photons grows almost
linearly with increasing pump power. Since the detection of split two-photon states
represents stochastically independent events, the resulting coincidence probability
as well as the coincidence rate comprises the product of the individual, linearly
growing click probabilities. Thus, the coincidence rate, Rmeasc (Pp), shows quadratic
behavior dominantly.
From the results in this section we infer that the criterion for single photon sources
is fulfilled by the verification of the high heralding rate of Rc,double (Pp = 1 mW) =
(2.21 ± 0.03) · 107 pairs/s. This is of the order of up-to-date photon sources based
on type-I PDC [210].
6.1.3.2. Heralded single photon preparation
From the count rates we calculate the Klyshko efficiencies according to Eq. 6.4 as
well as the heralding efficiencies with Eq. 6.5, and we plot both in Fig. 6.4.
We identify a constant heralding efficiency as high as ηH ≥ 60 % for pump powers
Pp ≤ 10µW, where seemingly only first order photon pairs contribute to the mea-
surement outcome. The signal photon rate is up to RSi = 1.05 · 105 s−1 (compare
with plot in Fig. 6.3). In Ti:PPLN based type-0 PDC devices, this labels the high-
est heralding efficiency reported to date. Other sources using comparable detection
schemes (see for example [211–213]) rely on bulk nonlinear materials or optical fibers
and do not offer more than one integrated functionality.
The limitations of our lab system are given mainly by free-space-to-fiber coupling
efficiencies. They can be overcome in the future if a fiber-pigtailed architecture is
connected with our PDC source. This measure can further improve the heralding
efficiencies to around ηH ≥ 80%, which is the current benchmark [50,62,212,214,215].
However, the symmetry of our guided modes and the spatial overlap to fiber modes is
a limiting factor. In Sec. 5.1.1 we calculated the maximum overlap to be around 96%,
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Figure 6.4.: Pump-dependent Klyshko efficiency and heralding efficiency. For pump
powers below 10µW, an almost constant heralding efficiency of ηH ≥ 60 %
has been achieved. We notice a super-linear increase for higher pump
powers due to higher order photon contributions.
which denotes the fundamental limit for the heralding efficiency in fiber-pigtailed
devices in Ti:PPLN.
The g(2)(0) values and the anti-correlation parameter α have been calculated using
Eq. 6.3 and Eq. 6.2, respectively. As shown in Fig. 6.5, the second-order auto-
correlation function at very low power levels (Pp ≤ 1µW) reaches a minimum value
of g(2)(0) = 0.0038. This is one of the best results for heralded single photon sources
in general [79,206,208], while it is the lowest obtained value in Ti:PPLN waveguide
PDC sources to date. Our source, in that manner, typically outperforms other
technological approaches, which provide GHz-rate single photons from quantum
dots [216] or which make use of color-centers in diamond [47, 217]. The presented
auto-correlation function can be pushed to even lower values at the cost of the
heralded single photon rate. However, for applications in quantum key distribution
low trigger rates are always related to only low secret key transmission rates. Thus,
a proper trade-off between high rates and the genuine single photon character has to
be found. Alternatively, the increase of the pump pulse repetition rates can improve
the generated pair rates of our source [79].
From our results we also conclude that the approximation for the conditioned
second-order auto-correlation function g(2)(0), made in Eq. 6.3 and in Ref. [203,206],
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Figure 6.5.: Second-order auto-correlation function and its relative difference to the anti-
correlation parameter α (right). For low pump powers, g(2)(0) tends to zero
as expected, whereas for the highest applied pump powers, it approaches
one. Note that the almost negligible relative difference of the two defined
correlation parameters proves the equivalence of the derived Eq. 6.2 and
Eq. 6.3. Note that values g(2)(0) < 1 cannot be explained using classical
assumptions about the light field.
is only valid and suitable for the low pump power regime. At the upper end of
power scale used in these experiments we notice that g(2)(0) approaches one, which
corresponds to an infinite mean photon number of the PDC output. Additionally,
the uncorrelated noise which we did not treat separately and which follows thermal
statistics increases the g(2)(0) artificially. Our assumption that the probability of
generating higher order photon pairs is much smaller than the probability of single
photon pairs, does not remain valid at high pump powers. Figure 6.5 additionally
shows that the relative differences between the calculated values of g(2)(0) and the
anti-correlation parameter α are very small, which is a proof of the equivalence of
Eq. 6.2 and Eq. 6.3 for our measurements.
The triple coincidence rate Rc tends to be overestimated due to higher order
photon contributions. Internal dead time effects of the InGaAs-APDs individually
limit the rate of the detection of two-fold coincidences. We derive from the graph
in Fig. 6.3 in conjunction with Fig.6.5, that heralding rates higher than RSi ≈
3.1 · 105 s−1 should be avoided for this kind of detectors in combination with the
presented measurement scheme.
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In order to overcome the limitations previously discussed, detectors with higher
efficiencies, low noise rates and timing jitter, without intrinsic dead times as well as
with the general capability to tell different photon numbers apart [218–220] should
be used in the future. These detectors also allow for the conditioned detection of
signal photons by employing the idler photons as heralds. However, addressing low-
loss optical networks with the heralded single photons in the telecom wavelength
regime would also require different wavelength combinations in the PDC process.
The gap between the Klyshko efficiencies and the heralding efficiencies could also
be minimized by the latest detector technology. As a result, the Klyshko efficiency
could be a more direct benchmark for the preparation performance of genuine single
PDC photons.
In summary we have achieved high heralding efficiencies of around 60% as the
second prerequisite for an ideal single photon source. This is still significantly lower
than what has been reported by other groups [50,62,214,215], but we are confident
to improve our results with additional efforts on loss reduction in the detection arms
or by fiber-packaging of our device. Additionally, the measured g(2)(0)-values are
among the lowest reported so far and indicate the heralding of genuine single photons
at low input powers.
6.1.3.3. Measurement of CARs
For the analysis of detrimental noise photon events we determine the source’s herald-
ing efficiency around the optimum time delay between the heralding signal photons
and the heralded idler photons. For two different pump powers we measure the
individual count rates in step widths of ∆τ = 0.2 ns, each for 5 seconds.
From the results, shown in Fig.6.6 we deduce a Gaussian-like envelope of the
Klyshko efficiency with a temporal width of τgate = (1.16 ± 0.32) ns, which mainly
reflects the intrinsic gate shape of the InGaAs-APDs. The error includes the com-
bined timing jitter of the InGaAs-APD, the Si-APD and the delay generator. The
graph also visualizes the slight increase of ηK at higher pump powers. This is due
to the stronger impact of higher order photon pair contributions on the two-fold co-
incidence rates as well as on Rc,double. At Pp = 500 nW and Pp = 5µW, the values
CAR∆τ have been calculated to be 1383 and 1165, respectively and do not decrease
significantly. Please note, that in Fig. 6.6 this feature cannot to be identified in-
tuitively due to the scaling. However, the (almost) constant CAR∆τ for different
pump powers is a strong indicator that the pump laser does not induce long-life
fluorescence in any of the implemented optical elements.
Inverting the CAR∆τ values provides us with ONF of 0.072% and 0.086%, re-
spectively, which are both a factor of 3 smaller than the best ONFs in comparable
continuous-wave experiments [208]. Together with the facts, that we still operate
our source in the single photon regime (0.027 ≤ g(2)(0) ≤ 0.24) and that we achieve
high heralding rates of 5.3 · 103 s−1 ≤ RSi ≤ 5.6 · 104 s−1, this points out the benefits
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Figure 6.6.: Dependency of the Klyshko efficiency on the temporal overlap between
signal and idler detection. We notice an increase of ηK at the higher pump
power, but also an almost constant CAR∆τ . This behavior allows us to
rule out the influence of pump-induced long-life fluorescence processes on
our measurements.
of heralding single photons in the pulsed regime.
Figure 6.7 shows that the CARrep for two adjacent pulses asymptotically ap-
proaches 1 at the highest suitable pump power, while the CARHOP drops from 7440
to around 10 . This behavior proves the impact of higher order photon contributions
and indicates, again, the usefulness of a trade-off between high heralding rates and
a low g(2)(0).
One of the most important figures of merit of our source is its high brightness.
Besides the high output photon pair rate per milliwatt we have determined the pump
dependent mean photon number per pulse of the generated photons. The heralding
rate RSi has been divided by the transmission factors of all optical components in
the signal arm and by the repetition rate Rrep = 10 MHz. The graphical result is
shown in Fig. 6.8. We identify a maximum achievable mean photon number per
pulse of 〈npulse,max〉 = (0.24± 0.02) at the highest applied pump power of 85.14µW.
The slope of the linear fit, m = (3.14±0.06) ·10−3 pairs ·µW−1, allows us to evaluate
the lower bound for the PDC conversion efficiency of ¶PDC = (1.172± 0.093) · 10−8
pairs per pump photon, where the coupling efficiency of the green pump laser to
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Figure 6.7.: Pump dependency of the three calculated coincidence-to-accidentals ratios.
While CAR∆τ does not change significantly at higher pump powers, the
other two coincidences-to-accidentals-ratios drop rapidly to values close to
one.
the waveguide structure is not included. It also allows for extrapolating an average
photon number per pulse of 〈npulse,th〉 ≈ (34± 2.7) at Pp = 10 mW of cw-equivalent
pump power. This could be easily achieved with the employed pump laser. However,
care must be taken of optical damage effects on the phase-matching conditions at
high power levels.
As a closing remark for this section we conclude that the primary PDC stage of
the presented device, in conjunction with the on-chip demultiplexer, acts as a versa-
tile and efficient source for heralded single photons. It exhibits very high brightness
in terms of pair generation rates even at low pump powers Pp ≤ 10µW. The low
impact of noise contributions on the single photon heralding, the high preparation
efficiency as well as the pulsed excitation all underline the prospects of our integrated
approach for applications in quantum information tasks. Additional functionalities
can be integrated in future work in order to manipulate the generated photons on-
chip, e.g. by electro-optic elements. However, in our measurements we did not take
care of the spectral purity of the generated single photon pairs. Due to the dispersion
properties of LN it is technologically hard to provide de-correlated pairs in terms of
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Figure 6.8.: The generated mean photon number per pulse is linearly depending on
the pump power. From the linear fit curve we inferred that mean photon
numbers up to 〈npulse〉 ≈ 34 at pump powers of only Pp = 10 mW could
be achieved.
spectral indistinguishability. For this task it has been shown that periodically poled
potassium titanyl phosphate waveguide structures offers spectrally pure states, the
power-dependent mean photon number per pulse of which increases super-linear [50].
We also infer clear evidence for the scalability to higher order photon contributions,
which are beneficial for the application of our device in passive decoy state quantum
key distribution. This will be examined in more detail in the next section. However,
we also note the current limitations of the presented experimental realization, which
could be overcome by latest developments in detector technology, by pump lasers
with high repetition rates [79] as well as by complete fiber-integrated solutions with
our device. It has also been found that temporal multiplexing schemes could reduce
the required pump pulse energy such that the impact of higher-order photons is sig-
nificantly reduced, while the source brightness in terms of heralded single photons
does not decrease [221].
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6.2. Source applicability in passive decoy-state quantum key
distribution
Quantum key distribution is one of the feasible applications in quantum information
science and has been a field of high interest for the last three decades. It allows two
trustworthy parties, Alice and Bob, to communicate with unconditional security in
principle [53]. The main idea behind QKD is to generate a secret key, which consists
of a series of light quanta in a specific encoding degree of freedom and which is shared
by only the two trustworthy parties, similar to the one-time-pad [222], in order to
decode secret information. Any interception and resending of the key must be either
circumvented or at least recognized, when an arbitrarily powerful third party, Eve,
who is only bound to the laws of nature, intends to get information about the key
and the encrypted message.
Realistic implementations of QKD schemes can suffer from various security loop-
holes [223–240] due to technical imperfections of the implemented photon sources,
quantum channels and measurement devices. The eavesdropper Eve could make use
of any of these loopholes in order to break the security of the QKD system.
The so called photon-number-splitting attack (PNS) attack [241], in particular,
allows Eve to make use of non-ideal properties of real-world photon sources. As
shown in the previous section, photon-pair sources based on PDC can emit signal
pulses with higher-order photon contributions. In the following we describe briefly
the PNS attack together with the decoy state method, which aims for the removal
of the PNS security loophole.
6.2.1. Photon-number-splitting attacks and the decoy state countermea-
sure
The idea to implement decoy states to QKD protocols has been proposed by Hwang
in 2003, and first experimental demonstrations have been presented simultaneously
by Lo et al. [242] and Wang in 2005 [243].
The photon-number-splitting attack arises from the fact that in QKD the yield
Yn of an n-photon state, i. e. the conditional probability that Bob detects a signal,
given that an n-photon signal is emitted by Alice [242], depends strongly on the
optical loss in the quantum channel. Assuming Alice prepares her key string using
a photon source with Poissonian photon-number distribution (weak coherent pulses
or multi-mode PDC sources), will lead to a specific yield for Bob due to optical loss.
An eavesdropper could tap Alice’s key string in order to analyze it for n-photon
events. Whenever she detects a single photon, she blocks the transmission towards
Bob’s detector. For higher order photon states, she splits them such that only one
photon is sent to Bob via an assumed lossless channel. Eventually, Bob will measure
the same yield as if the quantum channel was not disturbed by Eve.
The decoy method intends to detect Eves activities in terms of the photon-number-
splitting attack, and it basically relies on the following assumptions. On the one
hand, the decoy scheme makes use of the fact that a weak coherent state with
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average photon number 〈n〉  1 is equivalent to a mixed Fock state in terms of
Poissonian photon statistics, if the phases φ are totally randomized [244]:
|〈n〉ıφ〉 ≡
∑
n
pn(〈n〉)|n〉〈n| (6.13)
with the probabilities of an n-photon state
pn(〈n〉) = ρn = e
−〈n〉 · 〈n〉n
n! . (6.14)
Note that the generation of random phases is not necessarily an easy task for weak
coherent pulses. On the other hand, we assume that Alice is able to replace her
signal source randomly by a decoy source with average photon number 〈n′〉 ≥ 1,
which means that the decoy source emission is dominated by higher order photon
contributions. Achieving genuine randomness for the manipulation of the amplitudes
of weak coherent states is highly non-trivial, and the required modulators must be
able to be operated in a random manner. This leads to the conclusion that the
active generation of applicable decoy states is technologically hard.
Furthermore, we require the general properties, e. g. the wavelength, of signals and
decoy states to be identical. Likewise, the loss for higher order photons stemming
from the signal source is assumed to be equal to the loss of the decoy source. In
addition, the weighted average of the quantum bit error rates (QBER) en of various
photon-number eigenstates is expected to depend on the photon number n.
Under these conditions, the eavesdropper cannot tell apart the photons of the
secret key from decoy photons. The only information that Eve can get is the number
of photons per optical pulse, but not the source emitting it. Since Alice and Bob can
extract the yields Yn and the QBERs en simultaneously for all n with high statistical
precision from their measurements [245], Eve’s PNS attack will inevitably change
the values of the yields and quantum bit error rates. Thus, she can be detected with
high probability using the decoy method.
Besides the robustness of the decoy state method against PNS attacks, it also
offers, in combination, higher key generation rates and longer transmission distances
[242,246] than, for example, the standard Gottesman-Lo-Lu¨tkenhaus-Preskill QKD
protocol [223].
6.2.2. The passive decoy state method
In 2007, Mauerer and Silberhorn proposed the passive decoy-state QKD protocol [94]
and theoretically showed the possible detection of photon-number-splitting attacks,
even in the presence of imperfect PDC sources [247, 248]. It was also proven that
the unconditionally secure transmission distance is on par with perfect single-photon
sources [94,249].
The passive decoy scheme is based on the idea of Hwang, but in contrast to
active decoy schemes discussed above, which usually rely on strongly attenuated
laser pulses (see, for example Yin et al. (2012) [250]), it turns the unavoidable
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higher photon-number components of a parametric down-conversion source into a
benefit by tagging them as intrinsic decoys. Importantly, this does not require
any active amplitude modulation or phase randomization of the photon source’s
emission, since the probabilistic nature of PDC emission inherently exhibits neither
phase reference information nor fixed optical pulse-to-pulse amplitudes.
The key feature of passive decoy QKD using PDC sources is that the system
itself does not open any side channels with distinguishing information for different
intensities, because all required decoy states are post-selected after transmission of
a sufficiently large number of signals. This prevents Eve from distinguishing decoys
from the intended signal key string during the transmission of the key.
Additionally, we make use of the fact that Alice can keep an exact copy of the
generated pulse string for characterization purposes, given by the correlated twin
photons of the PDC source. If Alice utilizes a photon-number-resolving detector
[251, 252], she can convert the measured click statistics into the photon-number
statistics [245] in order to separate signal states from decoy states during post-
processing [94].
6.2.3. Experimental verification of the device applicability in passive de-
coy state quantum key distribution
In this section we characterize our integrated source in terms of its applicability
in passive decoy-state quantum key distribution. We present the photon-number-
resolved analysis of the photon click statistics over a broad range of pump powers,
and we prove heralded n-photon states up to n = 4, which can be employed as
post-selectable decoys. The measured photon click statistics exhibit excellent agree-
ment with the theoretical predictions. We also conclude that our source meets the
requirements to avert photon-number-splitting attacks.
In analogy to the previous section, our source is intended to generate signal pho-
tons at around 803 nm and idler photons around 1573 nm efficiently. The reasons for
this choice can be found again in the efficient detection at the shorter wavelength,
whereas the idler photons at telecom wavelengths allow for low-loss transmission in
fiber-based QKD systems.
The capability of our device, to split the generated photons on-chip in a spatio-
spectral manner, will conveniently allow Alice to keep one half (signal) of the strictly
correlated pairs for thorough photon-number analysis using the time-multiplexed
detector (TMD) described in [251]. The other half (idler) can be transmitted to her
trusted counterpart Bob. Note that our nomenclature is the opposite of the one in
Ref. [94], since our labeling is based on the common wavelength dependent notation
of signal and idler.
6.2.3.1. Theoretical description of Alice’s photon-number-resolving detector
In order to realize photon-number resolution with Alice’s detection apparatus we im-
plemented a time-multiplexer for signal wavelengths of 803 nm . The delay between
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Figure 6.9.: Alice’s source configuration for passive decoy-state QKD: PDC signal pho-
tons (803 nm ) are separated on chip from idler photons (1573 nm), fed
into a multi-mode fiber and subsequently to the eight-bin TMD. The TMD
consists of three multi-mode fiber-based balanced beam splitters and two
different intermittent fiber loops of fixed lengths. Two binarySi-APDs are
employed for photon detection. The idler photons are transmitted to Bob
after encoding via the single-mode fiber quantum channel.
individual time bins has been designed for τTMDdelay ≈ 127 ns by appropriate choice of
the multi-mode fiber lengths, and it is larger than the dead time of standard silicon
avalanche photodiodes used for signal photon detection. The TMD architecture pro-
vides eight temporal output modes, N = 8, addressing two APDs and, thus, photon
numbers of n ≤ 8 without losing optical pulses due to dead-time effects. Our chosen
temporal mode separation is also appropriate for repetition rates of our PDC pump
laser of frep = 1 MHz, since the four output mode timings per APD do not add up
to the inverse repetition time, τrep > N2 · τTMDdelay .
Because of the bin number limitation, only pseudo-photon-number-resolution can
be achieved, and we have to take convolution effects [245, 251] of higher-order pho-
ton contributions for the data analysis method [253] as well as for the theoretical
predictions into account.
Figure 6.9 shows the schematic of Alice’s side in one possible passive decoy state
QKD implementation. The sender’s system consists of the PDC source and the
includes the TMD, as proposed by Mauerer and Silberhorn in 2007. For the recon-
struction of the photon-number statistics from the measured click statistics we model
the TMD according to Achilles et al. [245, 251]. We consider its implementation in
our setup for eight output modes with the temporal delay given above. Additionally,
we treat convolution effects and optical loss in the TMD independently such that
the convolution matrix CTMD describes the bin occupation distribution inside the
TMD, whereas the loss matrix LTMD represents the overall loss of TMD and addi-
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tional optical elements as well as the efficiencies of the Si-APDs. The convolution
matrix comprises of the individual elements
CTMDkn = p (k|n) , (6.15)
which describe the probabilities that k photons are detected, given n photons at
the TMD input. Thus, we can write for the probability of detecting k photons,
contributing to the TMD output photon-number distribution vector ~pk:
pk =
∑
n
p (k|n) · ρn. (6.16)
In other words, the convolution matrix converts the emitted Poissonian photon-
number distribution vector ~ρ of the PDC source, which consists of individual prob-
abilities ρn, into a click number distribution vector at the output of the TMD:
~pk = CTMD · ~ρ. (6.17)
Inversely, we can reconstruct the photon-number distribution from the acquired
click statistics for the lossless case:
~ρ = C−1TMD · ~pk. (6.18)
We emphasize that the individual matrix elements CTMDkn ideally have values of
the inverse of the overall number of possible temporal modes (here: eight). Due to
imbalanced beam-splitters in our real-world implementation, the matrix elements
can vary from 0.125. Additionally, the robustness of this method, i. e. using the
inverted convolution matrix for photon-number probability reconstruction, strongly
requires the number of photons to be lower than the number of temporal modes,
k < N . It has been found that for an eight-mode-TMD, the mean photon number
of the impinging states should be 〈n〉 ≤ 3. Otherwise the inverse convolution matrix
is singular [245].
Taking also the overall TMD loss into account, which inevitably occurs in real-
world scenarios, the different n-photon states can lose their photon-number content
partially or fully. An emitted photon-number distribution, represented by ~ρ, will be
converted by the losses into a photon-number distribution represented by vector ~ρl
at the TMD input:
~ρl = LTMD · ~ρ (6.19)
with the matrix elements
LTMDln (ηT) =
(
n
l
)
ηlT (1− ηT)n−l , n ≥ l, (6.20)
where ηT is the overall efficiency (including detectors) of the TMD. Subsequently,
the TMD is assumed to deconvolute the photon-number states, ~ρl, into the different
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temporal modes. Consequently, the complete photon-number reconstruction from a
measured click statistics must be written as in the following order:
~ρ = L−1TMD (ηT) ·C−1TMD · ~p. (6.21)
Note that this calculation includes a re-notation of the respective variables and
indices in the aforementioned Eq. 6.18 and Eq. 6.19.
6.2.3.2. Experimental considerations and setup
As a first step towards the experimental implementation we write down the proba-
bility that Bob’s binary detector generates a click from an arbitrary m-photon state:
p(click) = 1− (1− ηB)m, (6.22)
where Bob’s transmission and detection efficiency is given by ηB = ηC · ηDet,i1. Here
ηC denotes the length-dependent quantum channel efficiency, including supplemen-
tary optical components, and ηInGaAs labels Bob’s detector efficiency. Note that Eq.
6.22 already implies different click probabilities for different m-photon states. It
also describes the probability, that at least one photon out of m arrives at Bob’s
detector.
Second, we assume that Alice’s uses a photon-number-resolving detector, which is
capable of delivering n detection events from an m-photon state with m ≥ n. The
conditioned probability that Bob’s detector fires due to a generated m photon state,
is described by
p(click|n) = p(click ∩ n)
p(n) (6.23)
=
∞∑
m=n
(
m
n
)
ηnT (1− ηT)m−n (1− (1− ηB)m) ρm
∞∑
m=n
(
m
n
)
ηnT (1− ηT)m−n ρm
, (6.24)
where p(click ∩ n) is the cumulative joint probability of a click event in Bob’s de-
tector from a generated m-photon state, while n out of m photons impinge on Al-
ice’s photon-number-resolving detector. The coefficients ρm describe the occupation
probabilities of the Poissonian m-photon state in our spectrally multi-mode PDC
device (see Eq. 7.19 and also [205, 254]). The term ηT is experimentally accessible
according to Eq.6.28, and it describes, again, the overall efficiency of the photon-
number-resolving detector and includes losses as well as the detection efficiency.
In the limit of a low transmission and detection efficiency at Bob’s side, ηB  1
we can calculate the conditioned probabilities p(click|n) for different n-photon states
from Eq. (6.23), and we find that the approximation
r (n) = p (click|n)
p (click|1) ≈
n · ηB
ηB
= n (6.25)
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Figure 6.10.: Experimental implementation of photon-number-resolving PDC analysis.
See text for a detailed description.
is valid. This basically means that Bob’s detector clicks about m times more often for
an n-photon state than for a one-photon state. At higher efficiencies ηB the values of
r (n) will decrease. Thus, at elevated pump power levels the impact of higher-order
photon contributions as well as non-ideal photon-number-resolving capabilities of
the TMD must be taken into account.
For the analysis of the experimental data we derive the conditioned click proba-
bilities p (click|n) as the fraction of measured click events in Bob’s detector, given
that an n-photon state is detected by Alice’s non-ideal TMD, and the total number
of events:
p (click|n) = N (click|n)
N (click|n) +N (no click|n) . (6.26)
Note, that the probabilities p (click|n) still have to be corrected for convolution
effects in order to reconstruct the photon-number statistics.
We carry out pump-power-dependent measurements with the setup shown in Fig.
6.10, since the mean photon number of PDC states is related to the power of the
pump pulse (see Sec. 6.1 above). Behind the waveguide chip we clean up PDC
photons from background and residual pump light using a customized absorber
and narrow-band dielectric filters. In the signal arm we address the TMD and,
subsequently, the two free-running silicon APDs, both with ηSi = 0.55 detection
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efficiency and dark count rates of ∼ 250 per second. The idler arm consists of a
variable attenuator, which mimics an arbitrary channel loss ηC. Behind this device
we address a gated InGaAs-APD, which offers 2.5 ns detection windows, a detection
efficiency of ηDet,i1 = 0.24 and 1µs dead time. It exhibits a dark count probability
of pdc = 1.75× 10−4 per gate.
For the data acquisition, all APDs are connected to a standard time-to-digital
converter (TDC) offering 82 ps resolution. A home-programmed software analyzes
the impinging signals for coincidences in order to extract the PDC click statistics
for a specific pump power, i.e., output mean photon number. The TMD and the
InGaAs-APD are synchronized, triggered, and delay compensated in terms of optical
path differences by a delay generator running at 1 MHz repetition rate. Furthermore,
we implemented an electro-optic amplitude modulator prior to the pump incoupling,
which is driven by the delay generator and acts as a pulse picker for our 10 MHz-
pulsed pump laser. This technique, in conjunction with the synchronization of the
delay generator’s and the pump laser’s timebase, allows for waveguide-coupled pump
pulses also at a repetition rate of 1 MHz.
We analyze the photon-number-resolved click statistics of our PDC process at
pump powers that range over two orders of magnitude. A high pump power forces
the generation of higher-order photon states. The maximum accessible cw-equivalent
pump power of 2µW corresponds in this experiment to a mean photon number of
〈n〉 = 0.84, and it is determined by the saturation limit of our data acquisition
system. At each pump-power level we can set almost arbitrary quantum channel
transmission 0 < ηC ≤ 1 in the idler arm, mimicking different transmission distances
of a real-world QKD system.
The Klyshko efficiencies of the signal and idler arm, ηT and ηB, are given by
the ratio of coincidence counts Ncoinc and the total number of single counts in the
respective opposite arm, NB and
∑
n≥1NT (n). In order to correct the Klyshko
efficiencies for uncorrelated events we estimate the number of accidentals beforehand
as
Nacc =
NB ·∑n≥1NT(n)
NTrig
, (6.27)
where ∑n≥1NT(n) is the accumulated number of detection events in the TMD. The
term NB denotes the number of click events in the InGaAs-APD and NTrig is the
number of trigger events within our measurement time. This correction provides us
with a lower bound for the actual Klyshko efficiency, because higher-order photon
contributions lead to an overestimation of the real values. We also subtract coinci-
dences Nnoise,B and Nnoise,T, caused by noise counts of the respective detector, and
we eventually find
ηT =
Ncoinc −Nacc −Nnoise,T
NB
(6.28)
to be the Klyshko efficiency in the signal/TMD arm, and
ηB =
Ncoinc −Nacc −Nnoise,B∑
n≥1NT (n)
(6.29)
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Table 6.1.: Power-dependent Klyshko efficiencies at maximum channel transmission.
The efficiencies ηAT describe the TMD Klyshko efficiencies not corrected
for uncorrelated accidentals.
Pp [nW] 20 50 100 200 500 1000 2000
ηB[%] 10.75 10.72 10.65 10.02 9.97 9.41 8.55
ηAT [%] 14.17 16.44 17.07 17.29 17.06 16.50 15.39
ηT[%] 17.76 17.76 17.72 17.66 17.21 16.58 15.47
Table 6.2.: Click-statistics at 2 µW pump power and with channel transmission ηC = 1.
0-photon 1-photon 2-photon 3-photon 4-photon
N(′no click′|n) 49244089 6157356 334960 10383 197
N(click|n) 3049176 1092105 102653 4608 112
NT(n) 52293265 7249461 437613 14991 309
is the Klyshko efficiency of the idler arm.
6.2.3.3. Experimental results
The power-dependent Klyshko efficiencies for different pump powers are shown in
Tab. 6.1 and indicate that our calculated values are only reliable at low pump
powers, since we tend to over-estimate accidentals - according to Eq. (6.27) - for
increasing pump powers and, thus, will artificially decrease the Klysko efficiencies.
In order to predict the behavior of different n-photon states in the following we base
our theoretical calculations on Klyshko efficiencies obtained at the lowest available
pump power. Note that this will underestimate the influence of accidentals.
In order to ensure distinct detection probabilities for different n-photon states
after transmission through the quantum channel we analyze the click statistics and
reconstruct the probabilities p (click|n) therefrom using Eq. (6.26) and the inverse
convolution matrix [209, 245, 253] of our TMD. A typical measurement result at
the highest accessible pump power of 2 µW and with ηC = 1 is shown in Tab. 6.2.
We can clearly identify click events up to photon numbers n = 4 within 60 s of
measurement time, which strongly indicates heralded four-photon states.
In Fig. 6.11 we plot p (click|n) versus the channel transmission ηC, the latter
of which represents an arbitrarily long transmission device between the two QKD
parties. The distinct n-photon components clearly follow different slopes and show
also higher detection probabilities for higher photon states. This verifies not only
the high brightness of our source, but it also agrees excellently with the expected
behavior.
Our measurements closely match the theoretical curves calculated with Eq. (6.23),
where we considered Poisson distributions ρm as well as convolution effects. We
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Figure 6.11.: Dependencies of the n-photon click probabilities on the channel transmis-
sion at 2 µW cw-equivalent pump power; dashed: theory curves.
have also implied Klyshko efficiencies of the low power regime, ηT = 0.1776 and
ηB = 0.1075, respectively. Note, that the differences to the detection efficiencies ηSi
and ηInGaAs are caused by losses introduced by the optical components.
With our analysis scheme it is easy for Alice to anticipate, how the click statistics
at Bob’s side should behave at distinct pump powers. Thus, our PDC source fulfills
the necessary requirements for passive decoy-state QKD in terms of predictable
photon statistics and accessibility to higher-order n-photon states in general. Our
results imply that an eavesdropper, Eve, will be recognized, since her activities on
photon-number-splitting activities will change the expected detection behavior at
Bob’s side.
The seemingly growing mismatch between experimental data and theory curves
for small n at large ηC can be explained by uncorrelated coincidences, which have an
impact on p (click|n). As stated above, by applying only Klyshko efficiencies from
the low-power measurement to the theory we underestimate accidentals for higher
pump powers.
The applicability of our source over a large range of different brightnesses, as
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Figure 6.12.: The click-probability ratios r (n) follow Poissonian distributions (dashed:
theoretical predictions for ηT = 0.1776 and ηB = 0.1075).
needed for optimization of the passive decoy scheme, is underlined by the behavior
of the PDC states for different mean photon numbers. In particular, we calculated
r (n) according to Eq. (6.25) from the individual de-convoluted click probabilities
at variable channel transmissions. The average ratios are plotted against the mean
photon number 〈n〉 in Fig. 6.12. We did not register significant three- and four-
photon components at small mean photon numbers within acceptable measurement
durations. However, our measurement data exhibit decreasing ratios r (n) at higher
pump powers according to Poissonian statistics. This, on the one hand, underlines
the photon-number-resolving capabilities of our TMD, while on the other hand the
very good agreement to the theory proves that the n-photon PDC states in our
spectrally broad source (FWHM (803 nm) ∼ 0.7 nm ) show almost genuine Poisson
distributions. Remaining deviations from theory can be explained by the finite
number of spectral modes in our source, and again by the impact of uncorrelated
accidentals at higher mean photon numbers. By contrast, exact Poisson distribution
could be expected only for infinite numbers of spectral modes [126,255].
The distinct detection probability ratios for different n-photon states are key to
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accessing higher-order photons as decoy states reliably. Eve’s PNS attack will change
the above characteristics in a way that the ratios r (n) decrease artificially due to
the increased amount of one-photon contributions during classical PNS attacks.
Therefore, Fig. 6.12 proves our source suitable for a broad range of pump powers.
Further activities on the field of passive decoy state QKD could include the imple-
mentation of our device in a complete QKD system, which includes also the encoding
at Alice’s side as well as optical fibers as the lossy quantum channel to Bob’s side
instead of the variable attenuator implemented in our work. Likewise, the detailed
security analysis in terms of yield, quantum bit error rates and secret key rates
should be pursued for that specific system in the future.
Conclusion
We have demonstrated that our integrated device can be employed as a probabilistic
single photon source for quantum optical tasks. It exhibits a very high brightness
in the pulsed excitation in conjunction with high quality of the generated photon
pairs in terms of low optical noise figures. The input powers ranged only at 10 nW ≤
Pp ≤ 85µW. We used only part of the functionalities available on our chip, namely
one PDC stage in combination with the quasi-deterministic demultiplexer, and the
second PDC stage did not influence the quality of our results.
More specifically, we performed the generation of heralded single photons and
achieved high heralding efficiencies of around 60% in combination with extraordi-
narily high coincidences-to-accidentals ratios. We also determined one the lowest
second-order auto-correlation function reported to date, i. e. g(2)(0) = 0.0038.
These results have been reported in Ref. [256].
By using pseudo-photon-number-resolving detection techniques we were able to
show that our source meet the requirements for averting photon-number-splitting
attacks in quantum key distribution. We showed that the high source brightness,
i. e. the emission of higher-order photon-number contributions, can be turned
into a real benefit, if the passive decoy state method is exploited in future QKD
applications. Our results on this topic have been reported in Ref. [257].
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CHAPTER 7
Cascaded nonlinear wavelength
conversion processes
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In this Chapter we ex-
ploit the full functionality
of our integrated device for
exploring its applicability
in cascaded frequency con-
version processes. We show
that up-conversion of clas-
sical telecom light to the
visible regime is feasible and provides us with a tunable source of green
laser light. It is also demonstrated that our device, in the current state of
development, does not meet the requirements for (quasi-)single-photon
up-conversion. By contrast, our integrated chip allows for the generation
of photon triplets from a single green photon via cascaded parametric
down-conversion. We model and analyze the cascaded parametric down-
conversion (PDC) process in terms of expected triplet generation rates,
signal-to-noise ratios and coincidences-to-accidentals ratios. Additionally,
we compare and discuss our predictions with our experimental results,
and we verify the on-chip generation of photon triplets from a pulsed
cascaded parametric down-conversion.
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7.1. Cascaded frequency up-conversion from telecom to vis-
ible wavelengths
In classical integrated optics based on χ(2)-nonlinear devices, the wavelength con-
version using second-harmonic generation (e. g. [172, 181]), difference-frequency
generation (e. g. [258]) and sum-frequency generation (e. g. [259]) have been stud-
ied [15] and brought to a manifold of applications in the past 40 years. The reasons
for these huge theoretical and technological efforts can be found, for the majority
of work, in the necessity to address wavelength regions which are otherwise not ac-
cessible. For example, green lasers emitting at 532 nm have been made possible by
frequency-doubling (i. e. second-harmonic generation) of neodymium-doped yttrium
aluminum garnet (Nd:YAG) laser emission.
In recent years the field of quantum optics explores integrated nonlinear devices
in order to translate optical frequencies from one band to others. The reasons for
this development can be found in the key ingredient for quantum optics: coher-
ence. For complex systems like quantum optical networks and any other application
in quantum information processing (QIP), coherent interactions and processes are
absolutely required. It appears to be reasonable that future quantum networks con-
sist of a multitude of subsystems, which have to be mutually compatible in one or
the other degree of freedom. Apart from temporal issues like synchronization, the
frequency (or wavelength) of the involved quantum states has to match the indi-
vidual subsystem’s characteristics. Otherwise, converter stages, providing coherent
frequency up- or down-conversion, are essential building blocks for the interfacing of
quantum network nodes. In the following paragraphs we explain briefly, for which
related reasons frequency up-conversion is desired: First, the necessity to prevent
optical loss, e. g. during transfer of quantum states (flying qubits) in quantum net-
works, has to be minimized. Since the telecommunication C-band offers the lowest
optical loss in fused silica fibers, the aim of quantum key distribution is to exploit
this technology basis. Thus, the generation and also the conversion of photon states
to the wavelength region around 1550 nm is highly attractive.
Second, the detection of those photons with off-the-shelf components is usually
not very efficient. Thus, the conversion of flying qubits to wavelength regions, where
detectors are much more efficient, is attractive and can be performed with almost
unit conversion efficiency [85,86] as well as under conservation of the quantum state
properties [87–90].
Third, the storage of quantum states in quantum memories usually involves the
UV to NIR wavelength regions [260–263] and, thus, requires narrow-band frequency
up-conversion to the respective memory absorption bands [264–266].
The techniques of cascaded wavelength/frequency conversion have been employed
in classical nonlinear optics, e. g., for optical burst switching [267, 268] and vari-
ous other telecom applications [269–272], which aim for bridging large wavelength
gaps [273]. Relatively few literature about the application of cascaded frequency
up-conversion for quantum optical applications exists in the scientific community
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[274,275]. It has been shown experimentally that the single-photon conversion from
1550 nm via intermediate signals at 832 nm to outputs at 570 nm is possible with ef-
ficiencies of up 87% [275], which is very close to unit conversion efficiency. However,
the design and phase-matching properties of that particular integrated device, em-
ploying the very same pump for both up-conversion processes, limits its applicability
for broad-band single photon conversion.
The increasing number of functionalities on single devices lies at the heart of Inte-
grated Quantum Optics. As the logical consequence of our findings in the previous
chapters, we make use of all active and passive elements in this section in order to
perform cascaded frequency up-conversion of classical light and quasi-single photons
in terms of weak coherent states.
7.1.1. Cascaded SHG/SFG of classical light at low pump powers
In Fig. 7.1 we show the schematic conversion principle (top) as well as the on-
chip functionalities of our device within the intended cascaded SHG/SFG processes
(bottom). For the first time in this thesis we will make use of all the integrated
functionalities simultaneously, be it the end-face coatings for optimal in- and out-
coupling of the involved light, the passive directional coupler for wavelength-selective
add-/drop-multiplexing or the two periodically poled areas for the cascaded up-
conversion processes.
The purpose of this initial experiment is to learn more about the tuning behavior
of the two phase-matched processes by changing the temperature. We aim for only
partial conversion of the pump 1 light into green photons and employ low pump
1 input powers for the SHG process. By manipulating the device temperature we
detune the phase-matching conditions of the SHG and the cascaded SFG process.
The main goal is to understand, which combination of periodically poled structures
and directional couplers we will have to use for the optimal inverse process, i. e.
cascaded parametric down-conversion, as will be described in detail in Sec. 7.2
below in this chapter.
The conversion of infrared light to the visible wavelength regime in our device by
cascading a second-harmonic generation process and a subsequent sum-frequency
process has to fulfill the law of energy conservation. We write down in the frequency
domain for the SHG process
ωSHG = 2 · ωp1, (7.1)
and for the cascaded SFG process
ωSFG = ωSHG + ωp2 (7.2)
= 2 · ωp1 + ωp2.
This means that one photon at SFG frequencies ωSFG can be generated only if
three pump photons (at two different frequencies ωp1 and ωp2) are present. Interme-
diate second harmonic light occurs at frequencies ωSHG. With the relation λj = c2pi·ωj
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Figure 7.1.: The schematic of the cascaded SHG/SFG process is visualized (top): The
first pump generates light at the second-harmonic wavelength λp1/2 =
λSHG ∼ 794 nm, which can be converted to green light at λSFG ∼ 532 nm
by adding a secondary pump at λp2 = 1609 nm. While pump 1 is injected
to the upper waveguide, the secondary pump is fed into the adjacent chan-
nel. After SHG has been generated in the QPM 1 grating structure, both
pump beams are transfered to the respective other channel in the integrated
directional coupler. The SHG remains in the waveguide, where it has been
generated. It sums with the pump 2 in the QPM 2 grating structure, and
green SFG light is generated.
and j = p1,p2, SHG, SFG we can re-write equations 7.1 and 7.2 in the wavelength
description. We get for the SHG process
λSHG =
λp1
2 , (7.3)
and for the SFG process
λSFG =
λSHG · λp2
λSHG + λp2
= λp1 · λp22 · λp2 + λp1 . (7.4)
The conservation of momentum has to be obeyed in the two consecutively arranged
and periodically poled waveguide structures. The wave numbers (or momenta) of
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the propagating light along the waveguides are defined as scalars of the form
kj =
2pi
λj
· neff,j, (7.5)
with λj and neff,j being the wavelength and the effective refractive index of the
guided modes, respectively. We get for quasi-phase-matched SHG processes in our
injection waveguide
0 ≡ kSHG − 2 · kp1 −KQPM,1, (7.6)
and for cascaded SFG light
0 ≡ kSFG − kp2 − kSHG −KQPM,2 (7.7)
= kSFG − kp2 − 2 · kp1 −KQPM,1 −KQPM,2,
with KQPM,i = 2piΛQPM,i being the wave numbers of the two periodically inverted
domain structures. Individual poling periods are given by ΛQPM,i, i = 1, 2.
Figure 7.2 shows the experimental setup for cascaded SHG/SFG (cSHG/SFG) of
L-band telecom light to the visible. Note that, in comparison to the experiments
carried out so far, we reversed the direction of feeding the pump light into our
device, i. e. from the right-hand side. A tunable, cw ECL with available pump
powers of Pp1 ≤ 8 mW at λp1 ∼ 1588 nm serves as the primary pump for the SHG
process, the poling period for which is available on-chip at ΛQPM,1 = 18.09µm.
Once the second harmonic light is generated in its fundamental mode, it remains in
the same waveguide at the integrated directional coupler. The secondary pump at
λp2 ∼ 1609 nm, available from a second ECL, is added via the waveguide adjacent to
the pump 1 light. Thus, the pump 2 cross-couples to the waveguide, where the SHG
resides, and sum-frequency can be generated in the second periodically poled area
with ΛQPM,2 = 6.83µm. Note that residual pump 1 light also couples very well to
the other waveguide within the directional coupler structure, which is beneficial for
the suppression of competing parasitic SFG processes in the secondary conversion
stage (see Fig. 7.1 (bottom)).
We collect the generated SHG and cSHG/SFG power with standard power meters
after spectral separation and filtering. A computer program controls the emission
wavelengths and also the powers of the pump lasers, and registers the measured
cSHG/SFG power. In our measurements at low pump powers around Pp1 ≈ Pp2 ∼
2 mW we vary the temperature in the range 174.1◦C ≤ θ ≤ 175.6◦C by steps of
∆θ = 0.5◦C, and we study the shift of the phase-matching conditions. Figure 7.3
shows the normalized power of the generated green light. We see reasonable spectral
shifts in the cascaded SHG/SFG light from the upper left to the lower right graph,
which indicates once more that the two individual phase-matching conditions depend
both on the device temperature. In this configuration we have built a source of green
laser light, the emission wavelength of which is tunable by thermal manipulation in
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Figure 7.2.: We use two identical, tunable and cw external cavity lasers for pumping
our cascaded SHG/SFG process. The temperature of the integrated chip
can be tuned via standard temperature controller. While the pump 1 at
λp1 ∼ 1588 nm is injected to the second-harmonic generation stage of our
integrated device (upper beam path), the pump 2 at λp2 = 1609 nm is fed
into the adjacent waveguide (lower beam path). After the generated SHG at
λSHG ∼ 794 nm and the pump 2 have mixed and light at the sum-frequency
at λSFG ∼ 532 nm has been generated, we measure the powers of the
SFG and the remaining SHG light with standard power meters. The pump
lasers’ emission wavelengths and output powers are controlled by computer
software, which also attributes the measured SHG and SFG powers with
the respective spectral information.
conjunction with the adaption of the two pump wavelengths according to the quasi-
phase-matching conditions. The parabolic curve
λSFG,2 (θ) = a · θ2 + b · θ + λ0 (7.8)
describes the peak wavelength of the cSHG/SFG very well with the parameters
a = 0.00885 nm ·K−2 and b = −3.03715 nm ·K−1 both defining the positive slope
in the considered temperature regime. The parameter λ0 = 792.222 nm describes
the y-axis offset wavelength. The fit is valid for θ in the Celsius scale. We infer the
phase-matching bandwidth of the visible emission, λFWHMSFG,2 = (0.045 ± 0.005) nm,
by analyzing the normalized power along the direction of the energy-conservation
condition. The peak power of the green SFG light has been measured to be around
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Figure 7.3.: The phase-matching behavior for four different device temperatures is
shown color-coded and dependent on the two pump wavelengths. From
the graphs we deduce a FWHM phase-matching bandwidth of λSFG =
(0.045± 0.005) nm for the generated green light, while the diagonal white
lines represent the conservation of energy. We notice a second (side-) peak
at identical pump1/SHG wavelengths at slightly different pump 2 wave-
lengths.
P peakSFG,2 = (7.37 ± 0.52) · 10−5 mW, while the main focus is not on the maximum
achievable up-conversion of the intermediate SHG beam.
In the graphs in Fig. 7.3 we also identify neighboring peaks to our quasi-phase-
matched power maximum for larger pump 2 wavelengths. This phenomenon cannot
be attributed to a competing SFG process, where a higher-order spatial mode of the
generated SFG field is involved, because these processes are not phase-matched ac-
cording to our model. Instead, we suspect that the region of the ΛQPM,1 = 6.83µm
domain grating suffers from waveguide inhomogeneities, and the related effective re-
fractive index vary throughout the SFG grating region. Our suspicion is supported
by the lack of side-lobes along the pump 1 axis, i. e. the SHG process, but techno-
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logical investigation and optimization steps can minimize inhomogeneities in future
work.
7.1.2. Cascaded SFG/SFG of classical light
In this section we aim for the cascaded frequency up-conversion from classical tele-
com light to visible light at around λSFG,2 ∼ 532 nm. By contrast to the previous
section, where the first conversion process has been SHG, we now perform two
sum-frequency generation processes in series. In the following, we demonstrate that
cascaded SFG/SFG (cSFG/SFG) can offer the flexibility for broad-band telecom
conversion from the L-band. The type-0 quasi-phase-matched process in our case
requires poling periods around ΛQPM,1 = ΛG2 = 18.09µm and can be driven such
that non-degenerate PDC is feasible (compare with Sec. 5.4.2, Fig. 5.14). For
this reason, the sum-frequency generation can benefit from the broad spectral range
around the degeneracy wavelength, where the quasi-phase-matching condition is
fulfilled and, thus, frequency up-conversion is feasible.
In this a proof-of-principle experiment, we drive our first SFG stage with a strong
pump in the telecom C-band at λp1 = 1563 nm, which sums with injected idler light
at λi = 1615 nm. The generated SFG 1 light at λSFG,1 = 794.29 nm is spectrally very
close to the generated SHG light discussed in the section above. Thus, the secondary
sum-frequency process, occurring behind the integrated directional coupler in the
cascaded QPM grating, also requires a similar secondary pump wavelength at λp2 =
1609 nm as discussed before in order to generate SFG light at λSFG,2 = 531.78 nm.
The schematic of this cascaded up-conversion process as well as the on-chip prop-
agation scheme are depicted in Fig. 7.4. We emphasize that both wavelengths in the
first SFG stage could be interchanged or spectrally shifted in principle, according to
the energy- and momentum-conservation conditions. We assume, furthermore, that
the pump 1 power is much higher that the power of the idler, Pp1  Pi.
Experimentally, we rely on the setup depicted in Fig. 7.5. We employ three
tunable ECL lasers in cw operation, which provide us with the necessary wavelength
combination for both SFG processes to be quasi-phase-matched. The idler light at
Pi = 2 mW of set power is injected to the waveguide structure, after having passed
a dichroic mirror, which is transmitting idler wavelengths, but reflecting pump 1
light. The dichroic mirror is a limiting factor in terms of the spectral tunability
of the cascaded SFG/SFG process, since it does not provide the required infinite
slope at the degeneracy wavelength of the first SFG process, λdegp1 = 1588.4 nm.
However, the primary pump light is provided by the second ECL laser. We feed
the pump 1 into an erbium-doped fiber-amplifier (EDFA), the driving current of
which is controllable by a computer program. After free-space coupling, the pump
1 is reflected by the dichroic mirror and, thus, combined and launched into the
waveguide together with the idler light.
The third ECL laser is set to the pump 2 emission wavelength and connected to
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Figure 7.4.: The frequency-mixing schematic of the cascaded SFG/SFG process is shown
(top): The strong first pump at λp1 = 1563 nm up-converts a weaker idler
beam at λi = 1615 nm, and SFG 1 light is generated at λSFG,1 = 794 nm.
Since this wavelength is identical to the SHG mentioned in Sec. 7.1.1, a
strong pump also at λp2 = 1609 nm is necessary for the secondary up-
conversion process to λSFG,2 = 532 nm. Note, again, that both pump
beams transfer to the respective adjacent waveguide at the integrated di-
rectional coupler (bottom).
a second computer-controlled EDFA. The injection of the amplified pump 2 light
to our integrated chip is performed to the waveguide adjacent to the pump1/idler
waveguide.
For the experiment we stabilize the temperature of our device to θ = (175.0 ±
0.1)◦C. By setting the EDFA driving currents, we vary the calibrated waveguide
input powers for pump 1 in the range 4 mW ≤ Pp1 ≤ 496 mW and for pump 2 in
the range 0 mW ≤ Pi ≤ 608 mW. We measure the two SFG output powers with
standard power meters after spectral splitting. The computer program relates the
output SFG powers with the actual input current in order to calculate the conversion
efficiency.
Figure 7.6 shows the conversion efficiency for the first SFG process dependent
on the two pump powers Pp1 and Pp2, normalized to the idler input power. Note
that we scale the conversion efficiency by the wavelength ratio between SFG 1 and
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Figure 7.5.: Experimental setup for cascaded SFG/SFG process: A weak idler at pow-
ers around Pi = 2 mW and a wavelength of λi = 1615 nm are combined
with the pump 1 at λp1 = 1563 nm by the DCM 3 and subsequently in-
jected to our integrated device. The pump 2 at λp2 = 1609 nm is fed into
the adjacent waveguide using a different beam path prior to the coupling.
Both pump beams are variable in power via computer-controlled individ-
ual erbium-doped fiber-amplifiers. The generated SFG 1 and SFG 2 signal
powers are registered by standard power meters, which are read out by the
computer.
the idler, i. e. the photon numbers are assumed to be preserved according to the
Manley-Rowe relation [100]. Likewise, we included all transmittances and loss fig-
ures for the involved beams for the calculations. At zero power of the secondary
EDFA, we identify that the SFG 1 conversion efficiency increases along the y-axis
of our color-coded graph. As soon as the pump 2 increases we notice that the max-
imum conversion efficiency at given pump 1 power decreases, which means that the
intermediate SFG 1 signal gets depleted by the secondary SFG process as expected.
The graph in Fig. 7.6 (right) visualizes the sin2
(√
κ2SFG · λSFGλi ·Pp · LQPM
)
- de-
pendence of the conversion efficiency of the SFG process on the pump 1 power
according to Sec. 3.2.3, Eq. 3.75. For practical reasons we fit the similar curve
ηSFG,j = ηmaxSFG,j · sin2
(√
ηnormSFG,j · Pp,j
)
, (7.9)
where j = 1, 2. We derive a maximum internal conversion efficiency of ηmaxSFG,1 =
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Figure 7.6.: The normalized conversion efficiency (left) for the first SFG process is
depicted dependent on the EDFA pump powers (left). It shows an in-
crease with larger EDFA 1 pump powers. This power dependence follows
the expected sin2
√
Pp1-curve (right), where we achieve a maximum of
ηmaxSFG,1 = 78.5% at around Pp1 = 500 mW. As the power of the EDFA
2 increases, the intermediate SFG 1 signal gets almost fully depleted at
Pp2 = 450 mW, because the second SFG process converts it into green
light.
(78.5 ± 1.0)%. The normalized SFG efficiency reads ηnormSFG,1 = 4.47% W−1cm−2.
Knowing that the individual interaction lengths, i. e. the nominal periodically
poled lengths, are given by LQPM,1 = LQPM,2 = 3 cm, we infer the nonlinear cou-
pling parameter for the primary SFG process by comparison of coefficients. We get
κSFG,1 = (1.027± 0.035)W−1/2cm−1.
For the second SFG process we plot the conversion efficiency in a similar manner,
which is shown in Fig. 7.7. Our findings from the paragraph above are verified:
the increasing pump 2 power leads to a conversion of the intermediate SFG 1 signal
into the SFG 2 output. By contrast to Fig. 7.6, where we derived the right graph
from a single cut along the y-axis at Pp2 = 0 with the respective error bars, we
infer the data points for the right graph in Fig. 7.7 as well as the error bars from
averaging over the data sets along the x-axis, i. e.for several pump 1 powers in
the range 4 mW ≤ Pp1 ≤ 496 mW. A fit analogue to Eq. 7.9 yields a maximum
conversion efficiency of only ηmaxSFG,2 = (47.5± 0.2)%. The reduction of the maximum
conversion efficiency, in comparison with theoretically achievable unit conversion
efficiency, cannot be explained in our model with reduced spatial mode overlap
factors νSFG or poor coupling coefficients κj (see Eq. 3.73), but solely with higher-
than-expected transmission loss of the SFG light [85].
By analogy to the primary SFG process we deduce the internal coupling parameter
for the second SFG from the normalized coupling efficiency ηnormSFG,2 = 5.57% W−1cm−2.
We get for the coupling parameter κSFG,2 = (0.961 ± 0.035)W−1/2 · cm−1, which is
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Figure 7.7.: The secondary SFG signal is shown dependent on the EDFA pump powers
(left). It increases with higher EDFA 2 pump powers, as expected. The
theory-aided fit to the measurement outcome in the right graph shows
maximum conversion efficiencies of ηmaxSFG,2 = 47.5% at Pp2 = 450 mW
independently of the EDFA 1 power, and it shows the expected sin2
√
Pp2-
behavior (right). Note that we averaged over the whole set of data at
various EDFA 1 powers and derived the error bars accordingly. The curve
represents the fit to these averaged values.
slightly lower than for the SFG 1 process. Since we recorded our data in terms of
2D-arrays, it is convenient to perform a matrix multiplication in order to get the
joint conversion efficiency for the cascaded SFG/SFG process. This means that the
left plot in Fig. 7.8 shows the photon-number normalized conversion efficiency from
the input idler at λi = 1615 nm to the SFG 2 output at λSFG,2 ≈ 531.8 nm. We
identify the maximum conversion efficiency of the cascaded process as ηmaxcSFG/SFG =
(35.7± 0.5)% for Pmaxp1 = (400± 50) mW and Pmaxp2 = (550± 70) mW.
In the Fig. 7.8 (right) we show the relative internal depletion of the SFG 1 signal,
which reaches a maximum of DmaxSFG,1 = (100.4± 0.8)%. The normalized conversion
efficiency of ηnormSFG,1 = (6.05± 0.1)% W−1cm−2 is derived from the fit curve
DSFG,1 = DmaxSFG,1 · sin2
(√
ηnormSFG,1 ·Pp2
)
. (7.10)
From the fit we deduce a coupling parameter for the depletion of κDSFG,1 = (1.004±
0.045) W−1/2cm−1, which is nearly identical to the SFG 2 coupling parameter. We
conclude that, although an almost perfect depletion of the intermediate SFG 1 signal
is achieved by the secondary up-conversion, the overall cascaded up-conversion pro-
cess shows only comparatively poor internal efficiency of ηcSFG/SFG = (35.7±0.5)%.
In the literature even ηcSFG/SFG = 87% have been achieved. For slightly higher out-
put wavelengths the pump used in Ref. [275] was at around λp1 = λp2 ≈ 1.8µm in
wavelength. Taking the technological background of those reverse proton-exchanged
waveguides in lithium niobate into account, we suspect the buried waveguides not
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Figure 7.8.: The overall normalized conversion efficiency from λi = 1615 nm to
λSFG,2 = 531.8 nm is shown (left). We calculate the data by matrix
multiplication of the data from the individual SFG processes, and we no-
tice a maximum of ηmaxcSFG/SFG = 35.7% for Pmaxp1 (400 ± 50) mW and
Pmaxp2 (550± 70) mW. Also the depletion of the intermediate SFG 1 signal
is shown (right), the sin2
√
Pp2-fit curve of which shows-close-to-perfect
depletion at EDFA 2 powers, where the overall cSFG/SFG signal conversion
to the green wavelength region is maximized. This indicates that the lim-
ited overall conversion efficiency is caused predominantly by high waveguide
losses at λSFG,2.
only to be more beneficial for larger coupling parameters κ due to better spatial mode
overlap integrals, but also for lower scattering losses at short-wavelength interme-
diate and output signals. This effect can be attributed to the drastically decreased
impact of surface scattering centers to the buried waveguide modes. By contrast,
the asymmetric refractive index profiles in our Ti-diffused waveguides lead to more
significant mode dispersion, which means that light at shorter wavelengths is guided
closer to the waveguide-to-air interface and is, thus, more susceptible to surface scat-
tering loss. However, our results prove that Ti-diffused waveguides in lithium niobate
allow for cascaded up-conversion from the telecom L-band to the visible wavelength
regime. The comparatively low “photon-number”-normalized conversion efficiency
for the cascaded process reduces the feasibility of up-conversion detector applica-
tions, because the possible gain in detection efficiency is canceled out by the low
on-chip conversion efficiency. Especially, the cascaded frequency up-conversion of
single photons from telecom to visible appears to be obsolete in terms of detection
efficiency gain, since fast, highly efficient and low-jitter detectors at λi ∼ 1600 nm
are already commercially available [276,277].
In summary, we have demonstrated that cascaded up-conversion can be deployed
for the generation of classical light at visible wavelengths. With two independent
pump laser wavelengths, the green output light is tunable by temperature and shows
line widths of around (45± 5) pm.
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7.1.3. Single photon frequency up-conversion
In the previous section we have shown that, due to scattering loss effects, the in-
dividual up-conversion efficiencies of our cascaded SFG/SFG processes are bound
to ηmaxSFG,1 = (78.5 ± 1.0)% and ηmaxSFG,2 = (47.5 ± 0.2)%, respectively. These fig-
ures of merit limit the applicability of our device as a hybrid up-conversion de-
tector. As an example, for the first SFG process we can achieve a combined de-
tection efficiency for up-converted wavelengths around λi = 1615 nm of around
ηdet,maxSFG,1 ≡ 53%, if we assume negligible transmission loss to Si-based avalanche
photodiodes with λdetSi (794 nm) = 0.68 detection efficiency at the sum-frequency sig-
nal [278]. This value is significantly higher as for typical InGaAs-based avalanche
photodiodes, and the hybrid up-conversion detection can offer low timing jitter and
dead-times [279–281].
However, the cascaded up-conversion of telecom idler photons at λi = 1615 nm
to visible wavelengths can have only ηdet,maxcSFG/SFG ≡ 18.2% maximum detection effi-
ciency, if we assume nominal detection efficiencies of ηdetSi (532 nm) = 51% [282]. This
combined detection efficiency is just on par with with latest InGaAs-APD technol-
ogy [283], while higher single-photon detection efficiencies are desired.
In this section we show that, apart from the limitations mentioned above, the
(cascaded) up-conversion from the telecom wavelength regime to NIR (or visible)
wavelengths has even more severe restrictions for single photons and is, thus, not fea-
sible with our integrated device as it is. For this purpose we changed the setup from
the previous section such that it allows us to inject the idler at quasi-single-photon
levels. In particular, we inserted a fiber-optic variable attenuator and additional
neutral-density filters in order to feed our first SFG stage with only Pi ∼ 300 fW
of idler power. At wavelengths of λi = 1615 nm this corresponds to idler photon
rates of Ri ∼ 2.55 · 106 s−1. The setup is shown in Fig 7.9 and comprises a silicon-
based avalanche photodiode, which collects the converted and spectrally filtered NIR
photons via multi-mode fiber-coupling.
We perform power-dependent measurements, where we assume that the pump
light is not depleted significantly. Likewise, due to narrow-band spectral filtering at
the single-photon up-conversion (SPUC) wavelength of λSPUC,1 = 794.1 nm, we can
neglect competing conversion processes with the amplified spontaneous emission
(ASE) background of our EDFA. However, we measure nearly quadratic growth
of the up-converted photon count rate at λSPUC,1 with increasing pump power.
Thus, an identical measurement has been performed, where only the pump beam is
involved, but the idler input is blocked. We notice almost identical count rates in
both measurements, and the results are depicted in the left graph in Fig. 7.10, where
we calculated the count rates taking the measured transmittances and efficiencies of
the optical components and the detector into account. Only after subtracting the
EDFA-induced output from the signal including the idler input, we see the typical
sin2
√
Pp1-behavior for the normalized conversion efficiency in Fig. 7.10 (right).
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Figure 7.9.: Experimental setup for the single-stage frequency up-conversion: The pump
1 at λp1 = 1563 nm is combined with strongly attenuated idler light at λi =
1615 nm prior to the coupling into our waveguide structure. The calibrated
variable attenuator provides us with idler power levels corresponding to only
2.55 · 106 photons per second. If the single-photon conversion took place,
we collect the up-converted photons with a Si-based avalanche photodiode
behind narrow-band spectral filtering and fiber-coupling.
From the post-processed data we infer a maximum of the normalized internal
conversion efficiency of
ηmaxSPUC,1 = (48.9± 0.7)%
at a pump power of Pp = (350 ± 25) mW. This corresponds to a maximum overall
system detection efficiency of only ηPDE,maxSPUC,1 = (6.00± 0.09)%, if all transmittances
and the detector efficiency is included. For the coupling parameter, we calculate
κSPUC,1 = (1.267± 0.045) 1√W · cm ,
which is slightly higher than for the analogous bright-light sum-frequency genera-
tion process in the previous section. However, the maximum achievable conversion
efficiency is significantly lower than for the bright-light sum-frequency process. We
suspect the difference for the quasi-single-photon up-conversion to be caused by the
fiber-based routing of the photons towards the Si-APD detector and the detection
efficiency of the latter. In particular, we assumed a specified detection efficiency of
ηSi = 0.55 at wavelengths of the up-converted light, which might have been lower
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Figure 7.10.: The up-conversion from quasi-single photons from λi = 1615 nm to
λSPUC,1 = 794.1 nm is shown with (red dots) and without (black squares)
the idler input (left). We notice almost identical behavior of the two
curves. Only after subtraction of the EDFA-based measurement outcome
and subsequent normalization we identify the expected sin2
√
Pp1-curve
(right), showing a maximum of ηmaxSPUC,1 = (48.9 ± 0.7)%. Note that the
error bars in the left graph are smaller than the markers.
in practice. Additionally, the vendor’s specifications do not consider multi-mode
fiber-connectors to the detector. Most importantly, we did not take the free-space-
to-fiber-coupling efficiency into account, which is mainly responsible for the decrease
to around 61.5% of the maximum achievable classical conversion efficiency.
Due to the very low sensitivity of our Si-APD at telecom wavelengths, we neglect
the option that residual pump photons, which survived our strong spectral filter-
ing, are responsible for the increasing photon count rate although no idler input is
present. Instead, we suspect the pump to induce spontaneous Raman scattering [284]
while propagating along our waveguides. It has been reported in the literature [280]
that if the pump wavelength is spectrally close to the degeneracy wavelength of the
up-conversion process, the Stokes- as well as the anti-Stokes-shifted side band can
mix with the strong pump to up-converted signals at the SPUC wavelength. For this
reason, long-wavelength pumps, being spectrally far away from Raman side bands
have been proposed to induce significantly less noise, if the quasi-phase-matching
condition is fulfilled. However, this negative effect can also offer a fast and reliable
method for the characterization of the spontaneous Raman scattering inside our
waveguides: By scanning the narrow-band pump from the wavelength, where SHG
occurs, to lower wavelengths, we would be able to visualize the anti-Stokes-shifted
Raman side-band by frequency up-conversion. The Stokes-shift can be visualized
with the same method, if the pump wavelength is increased to λp1 > 2 · λSHG. For
more detailed information, see Refs. [280,285].
The aforementioned limitations of the first single-photon up-conversion stage lead
to the conclusion that the cascaded conversion of quasi-single idler photons to the
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visible wavelength range is, although possible, not promising in terms of low noise
figures. Thus it would not provide significant benefits compared to other state-of-
the-art single-photon detectors [278, 282] or hybrid systems [275, 281], unless one
applies more sophisticated noise suppression techniques [286].
As a closing remark we can state that our device is not suitable for single-photon
up-conversion from telecom to NIR wavelengths in its actual configuration. Likewise,
the cascaded up-conversion to visible wavelengths cannot be performed reliably,
unless the quasi-phase-matching condition of first process and the waveguide cut-
off condition have been changed such that we are able to pump this process at
wavelengths of λp1 ≥ 1750 nm, where Raman scattering does not lead to increased
noise levels.
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7.2. Photon-triplet generation - stochastic anticipation and
experimental verification
The generation of multi-partite entanglement has been studied [33,287] and experi-
mentally demonstrated (see, for example [288]) the last 25 years. It has been shown
that a class of quantum states, which comprise at least three entangled quantum
particles, i. e., so called Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger states (GHZ), can be used to
prove the non-locality of quantum physics [34] and the missing of hidden variables
in the theory of quantum mechanics [9, 11,289].
The generation of optical GHZ and heralded Bell states [11] states requires quan-
tum technology, which is capable of producing the more fundamental tripartite pho-
tonic states, namely, photon triplets. A few theoretical considerations and experi-
ments relied on the simultaneous generation of higher-order photon states in a single
parametric down-conversion source [290,291] in order to produce heralded Bell pairs.
Other approaches concentrated on the parallelized generation of photon pairs in two
physically independent PDC sources with subsequent sum-frequency generation of
one of the generated photons of each source [292,293].
Cascaded parametric down-conversion sources in an interfacing sequence of a bulk
and a guided-wave PDC source have been applied first by Hu¨bel and coworkers in
2010 [91] in order to generate photon-triplet states. The verification of tripartite
entanglement in the energy-time regime [92] domain as well as in the polarization
degree of freedom [93] have been demonstrated by the same group. The violation of
the Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt (CHSH) inequality [18] and the Mermin [294–296]
inequality, which are derivatives of Bell’s inequality [11], by up to ten standard
deviations have been shown. The experimental results proved the feasibility of gen-
erating heralded Bell states with high visibility and fidelity, but without the need
of post-selection. With cascaded PDC sources, also hyper-entangled photon-triplets
and also heralded GHZ states become achievable perspectives.
Other approaches to generate tripartite or multi-partite photonic states rely on
cascades of either hot atomic vapor cells [297,298] or cascaded non-degenerate optical
parametric oscillators [299]. Only very recently, the generation of photonic triplet
states in a hybrid cascade of optical nonlinearities, consisting of a χ(2)-nonlinear
waveguide and χ(3)-nonlinear atomic vapor, has been shown [300].
In most of the aforementioned experiments on cascaded parametric down-conversion
as a photon-triplet generation process, cw lasers have been employed. By contrast,
pulsed pump light would provide timing information beneficial for source synchro-
nization and simplifying the analysis of higher photon number contributions. But
even more important for quantum technology and quantum network applications is
the operation of triplet sources with low loss. Due to the hybrid approach of com-
bining a bulk and a guided-wave PDC, lossy interfaces had to be used in that work
in order to provide mutual compatibility of the two cascaded PDC stages.
Monolithically integrated triplet sources have not been shown, yet, neither in the
cw nor in the pulsed pump regime. They can offer a significant reduction of interface
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losses in between the cascaded conversion stages. Likewise, the full guided-wave
approach also allows for higher individual conversion efficiencies [48].
Motivated by the idea to generate photon triplets (and eventually GHZ states) by
cascaded PDC, we pursued the fully monolithic integration of photon-triplet source
on the basis of titanium-diffused waveguides in lithium niobate. In this section, we
present the main results of this thesis.
In Section 4.4 we have described the design and the parameter choice for our
device comprising two consecutive wavelength converters, which are interfaced by
passive directional coupler as shown in Fig. 4.5. The compact design as well as the
number of functionalities, including the high-quality end-face coatings, allows for the
generation of photon-triplet states in pulsed cascaded parametric down-conversion,
as we will point out in this part of the thesis.
Figure 7.11 shows an abstracted schematic of our device including the impor-
tant parameters, which will not only help us to design an appropriate experimental
setup, but they also allow us to analyze and predict the outcome of our cascaded
parametric down-conversion process itself. We pursue a deductive strategy, i. e., we
first conceive the experimental setup as described in the next section, from which we
derive the triplet-generation theory.We also benefit from the experimental results on
the individual PDC emission characteristics described in Sec. 5.2 and 5.4. The the-
ory, however, can be generalized also to bulk and hybrid versions of pulsed cascaded
parametric down-conversion processes by adapting and re-labeling the respective
parameters.
7.2.1. Source settings and experimental setup
As a first step on the route to photon-triplet generation via cascaded parametric
down-conversion, we determine the on-chip combinations of poling gratings, where
the PDC signal (1st grating) and the SHG (2nd grating) emission are at around the
same NIR wavelength. This is absolutely necessary because the two individual PDC
stages have to be mutually compatible: the signal from the first PDC process serves
as the pump for the second PDC. We identify several of these poling combinations
according to the multi-parameter design of our device (see Sec. 4.4). Our findings
from the previous section 7.1 not only helped us to find this combination of struc-
tures in general, but also taught us that possible non-ideal QPM conditions can be
compensated for by temperature tuning.
The on-chip directional coupler behavior changes for the available poling grating
combinations, and we have also to select a coupler, that provides the best possible
transfer of primarily generated idler photons to the adjacent channel. The corre-
sponding signal photons (referred to as signal 1 in the following) must remain in the
bar output waveguide, which is the case for all of our integrated WDMs. Specifically,
we identify the second coupler structure of the group 6 with LC = 3000µm, where
primary idler photons at λi1 ≈ 1625 nm (idler 1 in the following) get transferred
with CRcrossi1 = (0.94 ± 0.01). This waveguide structure is surrounded by the two
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Figure 7.11.: The monolithic source and measurement schematic for cascaded paramet-
ric down-conversion is shown. In the periodically poled area I, pulsed pump
photons decay to non-degenerate photon pairs, s1 and i1, sharing the same
mean photon number per pulse 〈m〉. The primary photon pair splits up
spatio-spectrally at the integrated WDM. Short-wavelength s1 photons
remain in the original waveguide and decay to time-correlated secondary
photon pairs, s2 and i2 (with common mean photon number per pulse
〈k〉  〈m〉), in the periodically poled area II. Effectively, we convert one
pump photon into three telecom photons, which are directed to individual
detectors and undergo coincidence measurements, as described in detail
in the text.
gratings of ΛG1 = 6.83µm and ΛG2 = 17.61µm poling periods, respectively.
As shown in Fig. 7.12 for this grating combination, we conveniently extract
the principal working point for cascaded parametric down-conversion processes by
changing the only free parameter left, i.e. the device temperature. We call this
the principal working point, because the secondary PDC process is phase-matched
at degenerate wavelengths, which reads λs1 = λp2 = (790.47 ± 0.35) nm for θWP =
(163.5± 0.1)◦C .
From the secondary PDC emission characteristics given in Fig. 5.14 in Sec. 5.4.2,
we learned that a broad spectral distribution of secondarily generated photon pairs is
present around the degeneracy wavelength of λs2/i2 = (1581±35) nm. Deterministic
splitting of secondary signal and idler photons (signal 2 and idelr 2 in the following)
usually fails due to the low dispersion of common dielectric bulk filter materials at
telecom wavelengths. Thus, even complicated layer stacks, e. g. in edge- or band-
pass dielectric filters, cannot provide the necessary (infinite) slope for deterministic
splitting.
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Figure 7.12.: With the two individual temperature tuning curves for fixed poling periods,
it is convenient to find the fundamental point of operation at θ = 163.5◦C
and λs1 = 790.5 nm. Note that the error bars are smaller than the square
markers.
As explained in Sec. 5.3, we also measure a non-vanishing TM01 signal mode at
λTM01s1 ≈ 798.4 nm, which appears in combination with the corresponding TM00 idler
mode at λTM00i1 ≈ 1592 nm. Together with imperfect coupler behavior at telecom
wavelengths, this will cause serious complications for cascaded parametric down-
conversion processes: The existence of the TM00 idler mode, residing spectrally
close to the expected degeneracy wavelength of the desired secondary PDC process,
requires the secondary PDC stage to be driven in a non-degenerate manner. This
rules out spectral superpositions of the emission contributions from two PDC pro-
cesses. Alternatively, narrow-band optical filtering can prevent false interpretations.
The latter option, in turn, reduces the device brightness for cascaded parametric
down-conversion.
Likewise we deduce from Fig. 5.14 that the waveguide dispersion properties re-
strict the low-loss PDC emission to wavelengths below λs2/i2 ≤ 1635 nm. In or-
der to prevent waveguide cut-off and substrate mode scattering at idler 2 wave-
lengths, we determine λs1 = λp2 = 790.3 nm to be the trade-off pump wavelength
for the secondary PDC process. Consequently, we extract the working temperature
of θoptdevice = 163.8◦C for the cascaded PDC process. This also has the advantage, that
signal and idler emission wavelengths concentrate at around λs2 = (1551 ± 25) nm
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Figure 7.13.: Schematic experimental realization for the generation and measurement of
photon triplets, generated in our temperature-stabilized, integrated source
for cascaded parametric down-conversion. The output beams are split
spatio-spectrally and directed to three free-running detectors after strong
spectral filtering. The time-tagging module registers the arrival times of
detector click events and provides convenient data analysis. See text for
a detailed description.
and λs2 = (1611 ± 25) nm, respectively. For these emission wavelengths, it is pos-
sible to separate the photon pairs spatially in a quasi-deterministic manner using
dielectric edge filters with finite transmission slopes. From our findings in Sec. 5.4.2
we also conclude to achieve the maximum spectral overlap between the two PDC
processes of around ηs1−p2 = 0.88 at the set temperature.
Taking the impact of higher-order mode combinations and the spectral-splitting
issue into account, we chose the alternative option to implement fiber-based CWDM
for spectro-spatial splitting. These elements offer excellent filtering properties for
unwanted wavelengths around our expected secondary PDC emission (suppression
over 35dB). However, we are aware of the fact that the filtering bandwidths of
around ±7 nm limit the measurable brightness of the secondary PDC process and,
thus, also of the photon-triplet generation process. These preconditions allow us
to conceive and build up the setup for the generation and measurement of photon-
triplet states in a cascaded parametric down-conversion process shown in Fig. 7.13.
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The incoupling part of the experimental solution is in principle the same as for the
nonlinear experiments carried out in the previous chapters. Here, we pay particular
attention to the measurement apparatus and the analysis section of the setup.
The spectral cleanliness of the telecom photons is guaranteed by the implementa-
tion of a customized silicon filter window, which absorbs perfectly all residual pump
photons as well as the intermediate signal 1 at λs1 = 790.3 nm. While the quasi-
deterministic spectral splitting of signal 2 and idler 2 photons is realized by a cascade
of fiber-coupled CWDMs with (1551±7) nm and (1611±7) nm transmission window,
the overall output of our integrated chip could be directed to three individual single
photon detectors for the telecom wavelength range. The idler 1 photons are detected
by a superconducting nanowire single-photon detector (SNSPD), which has around
50% detection efficiency, ∼ 600 dark counts per second and allows for saturation-
and dead-time-free registering of the primary idler photons. Signal 2 photons, due to
their expected wavelength range around λs2 = (1551±25) nm, are expected to occur
very rarely in cascaded PDC and are, thus, guided to a free-running InGaAs-APD
(ID Quantique ID230-FR-SMF) as the detector, which has around 25% detection
efficiency and a 20µm dead-time setting for the suppression of after-pulses and for
low dark-count rates around 150 counts per second. The idler 2 photons are de-
tected by a second SNSPD (Quantum Opus OpusONE) with around 60% detection
efficiency and ∼ 1200 dark counts per second and dead times of around 100 ns. Each
detector is connected to a time-tagging module converter, which registers individual
detection events and assigns absolute time stamps. This simplifies the post-selection
of individual and coincidently occurring events.
As the last remaining preparative step for the theoretical analysis as well as for
the experimental verification of photon-triplet generation, we characterized the both
PDC stages individually performing the photon pair preparation at variable pump
powers for both processes. We register the single counts of the silicon avalanche
photodiode (signal 1) and a superconducting nanowire detector (idler 1) as well
as the coincidences with the time-tagging module and, by analogy to the method
described in Sec. 6.1, we calculate the Klyshko efficiencies for our three measurement
arms. Together with the respective repetition rates of the pump lasers, we derive
the single count probabilities per optical pulse according to
Ps = ηs · P pulsePDC =
Rs
Rrep
(7.11)
Pi = ηi · P pulsePDC =
Ri
Rrep
. (7.12)
For the coincidence probability of time-correlated events per pulse we get
P (s ∩ i) = Pi · Ps (s|i) = Ps · Pi (i|s) (7.13)
= ηsηi · P pulsePDC
= Rcoinc
Rrep
.
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Figure 7.14.: Pump dependent Klyshko efficiencies of the primary PDC process, mea-
sured with the setup for photon-triplet generation (left). We derive linear
dependencies with increasing pump powers, and the arm efficiencies are
given as the y-axis offset of the fit curves. At the lowest available pump
powers, we notice a significant influence of noise counts to the single count
rates and, thus very low Klyshko efficiencies. The calculated PDC conver-
sion probability is depicted also pump power dependent (right), and we
infer the internal PDC probability per pump photon from the y-axis offset
of the linear fit.
Herein, ηs and ηi represent the overall efficiencies in the respective detection arms.
Note that P pulsePDC denotes the nominal generation probability for a PDC photon pair
per pump pulse.
The detection probability of one photon, given that the detection of its twin
already occurred, is expressed by the conditional probabilities
Ps (s|i) = P (s ∩ i)
Pi
= ηK,s = ηs =
Rcoinc
Ri
(7.14)
Pi (i|s) = P (s ∩ i)
Ps
= ηK,i = ηi =
Rcoinc
Rs
, (7.15)
and we see that they can be extracted conveniently by relating the measurable count
rates for signal, idler and coincidences accordingly. Since the generation probabilities
of higher-order photon contributions grow with increasing pump powers (see Sec.
6.1.3.2), we rely on the determination of the Klyshko efficiencies by linear regression,
i. e., the y-axis offset for the regression curves.
Figure 7.14 (left) shows the pump power dependent Klyshko efficiencies for the
first PDC process. We deduce the arm efficiencies as ηK,s1 = 0.207 ± 0.002 for
the signal 1 arm and, more important for the triplet generation process, ηK,s1 =
0.129± 0.001 for the idler 1 arm from the fit curves. Note that these values include
the respective detection efficiencies, the on-chip waveguide and coupler properties,
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Figure 7.15.: The pump dependent Klyshko efficiencies of the 2nd PDC process are
shown (left), measured photon-triplet generation setup. We pump with
infrared laser light at 1 MHz andλp1 = 790.3 nm, and we synchronize the
laser trigger with the time-tagging module.The signal 2 and idler 2 efficien-
cies are given as the y-axis offset of the linear fit curves. In comparison to
the first PDC stage (see Fig. 7.14) we notice a negligible influence of noise
on the single count rates at low pump powers. This is due to the laser
synchronization with the coincidence measurement, which denotes an ad-
ditional AND gating. The negative slope of the signal 2 Klyshko efficiency
originates from saturation effects in the InGaAs-APDe. The conversion
probabilities are plotted in a pump-power-dependent graph (right), where
the internal PDC generation probability per pump photon is given by the
y-axis offset of the linear fit.
as well as individual transmittances of supplementary optical components.
In combination with equation 7.13 we calculate the nominal PDC probabilities
P pulsePDC =
Rcoinc
Rrep · ηs · ηi , (7.16)
which include information about the PDC success probability per pump pulse,
whereas the pump injection efficiency and pump losses in the waveguide are not
taken into account. In order to derive the internal PDC generation probabilities per
pump photon, PPDC, we relate P pulsePDC to the number of pump photons per pulse,
nph(λp):
PPDC =
P pulsePDC
nph(λp)
= P pulsePDC ·
h · c
λp
· RrepPp . (7.17)
Here, Pp denotes the measured pump power prior to coupling into our waveguide
structures.
For the first process we infer the internal PDC generation probability of PPDC,1 =
(8.065 ± 0.4) · 10−8 photon pairs per pump photon by fitting the pump-dependent
nominal PDC probabilities linearly as shown in Fig. 7.14. The achieved y-axis offset
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Table 7.1.: Experimental conditions for triplet analysis and measurements
characteristics symbol value
pump pulse width τpulse 4.4 · 10−11 s
pump repetition rate Rrep 107 Hz
waveguide end-face transmittance ηEF(C + L− band) 0.995
waveguide loss αWG(C + L− band) 0.08 dB/cm
waveguide loss αWG(790.5) ∼ 0.2 dB/cm
s1 waveguide transmittance ηWG,s1(790.5 nm) 0.813
s1 coupler efficiency ηcoupler,s1(790.5 nm) 0.995
s1 waveguide transmittance ηWG,s1(790.5 nm) 0.81
s1 channel efficiency ηs1 0.207
i1 waveguide transmittance ηWG,i1(1625 nm) 0.895
i1 noise count probability per ns pnoise,i1 7 · 10−6
i1 detection efficiency ηDet,i1(1625 nm) ∼ 0.5
i1 coupler efficiency ηcoupler,i1(1625 nm) 0.94
i1 channel efficiency ηi1 0.129
1st PDC gen. probability PPDC,1 8.1 · 10−8
s2 waveguide transmittance ηWG,s2(1551 nm) 0.973
s2 detection efficiency ηDet,s2 ∼ 0.25
s2 noise count probability per ns pnoise,s2 6.5 · 10−7
s2 channel efficiency ηtots2 0.103
i2 waveguide transmittance ηWG,i2(1611 nm) 0.973
i2 detection efficiency ηDet,i2 ∼ 0.6
i2 noise count probability per ns pnoise,i2 1.8 · 10−6
i2 channel efficiency ηtoti2 0.190
2nd PDC gen. probability PPDC,2 2.73 · 10−7
value denotes PPDC,1 and is around two orders of magnitude lower than the best
values achieved to date [48]. However, we do not take loss effects of the pump injec-
tion into account in our calculations. The nominal internal conversion probability
is certainly higher by the amount of coupling loss of the pump. We estimate around
30− 50% higher values for PPDC,1, when the pump loss is excluded.
The secondary PDC process is characterized in a similar manner, but we include
the electronic pump laser trigger in our singles and coincidences measurements.
For appropriate post-processing in very small coincidence windows, this technique
significantly reduces the impact of noise-related detection events. Additionally, we
use an InGaAs-APD (signal 2) and a superconducting nanowire detector (idler 2).
From the graphs in Figure 7.15 and our findings summarized in Appendix E we
conclude that, especially at low pump powers, the detected single counts coincide
with the laser trigger at lower rates. This leads to increased Klyshko efficiencies as
compared to the non-triggered case.
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The resulting values for ηK,s2 and ηK,i2 are deduced from the y-axis offset in
the power dependent measurements. We get ηK,s2 = 0.10264± 0.00087 and ηK,i2 =
0.18996±0.00171. The error bars represent the uncertainties of the fit. We calculate
the internal PDC generation probabilities for the different pump powers, apply a
linear regression to the data points in Fig. 7.15 (right) and get PPDC,2 = (2.7342±
0.0252) · 10−7 per pump photon. This internal PDC generation probability is also
reduced by the amount of loss due to coupling and propagation loss of the pump light
prior to the genuine PDC process. However, we expect PPDC,2 > PPDC,1. On the
one hand, the secondary conversion involves wavelengths, which do not suffer from
mode dispersion in the waveguides as much as in the first PDC process. On the other
hand, the required poling periods are significantly larger and, thus, can be fabricated
more homogeneously and with less errors in the duty-cycle. This provides longer
effective poling and interaction lengths for the nonlinear processes in the second
PDC stage. Detailed mode distribution studies as well as a technological analysis
of the effective poling lengths should be performed in the future in order to verify
these assumptions.
In summary, we have collected the parameters necessary for the theoretical studies
and experimental verification of photon-triplet generation. Table 7.1 shows the
important values, and we proceed with the theoretical analysis and estimation in
the following.
7.2.2. Stochastic analysis of photon-triplet-generation process in pulsed
cascaded parametric down-conversion sources
In this section, we study the photon-triplet generation performance for the pulsed
regime in order to anticipate and compare later experimental results. In detail,
we make reasonable assumptions concerning design parameters and measurement
conditions deduced from the aforementioned experiments. We calculate not only
the achievable rates of three-fold coincidences, but also estimate the influence of
higher-order photon contributions on the measurement outcome. Furthermore, the
analysis of the signal-to-noise behavior with real-world components is provided.
7.2.2.1. Description of the model system
Our theoretical and experimental considerations are inspired by the idea to generate
photon triplets with cascaded PDC processes, as shown by Hu¨bel et al. [91]. By
contrast to their cw experiment involving two different PDC sources in a spatially
separated cascade, we consider our fabricated monolithic device in combination with
the experimental setup as shown in Fig. 7.11 and Fig. 7.13. We exclusively assume
pulsed excitation, which we expect to be more power-efficient on the one hand, while
it allows for convenient synchronization with other components of complex hybrid
quantum networks in possible future applications.
The input waveguide is periodically poled with two different grating periods in
consecutive areas. In the first poled region, non-degenerate (primary) photon pairs
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at around λs1 ≈ 790.5 nm (signal 1) and λi1 ≈ 1625 nm (idler 1) are generated in
type-0 parametric down-conversion (PDC) from a pulsed pump at 531.78 nm.
The passive directional coupler between the two poled regions separates signal 1
and idler 1 photons as discussed in Sec. 5.3. Idler 1 photons at the longer wavelength
are transferred to an adjacent waveguide by evanescent field coupling with efficiency
ηcoupler,i1, and they pass on-chip optical losses with efficiency ηWG,i1. The coupler is
wavelength selective in the telecom region for transverse magnetic (TM) polarization.
The short-wavelength signal 1 photons, generated in the fundamental spatial
mode, remain in the pump channel with efficiency ηcoupler,s1 due to strong mode
confinement, and they pass optical loss along the directional coupler and the straight
waveguide with efficiency ηWG,s1.
In the secondary periodic poling, primary signal photons are predominantly present
and decay with the nominal internal conversion probability per pump photon, P ′PDC,2,
into signal 2 and idler 2 photons, which are distributed around the degeneracy wave-
length of λs,2 = λi,2 = 1581 nm. This is in accordance to the rules of energy and
momentum conservation (phase-matching) for the secondary type-0 PDC process.
Detuning of the secondary down-conversion source allows for non-degenerate opera-
tion such that the overall cascaded decay of a green pump photon into three telecom
photons is described by
532 nm → 1625 nm + 1551 nm + 1611 nm (7.18)
pump → idler 1 + signal 2 + idler 2.
In the case of primary signal photons we expect loss figures of αWG,s1 ≤ 0.2 dB/cm
and we measured αWG(C + L− band) = 0.08 dB/cm for telecom photons, which can
exit the device through the deposited end-face coating with efficiency ηEF = 0.995.
The following analysis applies also to bulk, hybrid and guided-wave cascaded
parametric down-conversion sources, as long as the systems are pumped with a
pulsed laser. Of course the individual parameters have to be adapted appropriately.
7.2.2.2. Estimation of the mean photon number in the primary PDC process
In this section we model the outcome of the primary parametric down-conversion
process in terms of the click probability for idler 1 photons at binary detectors.
We assume the signal and idler photon number per optical pulse to be Poisson-
distributed, since both of our type-0 PDC processes are multi-mode in the spectral
domain (compare Sec. 6.1).
The density vector element, describing the probability that an m-photon state is
generated in the first PDC process, contributes to the average photon number 〈m〉
per signal or idler pulse. It is given by
ρm =
e−〈m〉 · 〈m〉m
m! . (7.19)
Depending on the photon number density per pump pulse, we can deduce the
mean photon number per output pulse fairly well by measuring idler 1 clicks events
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with a binary free-running detector. This is only valid under the precondition that
the detector does not saturate due to dead-time effects.
For the (lossless) case of an arbitrary m-photon input state impinging the idler
1 detector, we can model the click response of the detector. If no photons arrive
(m = 0), only noise counts will influence the zero-photon click probability, which
reads
P ′i1 (m = 0) = pnoise,i1. (7.20)
The noise count probability of a free-running detector, pnoise,i1, can be inferred from
the specified dark count rate Rdc,i1, and from the count rate of additional blackbody
photons, Rbb. The latter becomes significant, when we heat up our cascaded PDC
source to around 164◦C. We relate the sum of the two rates, Rnoise,i1, to appropriate
timing units in order to get the noise probability pnoise,i1. For our pulsed system, the
pulse duration in combination with the joint timing jitter of the involved detection
devices appears to be a reasonable timing choice.
Second, when we know that there is exactly one photon impinging to the detector
(m = 1), a click can occur due to a noise count or due to the primary idler photon
itself with efficiency ηDet,i1 or both, i. e., noise counts “blind” the detector for the
incoming photon. Therefore, the are treated as stochastically independent similar
to a logic OR operation, and we get the click probability for the one-photon state:
P ′i1 (m = 1) = pnoise,i1 + ηDet,i1 − pnoise,i1 · ηDet,i1. (7.21)
As soon as there are (higher-order) m-photon states arriving at the detector, the
latter will give only one click, since it is not photon-number resolving. The click
probability corresponds to the counter event of the case, where the detector neither
clicks due to noise events (that is p = 1− pnoise,i1), nor due to any of the impinging
photons (i. e., p′ = (1− ηDet,i1)m). This is equivalent to a logical NAND operation
on the negated zero- and one-photon click probabilities, and we write
P ′i1 (m) = 1− (1− pnoise,i1) · (1− ηDet,i1)m. (7.22)
Since this formula is consistent with equations 7.20 and 7.21 for the cases m = 0
and m = 1, respectively, we generalize equation 7.22 for arbitrary m-photon states
with m ≥ 0.
We expect primary idler photons to undergo optical loss of 1 − ηi1 on their path
from the point of generation to the point of being detected. In detail, the transmit-
tance ηi1 can be calculated as the product of individual transmittances and efficien-
cies of lossy optical elements and the detector (logical AND), that is
ηi1 = ηint,1 · ηEF · ηOC,i1 · ηDet,i1. (7.23)
Herein ηint,1 = ηcoupler,i1 · ηWG,i1 denotes the intrinsic transmittance of our model
device for idler 1 photons behind the first PDC stage. The factor ηOC,i1 is the
transmittance of supplementary optical components in the idler 1 measurement arm,
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and the detector efficiency is still labeled ηDet,i1. With this in mind, we substitute
equation 7.22 by the loss-dependent m-photon click probability
Pi1 (m) = 1− (1− pnoise,i1)(1− ηi1)m. (7.24)
Third, we calculate the overall click probability Pi2 (〈m〉) for an ensemble mea-
surement of optical pulses, carrying Poisson-distributed photons with mean photon
number 〈m〉. We weight the individual m-photon contributions with their occupa-
tion probabilities ρm and get for the overall idler 1 click probability
Pi1 (〈m〉) =
∞∑
m≥0
[1− (1− pnoise,i1)(1− ηi1)m] · ρm. (7.25)
We find that Pi1 (〈m〉) is equal to the noise count probability pnoise,i1 for 〈m〉 → 0.
Conversely, for large mean photon numbers 〈m〉  1, Pi1 (〈m〉) asymptotically ap-
proaches unit click probability. Another consequence of equation 7.25 is its linearity
with respect to 〈m〉 for low arm efficiencies ηi1  1. This means that an m-photon
state will yield a click about m-times more often than a one-photon state. Further-
more, there exists a linear relation between Pi1 (〈m〉) and 〈m〉 for 〈m〉  1, where
only zero- and one-photon components play a predominant role.
Next, we model the response of the binary detector for our real-world scenario. If
ηi1 is properly known, we can calculate the click rate of the idler 1 detector to be
approximately
Ri1 ≈ Rnoise,i1 +Rrep · Pi1 (〈m〉) , (7.26)
where Rrep is our pump laser repetition rate.
By comparing the measured and calculated click rates, we are able deduce the
mean photon number of the first PDC process by solving equation 7.26 for Pi1 (〈m〉)
and get
Pi1 (〈m〉) = Ri1 −Rnoise,i1
Rrep
≈ Ri1
Rrep
. (7.27)
For small Klyshko efficiencies ηi1  1, we infer that the mean photon number per
pulse is approximately given by
〈m〉 ≈ Ri1
ηi1 ·Rrep . (7.28)
Note that we assumed in the measured click rates in equation 7.27 to be at mod-
erate levels, where neither dead-time nor saturation effects of the detector become
significant. The validity of the latter condition depends on the efficiency ηi1. How-
ever, the overall count rate should exceed the noise count rate significantly, i. e.,
Ri1  Rnoise,i1, for the approximations in equations 7.27 and 7.28 to hold.
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7.2.2.3. Secondary PDC process
Accessing the mean photon number of the first PDC process by measuring idler 1
clicks also allows us to predict the outcome of the secondary PDC process, since
the primary photons share temporal correlations and have the same mean photon
number per pulse at the point of their generation. Thus, we are able to estimate
the contributions of individual m-photon states in an ensemble of optical pulses.
We can be sure that, at the output of our first PDC process, the photon number
distribution of the signal 1 photons is not only Poisson-like, but also equal to the
corresponding idler 1 distribution, if we neglect different loss values inside the chip.
In the following, we model the transfer of signal 1 photons towards the secondary
conversion stage as well as the second PDC process itself in terms of a lossy channel
with subsequent deterministic pair generation. An incoming m-photon state behaves
as if it is reflected (and lost), when no conversion occurs, but gets transmitted and
duplicated, when a conversion takes place. After conversion, we treat the generated
pair photons as individual but time-correlated entities.
The linear optical device efficiency,
ηDev,s1 = ηcoupler,s1 · ηWG,s1, (7.29)
describes the transmission of signal 1 photons through the integrated directional
coupler towards the secondary PDC stage, while ηcoupler,s1 is the efficiency that
the signal photon remains in the original coupler arm. The term ηWG,s1 denotes
the waveguide transmittance for the signal 1 photon from the average point of its
generation to the average point of its decay to a secondary photon pair.
The secondary PDC process takes place with the nominal internal conversion
efficiency per signal 1 photon, P ′PDC,2, which includes the spectral overlap of the
primary signal photon mode with the phase-matched pump mode of the secondary
process. Note that the mutual spatio-spectral mode compatibility between signal
1 photons and the pump input of the second PDC process is important (see Sec.
5.4.2), but here we restrict ourselves to include this precondition to P ′PDC,2. We
multiply the involved probabilities and efficiencies accordingly, since they describe
stochastically independent events, and we get the second PDC’s internal conversion
probability per signal 1 (pump) photon:
PPDC,2 = ηDev,s1 · P ′PDC,2, (7.30)
which acts similar to a “loss factor” on primary signal photons. Note that ηDev,s1 can
be replaced by the transmittance of other interfacing devices, if the considered model
system is a pulsed bulk or hybrid cascaded parametric down-conversion source.
We write the resulting photon number transformation in a matrix representation:
~ρk = LPDC,2 · ~ρm. (7.31)
The vector ~ρm comprises the incoming photon number occupation probabilities for
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different m-photon states according to equation 7.19. The elements
Lkm =
(
m
k
)
P kPDC,2 (1− PPDC,2)m−k , m ≥ k (7.32)
contribute to the loss matrix LPDC,2 and describe the probability that k secondary
photon pairs are generated, given an m-photon state in the signal 1 (and idler 1)
mode is present behind the first PDC stage.
This leads to individual photon number contributions ρk of the time-correlated
signal 2 and idler 2 photons. We write
ρk =
∞∑
m≥k≥0
(
m
k
)
P kPDC,2 (1− PPDC,2)m−k · ρm. (7.33)
In the limit of unit internal conversion probability PPDC,2 = 1, we expect ρk = ρm
to hold true, whereas real-world conditions lead to drastically decreased mean photon
numbers per pulse for secondary photons, i. e., 〈k〉  〈m〉, since internal conversion
probabilities are typically of the order of 10−5 ≤ PPDC,2 ≤ 10−10 pairs per input
photon.
7.2.2.4. Spectral splitting of secondary photons
We showed in Sec. 5.4.2 that the spectral characteristics of secondary photon pairs
is tunable such that quasi-deterministic spatio-spectral splitting can be achieved.
Experimentally, this is realized by implementing appropriate filters and by driving
the secondary PDC at non-degenerate photon pair emission. More specifically, we
use a cascade of band-pass filters in order to define two beam paths for signal 2 and
idler 2. This is depicted in the setup schematic in Fig. 7.13. That technique pro-
vides us also with the reduction of noise events, which are related to the blackbody
emission of a heated cascaded parametric down-conversion source.
For our modeling, we combine the wavelength dependent transmission at supple-
mentary optical elements (filters, fiber-couplings etc.) with the splitting behavior of
the filter cascade and with the detection efficiency in the two individual measurement
arms:
ηs2 (λs2) = TCWDM,1 (λs2) · ηOC,s2 (λs2) · ηDet,s2 (λs2) · ηEF (7.34)
and
ηi2 (λi2) = RCWDM,1 (λi2) · TCWDM,2 (λi2) · ηOC,i2 (λi2) · ηDet,i2 (λi2) · ηEF. (7.35)
Herein, TCWDM,1 (λs2) denotes the transmittance of the first coarse wavelength di-
vision multiplexer for the signal wavelength at (1551 ± 7) nm, and RCWDM,1 (λi2)
is the reflectance for the idler 2 photons at 1611 nm. The second CWDM in the
cascade acts only as a band-pass filter for the idler 2 photons at (1611± 7) nm with
transmittance TCWDM,2 (λi2). The additional optical components provide transmit-
tances ηOC (λ) in the respective beam path. Note that ηEF describes the wavelength-
dependent transmittance of telecom photons in the C- and L-band at the device’s
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end-facet. Individual detector efficiencies are labeled with ηDet (λ), the wavelength
dependence of which must be taken seriously, if common InGaAs-based detectors
are used.
The aforementioned considerations allow us to anticipate the click probabilities
of our binary detectors in the secondary measurement arms. The derivation is
similar to equation 7.25, but we take the significant changes of the photon number
distribution, caused by the second PDC process (see equation 7.33), into account.
Additionally, we pay attention to the spectral dependence of the transmittances in
equations 7.34 and 7.35.
A click event in one of the free-running detectors is given as the counter event
of having neither a dark count, nor signal/idler photons, respectively. For the click
probabilities of single detection events in the respective secondary arm we write
Ps2/i2 (〈m〉) =
∞∑
k≥0
{
1−
(
1− pnoise,s2/i2
) [
1− ηs2/i2
(
λs2/i2
)]k} · ρk (7.36)
=
∞∑
k≥0
{
1−
(
1− pnoise,s2/i2
) [
1− ηs2/i2
(
λs2/i2
)]k}
(7.37)
×
∞∑
m≥k
(
m
k
)
P kPDC,2 (1− PPDC,2)m−k ρm.
We consider pnoise,s2/i2 to be the individual noise count probabilities of the signal 2
and idler 2 detectors. With the realistic assumption of PPDC,2 ≈ 10−7, we can con-
clude that all (m ≥ 1)-photon states of the primary PDC process will be converted
mainly to k = 0 and few k = 1 photon contributions in the secondary PDC process.
In the following, we assume that the wavelength dependent arm efficiencies can be
described by analytical expressions, being continuous for reasonable intervals around
the expected signal/idler wavelengths, i. e., λmins2/i2 ≤ λs2/i2 ≤ λmaxs2/i2. Proper intervals
are given by the filter bandwidths of considered fiber-optic band-pass filters. Thus,
we write for the overall arm efficiencies ηtot, which are experimentally accessible
with the method described in Sec. 7.2.1 above:
ηtots2 =
λmaxs2∫
λmins2
ηs2 (λs2) dλ
λmaxs2 − λmins2
≡ ηK,s2 (7.38)
and
ηtoti2 =
λmaxi2∫
λmini2
ηi2 (λi2) dλ
λmaxi2 − λmini2
≡ ηK,i2 (7.39)
We furthermore approximate (1−PPDC,2)m−k ≈ 1 in equation 7.33 for reasonable
internal PDC conversion probabilities. Additionally, we expect pnoise,s2  ηtots2 and
pnoise,i2  ηtoti2 .
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With all these assumptions and preconditions, the evaluation of equation 7.37 for
both photon species yields the click probabilities for secondary PDC photons:
Ps2(〈m〉) ≈ pnoise,s2 + ηtots2
∞∑
m≥1
m · PPDC,2 · ρm (7.40)
= pnoise,s2 + ηtots2 · P genPDC,2
= pnoise,s2 + ηtots2 · PPDC,2 · 〈m〉.
and
Pi2(〈m〉) ≈ pnoise,i2 + ηtoti2
∞∑
m≥1
m · PPDC,2 · ρm (7.41)
= pnoise,i2 + ηtoti2 · P genPDC,2
= pnoise,i2 + ηtoti2 · PPDC,2 · 〈m〉.
In equations 7.40 and 7.41 we notice, that higher-order m-photon states from the
first PDC stage will each contribute to the secondary conversion process approx-
imately m-times more often than one-photon states. Note that the term P genPDC,2
labels the effective pair generation probability per optical pulse, whereas PPDC,2 is
the pair generation probability per pump photon. However, pumping at the single
photon level leads to the conclusion that both measures for the PDC generation
probability are at around the same order of magnitude.
We see that individual click probabilities depend linearly not only on pnoise,i2,
PPDC,2, and on ηtots2/i2, but also on the mean photon number of the first PDC output
pulses, 〈m〉, since
∞∑
m≥1
m · ρm ≡ 〈m〉. (7.42)
This means that four parameters have an influence on each single-click probabilities
Ps2(〈m〉) and Pi2(〈m〉). While the noise probability should be minimized for best
possible SNR, the efficiency ηtots2/i2 has to be as high as possible.
Increasing PPDC,2 to values higher than 10−6 is technologically hard in lithium
niobate waveguide structures. This fact implies, for experiments with commercially
available equipment, that the noise count probability (per optical pulse) is typically
of the same order as P genPDC,2, and we will not be able to identify photon triplets with
good signal-to-noise ratios just by measuring the generation of signal 2 or idler 2
photons. Instead, we make use of the temporal correlations of the photon triplets
and perform coincidence measurements, as described in the following. This will lift
the genuine triplets above the inevitable noise-related accidental contributions.
Note that equations 7.40 and 7.41 reflect what we derived in Sec. 7.2.1 for direct
pumping of the secondary PDC process with attenuated laser pulses instead of single
photons from the first PDC stage.
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Figure 7.16.: Possible outcome of two- and three-fold coincidence measurements be-
tween the primary and secondary detection events. Only case A repre-
sents genuine photon-triplet preparation, whereas all other options de-
note noise-related and accidental coincidences. The dashed line marks the
spatial separation of events with high (top) and low (bottom) detection
probabilities.
7.2.2.5. Two-fold coincidences of secondary PDC photons
For the evaluation of two- and three-fold coincidences, we look at the possible out-
come options: in practice, we must accept that clicks at free-running binary detectors
will stem from noise contributions OR genuine PDC photons.
We distinguish between the twelve cases shown in Fig. 7.16, where only case A
represents a genuine photon triplet. All other options cannot be discarded, but have
to be taken into account as uncorrelated noise contributions.
We recognize the similarities of equations 7.40 and 7.41 and equations 7.11 and
7.12, respectively. Hence, we infer the probability for the coincidental detection of
the time-correlated secondary photons from equation 7.13, and we write for the ideal
case of noise-less detection:
P corr2−fold (s2 ∩ i2, 〈m〉) = ηtots2 ηtoti2
∞∑
m≥1
m · PPDC,2 · ρm (7.43)
= ηtots2 ηtoti2 · P genPDC,2 (7.44)
= ηtots2 ηtoti2 · PPDC,2 · 〈m〉. (7.45)
This means that the coincidence probability of secondary pairs scales linearly with
the mean photon number of the primary process as we would also expect for coher-
ently pumped PDC processes. With our measured parameters given in Tab. 7.1 and
a mean photon number of 〈m〉 = 0.25 per pulse, we calculate P corr2−fold (s2 ∩ i2, 〈m〉) =
(1.33±0.01) ·10−9 per pulse, which can be referred to as the experimentally accessi-
ble success probability for the two-fold coincidences. We anticipate the measurable
photon coincidence rate accordingly as
Rcorr2−fold = P corr2−fold (s2 ∩ i2, 〈m〉) ·Rrep (7.46)
= (47.9± 0.4) h−1.
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We estimate the noise-related accidental coincidences such that we include the
noise-count probabilities per coincidence time window, which we determine as one
nanosecond including the joint timing jitter of the measurement apparatus. We get
P noise2−fold (s2 ∩ i2, 〈m〉) = ηtots2 · PPDC,2 · 〈m〉 · pnoise,i2 (7.47)
+ηtoti2 · PPDC,2 · 〈m〉 · pnoise,s2
+pnoise,s2 · pnoise,i2,
which is dominated by the last term for our experimental setup, because the indi-
vidual noise count probabilities are expectedly higher than the single photon detec-
tion probabilities for the assumed 〈m〉. We calculate around P noise2−fold (s2 ∩ i2, 〈m〉) =
1.19±0.05 ·10−12 per coincidence time window of 1 ns, and we expect signal-to-noise
ratios for secondary coincidence detection of
SNRPDC,2 =
P corr2−fold (s2 ∩ i2, 〈m〉)
P noise2−fold (s2 ∩ i2, 〈m〉)
(7.48)
= 1117± 45.
This result indicates that we could already verify photon-triplet generation by
detecting coincidences of secondary PDC photons. However, for our guided-wave
device and its on-chip coupling behavior at idler 1 wavelengths, we have to consider
the spatio-spectral splitting behind the first PDC stage to be non-deterministic. As
long as the fiber-based CWDMs for secondary PDC wavelengths provide sufficient
extinction for primary idler wavelengths in both measurement arms, we can assume
that the probability of detecting idler 1 photons is negligible there and, thus, does
not contribute to accidental coincidences of the secondary photon detection.
The situation is different and more critical if higher-order mode combinations con-
tribute to the first PDC process. We denote these competing or “parasitic” processes
with primes in the following description. Assuming the 532 nm pump and/or the
signal 1’ photons to be exited, say, in the TM01 mode, we must also assume that
the corresponding parasitic idler 1’ photons, although in the fundamental TM00
mode, can have wavelengths similar to the secondary PDC photons. This is due
to waveguide dispersion and only slightly different phase-matching conditions for
higher-order PDC generation. As soon as the wanted and the unwanted PDC pro-
cesses show similar idler wavelengths, λi1′ ≈ λi1, which the on-chip coupler might
not be optimized for, the competing idler 1’ photons will pass the on-chip directional
coupler through the original arm with transmittance ηacccoupler,i1′ = 1−ηcoupler,i1′(λi1′).
These parasitic photons can also pass subsequent optical elements and the CWDM
filters towards the secondary detectors, and will contribute to secondary detection
and coincidence events. This is expressed by the arm transmittances at idler 1’ wave-
lengths, ηtots2 (λi1′) and ηtoti2 (λi1′). The probabilities, describing that at least one of the
accidental idler 1’ photon survives in the respective secondary photon measurement
arm, are given by
P acci1′→s2 = ηtots2 (λi1′) ·
∞∑
m′≥1
[
1− (1− ηacccoupler,i1′)m
′] · ρ′m′ (7.49)
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and
P acci1′→i2 = ηtoti2 (λi1′) ·
∞∑
m′≥1
[
1− (1− ηacccoupler,i1′)m
′] · ρ′m′ . (7.50)
For simplicity we assume that the internal conversion probability of the first PDC
process is the same for all spatial mode combinations. Thus, the photon number
occupation vector elements, ρ′m′ = ρm, are identical to the ones of the fundamental
PDC process and contribute to the formulas above. In practice, the conversion
efficiencies depend on the waveguide properties (i. e., the effective refractive indices
of the involved modes) as well as on the possibility for quasi-selective excitation of
different spatial pump modes.
We notice in equations 7.49 and 7.50 that the detection probabilities for acciden-
tal idler 1’ photons in the secondary measurement arms not only depend on the
properties of the integrated directional coupler structure, but also on the injected
pump power and internal conversion probabilities for primary higher-order PDC
processes. The latter both determine the photon number occupation densities ρ′m′ .
We conclude a linear increase of P acci1→s2 and P acci1→i2 with the average photon number
〈m′〉 for small values of ηacccoupler,i1.
Falsely directed idler 1’ photons have also an impact on the coincidence detection
probability of the secondary PDC process. These events occur on the one hand due
to coincidences of a genuine secondary photon with at least one idler 1’ photon. On
the other hand, higher-order idler 1’ photon contributions with m′ ≥ 2 could also
survive the on-chip coupler and the filtering process as a spatio-spectrally separated
pair. The probability that k′ ≥ 2 idler 1’ photons of the first PDC process remain
in the original waveguide behind the on-chip directional coupler is given by
P acci1′
(
k′ ≥ 2) = ∞∑
m′≥k′≥2
[(
m′
k′
)
· (ηacccoupler,i1′)k
′ · (1− ηacccoupler,i1′)m
′−k′
]
· ρ′m′ . (7.51)
For small values 〈m′〉  1 we have ρ′2  ρ′m′ , and the two-photon contributions will
predominantly occupy the resulting photon number density vector. We calculate
the accidentals’ probability for the case that two out of two idler 1’ photons survive
the directional coupler and approximate P acci1′ (k′ ≥ 2):
P acci1′
(
m′ = k′ = 2
)
= (ηacccoupler,i1′)2 · ρ′2 ≈ P acci1′
(
k′ ≥ 2) . (7.52)
An accidental coincidence due to these two-photon states can only occur, if one of
the idler 1’ photon passes the signal 2 measurement arm and the other passes the
idler 2 arm or vice versa. Neglecting loss of idler 1’ photons on chip, the coincidence
probability for this scenario is given by
P acci1′→s2∩i2
(
k′ ≥ 2) ≈ 2 · ηtots2 (λi1′) · ηtoti2 (λi1′) · P acci1′ (k′ ≥ 2) (7.53)
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With this approximation, we expect that accidental coincidences occur with the
joint probability
P acc,i1
′
coinc (s2 ∩ i2, 〈m〉) = P acci1′→s2 · Pi2(〈m〉) (7.54)
+P acci1′→i2 · Ps2(〈m〉)
+P acci1′→s2∩i2
(
k′ ≥ 2) ,
which also includes coincidences of accidental idler 1’ photons with noise contribu-
tions. Note that the approximation made in Eq. 7.52 denotes a simplification and
neglects the impact of higher-order photon number contributions m′ ≥ 3 of idler 1’
photons at increasing pump powers. Thus, we derive for the CAR of the secondary
photon detection process a lower bound
CARPDC,2 ≤ P
corr
coinc (s2 ∩ i2, 〈m〉)
P acc,i1
′
coinc (s2 ∩ i2, 〈m〉)
, (7.55)
The CAR depends not only on the amount of idler 1’ photons passing the measure-
ment arms with ηtots2 (λi1′) and ηtoti2 (λi1′), but we also notice that the coincidences-to-
accidentals ratio decreases rapidly with stronger excitation of the higher-order mode
combinations, which is expressed by an increase of P acci1′ (k′ ≥ 2) in Eq. 7.52. This
circumstance marks a fundamental limitation of an imperfect integrated device.
As an example, let us assume that the transmittances for idler 1’ photons through
the secondary measurement arms are ηtots2 (λi1′) = ηtoti2 (λi1′) = 0.001 due to acceptable
filtering at the fiber-optic CWDMs. Furthermore, let the on-chip coupling efficiency
at idler 1’ wavelengths into the bar waveguide be ηacccoupler,i1′ = 0.05. For a mean
photon number per pulse at the first PDC output, 〈m〉 = 〈m′〉 = 0.25, the one-
photon contributions occupy around ρ′1 = 0.195 and the two-photon components
around ρ′2 = 0.024 of the photon number density vector behind the directional
coupler. We neglect other higher-order photon number contributions of the parasitic
idler 1’ and calculate for lower bound of the accidental coincidences probability using
Eq. 7.54:
P acc,i1
′
coinc (s2 ∩ i2, 〈m〉) ≥ (2.15± 0.5) · 10−10
per detection time window, and with Eq.7.55 we approximate the upper bound for
CAR, i. e.,
CARPDC,2 ≤ 6.2± 1.5.
This relatively low CAR value underlines the strict requirements for the filtering
of parasitic idler 1’ photons, but also the importance of selective coupling of the
pump light in order to prevent higher-order mode excitation. The latter significantly
reduces the mean photon number per pulse 〈m′〉, which has an inverse quadratic
influence on CAR.
Another way to overcome the fidelity limitations is to provide the suppression of
higher-order PDC processes in the first stage by waveguide engineering techniques.
Linearly tapered waveguides, for example, can prevent higher-order pump modes at
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532 nm to be guided. Likewise, tapering our waveguides between the on-chip direc-
tional coupler and the secondary poled region can provide that signal 1 photons are
guided only in the fundamental spatial mode, whereas higher-order spatial modes
at parasitic signal 1’ wavelengths and also telecom photons from the first PDC pro-
cess will scatter to the substrate due to the changed cut-off conditions. These future
technological countermeasures are expected to remove the necessity for narrow-band
filtering in the signal 2 and idler 2 measurement arms.
7.2.2.6. Three-fold coincidence probabilities
Although the coincidental detection of photon pairs generated in the second PDC
process (provided that values of SNRPDC,2 and CARPDC,2 are sufficiently high) can
be seen as the sufficient condition to verify the generation of photon triplets, the
necessary condition is fulfilled only if we also detect the corresponding idler 1 photon
in its dedicated measurement arm.
We rely on the detection scheme in Fig. 7.11 and 7.13, where all detector outcomes
are fed into a multi-channel time-tagging unit, and we post-select the three-fold
coincidences (see next Section 7.2.3). In this configuration, we benefit from having
access to accidental events by analyzing coincidences between neighboring pulses,
which appear at multiple integers of the inverse repetition time of the pulsed pump
laser.
The three-fold coincidence probability of detecting time-correlated photons, in-
cluding the genuine photon triplets, is given by
P (i2 ∩ s2 ∩ i1, 〈m〉) = ηtoti2 · ηtots2 (7.56)
×
∞∑
m≥1
m · PPDC,2 · (1− PPDC,2)m−1 · [1− (1− ηi1)m] · ρm
≈ ηtoti2 · ηtots2 · PPDC,2 ·
∞∑
m≥1
m · [1− (1− ηi1)m] · ρm. (7.57)
Here, we also take the low values of PPDC,2  1 into account. However, the photon-
triplet detection probability is approximately given by
P (i2 ∩ s2 ∩ i1,m = 1) ≈ ηtoti2 · ηtots2 · PPDC,2 · ηi1 · ρ1. (7.58)
Thus, we can rewrite equation 7.57 as
P (i2 ∩ s2 ∩ i1, 〈m〉) ≈ P (i2 ∩ s2 ∩ i1,m = 1) (7.59)
×
1 +
∞∑
m≥2
m · [1− (1− ηi1)m] · ρm
ρ1
 ,
if we neglect noise contributions and assume, again, (1−PPDC,2)m−1 ≈ 1. We notice
the influence of higher-order photons on the overall three-fold coincidence probability
P (i2 ∩ s2 ∩ i1, 〈m〉). Thus, we calculate the factor r (〈m〉) as the ratio of three-fold
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coincidences, stemming from 〈m〉-photon contributions, and (m = 1)-photon events
using equations 7.58 and 7.59:
r (〈m〉) = P (i2 ∩ s2 ∩ i1, 〈m〉)
P (i2 ∩ s2 ∩ i1,m = 1) (7.60)
≈ 1 +
∞∑
m≥2
m · [1− (1− ηi1)m] · ρm
ρ1
.
This indicates that higher-order photons in the first PDC stage have a nonlinear
impact on the three-fold coincidences. We note that the ratio ρmρ1 is linear only
for m ≡ 2. For m ≥ 3 we expect quasi-linear behavior only for low mean photon
numbers 〈m〉  1, whereas the higher-order photon impact is super-linear otherwise.
The three-fold coincidence probability increase is depicted in Fig. 7.17, where
we plotted r (〈m〉) color-coded and dependent on the mean photon number 〈m〉
and the primary idler arm efficiency ηi1. We deduce from the adjacent graphs
that, on the one hand, the idler 1 arm efficiency impacts r (〈m〉) quasi-linearly for
〈m〉 ≈ 0.25. On the other hand, r (〈m〉) increases super-linearly with 〈m〉, which
limits the scalability of a pulsed source fundamentally in terms of the injected pump
power. Note that the inverse of r (〈m〉) is a measure for the ratio, with which
genuine photon triplets contribute to the overall three-fold coincidence probability.
This ratio decreases accordingly with increasing pump powers at the cascaded PDC
source input. Specifically for 〈m〉 = 0.25 we deduce
r (〈m〉) = 1.30± 0.07,
which means that the measurable three-fold coincidence rate will be around 30%
higher than the genuine photon-triplet rate. Inversely, only ∼ 77% of the three-fold
coincidences can be expected to be genuine photon triplets. Consequently, we treat
three-fold coincidences, which involve higher-order photon contributions of the first
PDC process, as accidentals.
We have experimental access to the approximate value of r (〈m〉) by analyzing
three-fold coincidences, which include neighboring pulses of the idler 1 detection at
multiple integers of τrep = R−1rep. The probability of detecting three-fold coincidences
in two consecutive pulses is equal to the probability of registering a three-fold coin-
cidence between a secondary photon pair and a two-photon idler 1 pulse. Thus, for
mean photon numbers 〈m〉 ≤ 1, where the higher-order photon states are dominated
by two-photon contributions, we can approximate the accidentals in this manner.
Note that this method is only possible in pulsed systems, whereas cw realizations
would have to rely either directly on photon-number-resolving detectors, or on mea-
surements of the second-order autocorrelation function of primary idler photons.
We calculate the achievable coincidences-to-accidentals ratio for three-fold coinci-
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Figure 7.17.: Increase of the three-fold coincidence click probability dependent on the
mean photon number and the idler arm efficiency of the primary PDC
stage. The adjacent graphs show the individual dependencies for the dot-
ted cross-cut lines, which represent reasonable values of ηi1 and 〈m〉. In
general, we notice a nonlinear dependence of r (〈m〉) on both axis param-
eters, which represents a fundamental limitation on the generation and
verification of genuine photon triplets in a pulsed system in conjunction
with binary detectors.
dence measurements as
CAR3−fold =
P (i2 ∩ s2 ∩ i1,m = 1)
∞∑
m≥2
P (i2 ∩ s2 ∩ i1,m)
(7.61)
= 1
r (〈m〉)− 1 ,
which does not include noise-related contributions. The coincidences-to-accidentals
ratio approaches values of CAR3−fold < 1 for r (〈m〉) > 2. This means that less than
half of the three-fold coincidences stem from genuine photon triplets for that case.
We estimate CAR3−fold ≈ 3.3 for reasonably low pump powers, i. e., 〈m〉 = 0.25,
and an idler 1 arm efficiency of ηi1 = 0.129. In Fig. 7.18 we plot the dependencies of
CAR3−fold on the mean photon number as well as on the Klyshko efficeincy of the
idler 1 arm. We see that the impact of increasing mean photon numbers is dramatic:
At arm efficiencies of ηi1 = 0.129, the coincidences-to-accidentals ratio drops rapidly
from around 100 to only around 0.4 in the range of 0.01 ≤ 〈m〉 ≤ 1.0. At 〈m〉 ≈ 0.6
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Figure 7.18.: Decay of the coincidences-to-accidentals ratio dependent on the mean
photon number and the idler arm efficiency of the primary PDC stage.
The adjacent graphs show the individual dependencies for the dotted cross-
cut lines, which represent ηi1 = 0.129 and 〈m〉 = 0.25. We notice the
rapid decrease of CAR with increasing mean photon number 〈m〉. This
fundamental limitation prohibits the scaling of photon-triplet generation
by increasing the pump power.
we notice that CAR value crosses the break-even point, which means that we can
expect as many accidental three-fold coincidences as genuine photon triplets for the
given idler 1 arm efficiency. It is also obvious that with higher arm transmittances
the coincidences-to-accidentals ratio increases. However, this positive influence is
less pronounced as the impact of lower mean photon numbers per pulse behind the
first PDC stage.
Now the question arises: how many genuine photon-triplet states we can expect to
measure in our setup? From the approximation in equation 7.58 and the measured
Klyshko efficiencies and internal PDC probabilities given in Tab. 7.1, we derive for
the expectable photon-triplet rate:
Rtriplet = P (i2 ∩ s2 ∩ i1,m = 1) ·Rrep (7.62)
= ηtoti2 · ηtots2 · PPDC,2 · ηi1 · ρ1 ·Rrep
= (4.8± 0.3) h−1,
where a reasonable mean photon number of 〈m〉 = 0.25 per optical pulse in the first
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PDC process as well as a pump laser repetition rate of Rrep = 10 MHz are included.
Note that the photon-number-density-matrix element depends on the chosen mean
photon number, i. e. ρ1 = ρ1 (〈m〉).
From the result in equation 7.62 and the individual measurement arm efficiencies,
we derive a photon-triplet generation rate inside the monolithic model system of
Rgentriplet ∼ 1765 h−1. The theoretical generation rate is dependent on the repetition
rate of the pump laser and the internal conversion efficiency of the secondary PDC
process.
Another method of benchmarking the photon-triplet generation process is to de-
fine a success probability, which relates the verified photon-triplet number in the
whole measurement time to the number of pulses within that duration. As an ex-
ample, we divide the expected photon-triplet generation rate in Eq. 7.62 to the
number of pulses per hour for our 10 MHz pump laser. Given these values, we end
up at the success probability per pump pulse of
P succtriplet =
Rtriplet
[
h−1
]
Rrep · 3600 s (7.63)
= (1.11± 0.44) · 10−10
This figure of merit includes all experimental imperfections as well as the internal
PDC generation probabilities of both PDC stages. In that manner, P succtriplet is a
valuable measure for the efficiency and scalability of the pulsed cascaded PDC source
as well as for the experimental implementation.
We assume picosecond pump pulses and expect the three-fold coincidences to be
distributed over a temporal width of ∼ 1 ns, which includes the joint timing jitter
of the detection apparatus. By analogy to the case of secondary photon pair coinci-
dences, as discussed in Section 7.2.2.5, we derive the signal-to-noise ratio SNR3−fold
by relating the probability of generating three-fold coincidences by cascaded PDC,
i. e., P (i2 ∩ s2 ∩ i1, 〈m〉), to the probability of detecting noise-contributed three-fold
coincidences. A valid approximation of SNR3−fold includes three-fold coincidences,
where the idler 1 detection events (PDC photons and noise contributions, see equa-
tion 7.25) as well as the two-fold coincidences of the secondary photon detection are
involved:
P noise3−fold (i2 ∩ s2 ∩ i1, 〈m〉) ≈ P corr2−fold (s2 ∩ i2, 〈m〉) · pnoise,i1 (7.64)
+P noise2−fold (s2 ∩ i2, 〈m〉) · Pi1 (〈m〉)
= ηtots2 ηtoti2 · PPDC,2 · 〈m〉 · pnoise,i1
+P noise2−fold (s2 ∩ i2, 〈m〉) ·
∞∑
m≥0
[1− (1− ηi1)m] · ρm
≈ P noise2−fold (s2 ∩ i2, 〈m〉) ·
∞∑
m≥0
[1− (1− ηi1)m] · ρm.
The approximations in Eq. 7.64 are valid for SNRPDC,2 · pnoise,i1  ηi1 and
P noise2−fold (s2 ∩ i2, 〈m〉)  P corr2−fold (s2 ∩ i2, 〈m〉)  Pi1 (〈m〉), which is a realistic case
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for our measurement apparatus. For the upper bound of the signal-to-noise ratio of
three-fold coincidences, we calculate
SNR3−fold ≤ P (i2 ∩ s2 ∩ i1, 〈m〉)
P noise3−fold (i2 ∩ s2 ∩ i1, 〈m〉)
(7.65)
≈ P (i2 ∩ s2 ∩ i1, 〈m〉)
P noise2−fold (s2 ∩ i2, 〈m〉) · Pi1 (〈m〉)
.
We see that SNR3−fold depends strongly on the probability of noise-related two-
fold coincidences and, in turn, on the detector properties as well as on the thermal
conditions, i. e., the emitted blackbody radiation of the integrated waveguide device.
It is important to mention that SNR3−fold does not represent the signal-to-noise
ratio of genuine photon triplets with respect to the noise-related background, but
it depends on the overall three-fold coincidence probability. Thus, it is highly rec-
ommended to verify the generation of photon triplets by post-processing analysis of
the signal-to-noise ratio and the coincidences-to-accidentals ratio in pulsed cascaded
parametric down-conversion processes.
In summary we have studied and analyzed pulsed cascaded parametric down-
conversion based on our monolithically integrated device as a model system. For our
real-world scenario, we have derived the expected two- and three-fold coincidence
probabilities for the photon-triplet detection process, for which we have included
transmission and detection inefficiencies as well as noise contributions.
Taking the experimental apparatus in Fig. 7.13 into account, we predict photon-
triplet generation rates of Rtriplet ∼ 4 per hour, when the mean photon number
of the primary PDC stage is adjusted to 〈m〉 = 0.25 at pump repetition rates of
10 MHz. The impact of uncorrelated noise contributions to the signal-to-noise ratio
of three-fold coincidences has been predicted, and we have inferred that a careful
analysis of higher-order photon contributions is as essential as the estimation of
higher-order PDC processes in the first stage.
7.2.3. Experimental verification of low-noise photon-triplet generation
Now that we have studied the photon triplet generation process in our cascaded
PDC source intensively, we perform measurements and present the results in this
section. We expect that higher-order photon contributions of the first PDC process
will not only influence the measurable two- and three-fold coincidences, but will also
lead to bad signal-to-noise and coincidences-to-accidentals ratios, we have to chose
appropriate pump power levels. We calculate the mean photon number per pulse by
rearranging Eq. 7.17 and get
〈m〉 = Pp · λp
Rrep · h · c · PPDC,1. (7.66)
For Pp = 10µW of fundamental pump power at λp = 531.75 nm, we yield 〈m〉 =
0.215 ± 0.005. This value is slightly below 〈m〉 = 0.25, which we assumed in our
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studies in the section above. We can expect to measure slightly lower photon triplet
rates and signal-to-noise ratios. However, higher values of CAR3−fold ≈ 4.0 ± 0.2
can be expected.
We stabilize our photon-triplet source to the expected optimal point of operation,
θ = (163.8 ± 0.1)◦C, which provides us with signal 1 and idler 1 photons at wave-
lengths of λs1 = (790.3±0.04) nm and λi1 = 1625 nm, respectively. Furthermore, we
achieve spectrally non-degenerate photon pair emission in the second PDC stage.
The signal 2 and idler 2 photon wavelengths peak at the central transmission wave-
lengths of our implemented CWDM fiber-filters at λs2 = 1551 nm and λi2 = 1611 nm,
respectively.
The photon-triplet generation measurements are performed for a duration of
τmeas = 11.5 h, and we collect the individual detection events with a time-tagging
module (TTM) (TTM8000, Austrian Institute of Technology). The data acquisition
system offers up to eight inputs, which would allow us to include the pump laser
trigger for noise count suppression. This requires high data transfer rates, which the
TTM is also able to process. However, for the long measurement durations in our
experiments, high data rates also mean huge amounts of data to be stored and post-
processed. Thus, we do not take the laser-trigger signal into account, but restrict
ourselves to the three detector inputs.
7.2.3.1. Long-term stability of source and experimental implementation
During the measurements we logged the single count rates of the idler 1 photon
detection in intervals of 10 seconds. These rates (including noise counts) represent
not only directly the generation of primary PDC photon pairs, but also indirectly
their susceptibility to thermal drifts of the setup: if the pump coupling changes
due to temperature fluctuations, the phasematching conditions for both processes
will change accordingly and the mutual compatibility of our cascaded PDC process
might suffer from this. The idler 1 count rate will also change as a consequence.
Hence, the drift of the primary idler count rates over time is a direct measure of the
thermal stability and robustness of our device against environmental changes.
In Fig. 7.19 (left) we plot the relative change of the idler 1 count rate with
respect to its average value over the full measurement duration. We recognize that,
in conjunction with the histogram (right), the single count rate deviates by only σ =
0.497% and no more than ±2% from the mean value. This means that our integrated
device as well as the measurement setup is extremely stable over longer terms,
and the triplet-generation process benefits from the monolithic source’s ruggedness
against thermal fluctuations.
7.2.3.2. Data analysis strategy
Our time-tagging module collects a string of (absolute) time stamps with temporal
resolution of τbin82.3045 ps, for which any of the addressed input channels registers
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Figure 7.19.: The relative change of the single idler 1 count rate with respect to its
mean value (left) is lower than 2% over 11.5 hours of measurement time,
which indicates a high degree of long-term stability for our source and ex-
perimental implementation. After two hours there are practically no drifts
due to thermal fluctuations. The histogram (right) exhibits Gaussian-like
shape with a standard deviation of less than σ = 0.5%, which means
that the relative count rate changes happen solely due to the statistical
fluctuations of our Poisson-distributed idler 1 photon generation.
the rising edge of a voltage pulse. In principle, each time stamp is encoded as a
60 bit integer value, which means that two consecutive time stamps have a relative
time difference equivalent to the temporal resolution. As soon as one of our binary
detector fires due to a photon or a noise contribution, the events will be addressed
in terms of a time bin. A coincidence is recorded, if two or three detection events at
different input channels occur in the same or at least in nearest-neighbor time bins.
Our whole data analysis relies on the temporal information of the detectors’ click
events.
We compensated the optical and electronic delays in our setup such that there is
practically no relative arrival time difference between the three electronic detector
signals stemming from genuine photons of the triplet generation process. This means
that the time stamps for idler 1, signal 2 and idler 2 photon-detection events have
either the same 60 bit encoded value or they differ by only few bits.
In order to verify the generation of photon triplets, we developed a data analysis
strategy which takes the different single click probabilities at the three detectors into
account. First, we analyze the data for time stamps, where the signal 2 detector
clicks, because the detection probability as well as the count rate are the lowest
in our setup. This significantly reduces the computational effort for the search for
coincidences with click events in the remaining detectors.
For each signal 2 detection event at arrival times τ2, we define a coincidence
window of ∼ 600 ns around the absolute timing information of these events. We
chose this large temporal width, because it includes also ±3 neighboring pulses in our
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10 MHz pulsed system. Within the coincidence window, we search for events from
the idler 2 detector at times τ3, which shows the second lowest click probability. For
the relative times of arrival τ3−τ2, corresponding to the time bin number differences,
we register the coincident events of signal 2 and idler 2 detection. Doing so for the
whole set of data provides us with an indicator for photon-triplet generation, because
two-fold coincidences in the secondary PDC process denote the necessary condition
for it as explained in Sec. 7.2.2.5.
For the full proof of having generated genuine photon triplets, we also define
another coincidence time window of of ∼ 600 ns around the absolute timings of the
two-fold coincidences of signal 2 and idler 2 detection events. Within this temporal
area, we search for detection events in the remaining idler 1 arm at arrival times τ1
and, thus, get three-fold coincidences dependent on the relative arrival time τ1−τ2 =
τ1− τ3 as the general outcome. The data format has now the structure of a matrix,
where the individual matrix elements represent the two relative arrival times τ3− τ2
and τ1 − τ2, respectively, whereas the values of the matrix elements stand for the
number of three-fold coincidences.
7.2.3.3. Experimental results and discussion
With our developed data analysis strategy, we are able to perform the photon-triplet
verification in a a pseudo-heralded manner, because we make use of individual de-
tection (and noise) events in order to find two- and three-fold coincidences efficiently
within our 11.5 hours of measurement data.
Figure 7.20 shows the measured and analyzed coincidences between signal 2 and
idler 2 detection events dependent on the relative arrival time τ3 − τ2. We find a
signature for temporal correlations at around τ3 − τ2 ≈ −9 ns in the raw data (top
graph). From a detailed view on the peak we infer a temporal width of the correlated
events of ∆(τ3− τ2) = (1.20± 0.08) ns. Thus, we conclude that merging of temporal
bins offers a valuable tool for the increase of visibility, because we have to consider
timing-jitter effects of the detectors and electronics. Likewise, we notice a small peak
at around τ3 − τ2 ≈ −109 ns, which indicates the appearance of accidental two-fold
coincidences of signal 2 photons with photons from the neighboring idler 2 pulses.
In the left graph of Fig. 7.21 we combine the measurement data of eight and
sixteen temporal bins, respectively. While the eight-fold merged data still shows
two bins containing time-correlated coincidence events, the 16-fold merged data has
only one peak at the expected relative time delay. The corresponding bin width
of τ16−bin = 1.3168 ns matches the temporal peak width ∆(τ3 − τ2) very well, and
we conclude that 16-fold merging is a good option to visualize and analyze the
time-correlated coincidence events. Note that the signal-to-noise ratio in Fig. 7.21
appears to be higher for the eight-fold merged data set. However, we rely on the
16-fold merged data, since the corresponding temporal bin width includes all jitter
effects with higher confidence.
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Figure 7.20.: The two-fold coincidences of signal 2 and idler 2, dependent on the relative
arrival-time and measured over 11.5 hours, show a clear signature of tem-
poral correlations in the raw measurement data at τ3− τ2 ≈ −9 ns. From
the temporal width of the peak, we conclude that 16-fold time binning of
the data includes the joint timing jitter of the detectors and electronics. At
multiple integers of the laser repetition time, e. g. at τ3 − τ2 ≈ −109 ns,
we identify accidental two-fold coincidences between consecutive pulses.
From the statistical analysis of the full data set, which includes not only one neigh-
boring pulse, we deduce that the time-correlated peak overcomes the surrounding
noise-related coincidences by a factor of SNR′expPDC,2 = 2.99 ± 0.30 as shown in the
right graph in Fig. 7.21. This value is significantly lower than the theoretical value,
SNRPDC,2 = 1117, which could be expected according to Eq. 7.48. We might try
to explain this discrepancy with the temporal windows of 1 ns, which we defined the
noise count probabilities of the signal 2 and idler 2 detectors for in Tab. 7.1. But
taking the slightly larger bin width, τ16−bin = 1.3168 ns used in our data analysis,
into account does not bridge the gap between the theoretical and the experimen-
tally determined SNR values. By comparing the absolute number of the 16-bin
two-fold coincidences in Fig. 7.21 with our expectations for a mean photon number
of 〈m〉 = 0.25 per pulse behind the first PDC stage, we see that we have generated
Rcorr2−fold = 29.4±5.4 coincidences per hour at a mean photon number of 〈m〉 = 0.215
per pulse behind the first PDC stage. Our prediction in Eq. 7.46 is only a factor
of 1.62 higher, and it also does not explain the discrepancy between theoretical and
experimental SNR for two-fold coincidences.
We do not measure any significant changes in the single count rates of signal 2
and idler 2, if the pump laser is blocked. Thus, we can also rule out the influence
of electronic cross-talk in our time-tagging module, which would lead to noise count
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Figure 7.21.: The eight- and 16-fold merging of the 0.0823 ns-wide time-bins of the
time-tagging module increases the visibility of the time-correlated peak
over the noise background and the accidental coincidences (left). The
statistical evaluation of the 16-fold merged data shows that our corre-
lated peak is more than 29 standard deviations above the average noise
background (right). We also deduce a coincidences-to-accidentals ra-
tio of CARexpPDC,2 ∼ 2.1 from the average number of accidental coinci-
dences of the 16-fold merged data as well as a signal-to-noise ratio of
SNRexpPDC,2 ∼ 3.0.
probabilities different to those assumed in our theoretical estimation. Instead, we
suspect the huge discrepancy between the theoretically and experimentally deter-
mined SNRPDC,2 to be intrinsic to our data analysis strategy: per detected signal 2
photon we scan a 600 ns-wide coincidence window for events in the idler 2 detector in
order to identify also coincidences with neighboring pulses. Due to the fact that we
do not have an absolute timing reference, such as an additional electronic laser trig-
ger, we count the noise many-fold more often than in our theoretical model, where
we assumed only τcoinc = 1 ns in our calculations. Thus, our data analysis can be
seen as an intermediate between pulsed and continuous-wave coincidence counting.
Dividing the theoretically predicted noise count probability for the idler 2 detection
by the factor of 600 ns/1.317 ns = 456 yields a corrected theoretical signal-to-noise
ratio of SNRPDC,2 = 2.45± 0.11, which is closer to our experimentally determined
value. However, a detailed analysis of the impact of the coincidence time window
on the noise-related two-fold coincidence probability could explain the gap between
theory and experiment in future work.
We determine the impact of higher-order mode contributions in the first PDC
process, which is introduced by mislead and improperly filtered idler 1 photons in the
secondary photons’ detection arms, by calculating the coincidences-to-accidentals
CARPDC,2 ratio for the two-fold coincidences. We calculate the accidentals as the
average number of two-fold coincidences appearing in neighboring (non-correlated)
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Figure 7.22.: The 3D graph shows the three-fold coincidences at around zero relative
time delays between the three detector events. We see a clear signature
of time-correlated coincidences in the center of the graph, which indicates
genuine photon-triplet generation (left). The histogram (right) shows the
absolute frequency of certain bin occupation by three-fold coincidences.
We see that only one 16-fold merged data point carries 33 triple coinci-
dences, whereas the noise background follows Poisson statistics very well.
We deduce that the time-correlated bin overcomes the noise background
by over 150 standard deviations. Only a small amount of the whole set
of ∼ 210000 bins exhibit also higher absolute frequencies of occupation,
which we suspect to stem from accidental three-fold coincidences with
neighboring peaks.
peaks and get CARexp2−fold = 2.11± 0.03.
Analyzing the dataset for three-fold coincidences yields the left graph shown in
Fig. 7.22, which visualizes the number of three-fold coincidences dependent on the
relative arrival times τ3−τ2 = (0±20) ns and τ1−τ2 = (0±20) ns. We identify a clear
indication for time-correlated triple coincidences around zero delays. Specifically, the
absolute number of three-fold coincidences per 11.5 hours of measurement time is
N corr3−fold = 33 ± 5.8. This corresponds to a three-fold coincidence rate of Rexp3−fold =
2.9± 1.7 h−1 and is already close to the predicted value of Rtriplet = 4.8± 0.3 h−1 in
Eq. 7.62. As mentioned before, we assumed a slightly higher mean photon number
in our theoretical calculations.
The rate Rexp3−fold might also contain three-fold coincidences stemming from higher-
order photon contributions and/or from higher-order mode combinations of the first
PDC process. Thus, we estimate the impact of these contributions by performing a
statistical analysis for the full dataset including neighboring pulses. The resulting
histogram is shown in the right graph of Fig. 7.22. We see that the Poisson fit
curve matches the measurement data very well, and we calculate a mean number of
three-fold coincidences per 11.5 hours of 〈N3−fold〉 = 0.048±0.004 with the standard
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deviation σacc3−fold =
√〈N3−fold〉 = 0.283. From these values we determine the signal-
to-noise ratio for the three-fold coincidences, SNRexp3−fold = 687± 138, which means
that the number of three-fold coincidences overcomes the noise-related background
by over 150 ·σacc3−fold. This underlines the strength of correlated photons over stochas-
tically independent noise contributions: even if individual noise count probabilities
dominate the single detection events as in our case, coincidences are obviously the
method of choice for using and verifying the PDC photons’ temporal correlations.
From the graph we also infer the overall coincidences-to-accidentals ratio by calcu-
lating the average number of accidental coincidence events 〈N ′acc3−fold〉 = 3.51± 0.40
from all 41 neighboring peaks in the considered time windows of 600 ns × 600 ns.
We get for the coincidences-to-accidentals ratio CAR′exp3−fold = 9.40 ± 1.96, which is
higher than expected from Eg. 7.61. This result can be explained on the one hand
by the lower experimental mean photon number 〈m〉 = 0.215 behind the first PDC
stage and the resulting decreased impact of higher-order photon contributions on
the three-fold coincidences. On the other hand, the influence of higher-order mode
contributions of the primary PDC process, i. e. mislead idler 1 photons, on the
secondary photon detection is noticeably decreased.
In the histogram Fig. 7.22 we identify 5 time bins, which contain 〈Nacc3−fold〉 =
9.0± 1.3 accidental three-fold coincidences on average. We suspect these time bins
to belong to the neighboring peaks along the τ1−τ2 temporal axis. This means that
these bins are related only to higher-order photon contributions stemming from the
idler 1 detection. In our theoretical prediction in Eg. 7.61 we considered exactly
this case. If we calculate the coincidences-to-accidentals ratio for this 〈Nacc3−fold〉, we
get
CARexp3−fold = 3.67± 0.84,
which matches the predictable CAR3−fold = 4.04 ± 0.16 very well, when the mean
photon number of 〈m〉 = 0.215 per pulse behind the primary PDC stage is assumed
(see Eq. 7.61 and 7.62).
Although this information, obtained from the bin occupation histogram, is already
proof of having generated genuine photon triplets in our experiment, we visualize
this fact in Fig. 7.23, where the number of three-fold coincidences is plotted, again,
versus the relative arrival time delays τ1 − τ2 and τ3 − τ2. We perform a stronger
merging to our measurement data and achieve temporal widths of around 10 ns per
bin and plot the full measurement range in the central, color-coded graph. With
this merging method, the number of noise-related three-fold coincidences inevitably
increases and the SNR3−fold drops. Likewise the CARexp3−fold decreases, but the
visibility to the eye of the central peak, including our time-correlated photon triplets,
is improved significantly. We notice that the neighboring peaks along the (τ1 − τ2)-
axis dominate the accidentals in the three-fold coincidences. This confirms our
suspicion stated above that the higher-order photon number contributions of the
idler 1 photons have the highest impact on the accidental triple coincidences. This
fact is separately visualized in the top graph of Fig. 7.23.
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Figure 7.23.: The color-coded graph shows the three-fold coincidences dependent on the
relative time delays, where the bins of the complete dataset are merged to
temporal widths of around 10 ns×10 ns for visualization purposes. We see
that the time-correlated peak is situated around zero arrival time delays,
whereas the neighboring peaks appear prominently along the (τ1−τ2)-axis
at τ3−τ2 ≈ 0 ns. This means that accidental three-fold coincidences occur
mainly because higher-order idler 1 photon number states are involved,
rather than improperly filtered idler 1 photons stemming from higher-
order mode contributions, that disturb the secondary detection. The two
side graphs denote cuts along the dotted lines and show the three-fold
coincidences for fixed arrival time delays.
By contrast, the idler 1 photons from higher-order mode combinations in the first
PDC process do not significantly contribute large absolute numbers to the three-fold
coincidences in neighboring peaks. This also confirms our findings from the two-fold
coincidence analysis between signal 2 and idler 2 photons: The CARexpPDC,2 value is
not significantly lower than SNRexpPDC,2, which means that the absolute number of
accidental two-fold coincidences per time bin is (on average) not significantly larger
than the noise-related background.
From the CARexp3−fold value we can infer the increase factor for the three-fold co-
incidence probability, r (〈m〉) = 1.27± 0.29 according to Eq. 7.61. In turn, we find
that the detected genuine photon-triplet rate is
Rexptriplet = 2.26± 0.39 h−1,
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which is around half the expected value and corresponds to a triplet generation rate
of
Rgen,exptriplet = 983± 171 h−1,
where the individual transmittances and the detector imperfections are not included.
We also derive the success probability for the photon-triplet generation by using
the determined triplet generation rate in conjunction with Eq. 7.63 and get
P succ,exptriplet = (6.25± 1.09) · 10−11
experimentally verified photon triplets per pump pulse. This benchmark is, by con-
trast to the triplet generation rate, dependent on the individual arm transmittances,
the efficiencies of the tree detectors and the pump laser repetition rate. Thus, it
can be increased by improving the path transmittances and detection efficiencies of
the three photon detection systems. Likewise, pump lasers with higher repetition
rate but identical pulse energies as in our experiments can be deployed in order to
improve P succ,exptriplet .
We compare the experimentally derived success probability per pump pulse with
what we could expect by taking the pump power Pp = 10µW, the individual PDC
conversion efficiencies and the detection path efficiencies into account. Using Eq.
7.66, we could have expected a success probability per pulse of
P succ,thtriplet =
ηi1 · ηtots2 · ηtoti2 · PPDC,1 · PPDC,2 ·Pp · λp
h · c ·Rrep
= (1.49± 0.11) · 10−10.
The experimental value is of the same order of magnitude as the theoretical pre-
diction, but still a factor of ∼ 2 smaller, even with the relatively large experimental
error bars. We suspect the reason for this gap to be the pump power, which we
measured prior to the coupling objective. Although its transmittance as well as the
transmittance of the input end-face coating are known for the green pump light, we
have no information about the amount of pump light, which is coupled to the input
waveguide of our source.
Our approach to generate photon triplets using an integrated cascaded parametric
down-conversion source together with pulsed pump light, however, allows for un-
precedented signal-to-noise ratios and, thus purity of the triplet verification process
on the one hand. On the other hand, the scalability of the absolute photon-triplet
generation and detection rate is given, if a pump laser with higher repetition rate
would be used. We also benefit from the fact that a pulsed source provides intrinsic
temporal information, which can be used to determine accidental contributions very
accurately. Third, the pulsed excitation and the excellent long-term stability make
our integrated source an ideal candidate for applications in synchronized quantum
networks. Finally, our monolithically integrated device intrinsically does not suffer
from interface losses, although the spectral mode overlap between the two cascaded
PDC processes could be optimized in the future.
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Since other approaches for the generation of photon triplet states mostly rely on
cw pumping in conjunction with cascaded nonlinearities, it is non-trivial to compare
the figures of merit with the ones pointed out in this thesis. Although the absolute
numbers of detected photon triplets are around two orders of magnitude higher
than in our work [92, 93], the scalability of those systems is potentially limited
by higher-order photon components, the impact of which has to be determined.
Additionally, we suspect that cw photon-triplet sources are scalable only by applying
higher pump powers in the order of several milliwatts, which can cause optical
damage and resulting long-term instabilities, if the primary PDC source is based
on lithium niobate waveguides. By contrast, our pulsed source requires relatively
low cw-equivalent pump powers, while the pulse duty-cycle seemingly reduces the
negative impact of photo-refractive effects on the stability.
All other cascaded nonlinear triplet generation methods rely on the interfacing
of different types of photon-pair generation processes. This causes inevitable loss,
because the different nature of the involved and cascaded subsystems (bulk crystals,
atomic vapor, waveguides etc.) do typically not share perfect spatial mode overlap.
Our integrated approach, however, offers unit spatial mode-matching intrinsically,
while the current spectral mode mismatch can be optimized and brought closer to
unity in future work.
Conclusion
In the first section of this chapter, we characterized the cascaded conversion of
classical light at λp1 to the visible. Performing cascaded SHG/SFG at low pump
powers Pp1 and Pp2 we were able to prove the tunability of the generated light by
temperature tuning and adapting the pump wavelengths. For the temperature range
174.1◦C ≤ θ ≤ 175.6◦C we achieved tuning of the quasi-phase-matched output signal
in the range of 531.73 nm ≤ λSFG,2 ≤ 531.81 nm with phase-matching bandwidths
of λFWHMSFG,2 = (0.045± 0.005) nm.
In a second experiment, where we injected idler light at λi = 1615 nm and with
low powers, we were able to generate green classical light at λSFG,2 = 531.78 nm
in two consecutive sum-frequency processes with a maximum overall efficiency of
ηmaxcSFG/SFG = (35.7±0.2)%. We derived almost identical coupling parameters for the
individual up-conversion processes. For the individual SFG processes, we inferred
maximum conversion efficiencies of ηmaxSFG,1 = (78.5±1.0)% and ηmaxSFG,2 = (47.5±0.2)%,
respectively. These results indicate that the application of our device as a tunable
source of green laser light is feasible, but utilizing the cascaded SFG/SFG processes
as part of a hybrid up-conversion detector does not provide significant advantage
over commercially available detector in terms of joint detection efficiency.
For the up-conversion of quasi-single-photon states, our device does not provide
the desired performance. Both the overall system detection efficiency of the first up-
conversion stage, ηPDE,maxSPUC,1 = (6.00±0.09)%, and, more prominently, the noise count
rate are outperformed by state-of-the-art commercial systems. Nevertheless, our
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results indicate that the up-conversion of spontaneous Raman scattering, induced
and converted by a tunable strong pump 1, could be applied as a spectroscopy
method for studying the Stokes- and anti-Stokes-shift as waveguide properties of
our device [280]. In order to utilize an integrated source like ours for cascaded
single-photon up-conversion, significant technological improvements are required in
future work.
We also investigated the generation of photon triplets by cascaded parametric
down-conversion theoretically and experimentally. Specifically, we took the experi-
mental circumstances for the commercially available optical components as well as
the measured properties of our integrated waveguide device into account. Follow-
ing this path, we were able to predict the photon pair detection outcome of the
secondary PDC stage, when being pumped at the single photon level. Likewise,
we derived the theory for the detection and verification of genuine photon triplets,
noise-related background contributions and also accidental coincidences.
Experimentally, we verified the photon-triplet generation in our integrated de-
vice by analyzing the measurement data for two- and three-fold coincidences. We
found that for cw-equivalent pump powers of only Pp = 10µW a generation rate of
Rexptriplet = 2.26± 0.39 genuine photon triplets per hour is possible with coincidences-
to-accidentals ratios between 3.67 ≤ CARexp3−fold ≤ 9.4, depending on the type
of accidental contributions. Furthermore, we determined an extraordinarily high
signal-to-noise ratio of SNRexp3−fold ≥ 680 with respect to the noise-related three-fold
coincidences.
Our experimental results matched the theoretical predictions reasonably well, and
we discussed remaining differences. We can conclude that our modeling approach
is not only adaptable to the specific experimental circumstances discussed here, but
it can be extended also to hybrid versions of cascaded parametric down-conversion
processes. From our general experimental approach of pulsed excitation we infer
the natural compatibility of the photon-triplet source to synchronized quantum net-
works, being supported by the excellent long-term stability of our device.
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CHAPTER 8
Conclusions and Outlook
Although and because science often deals with the precognition, the application
and the description of Mother Nature’s gifts for mankind, the efforts of researchers
on the uncovering of new phenomena will probably never become less. Therefore,
this thesis cannot be more, but also not less than a grain of sand in the desert or
rather a drop in the ocean. During the time of preparing and writing this thesis we
have taken the chance to explore some exciting aspects of applied quantum optics,
which we briefly summarize at this point. Likewise, we try to connect our work
to the future creation of new grains of sand by providing an outlook on possible
extensions.
After a short introduction to the general purpose and the topic of integrated quan-
tum optics, we briefly described the theoretical framework for the target-oriented
application of nonlinear waveguides in the generation, propagation and conversion
of photons in quantum optics. Based on the well-established model of Strake et
al. [107], we designed and fabricated an integrated device in our clean-room facility
by making use of the mature technology of photolithography and periodic domain
inversion on titanium-diffused waveguides in lithium niobate.
Our monolithic device with several integrated functionalities bears some extraor-
dinary features, which other technological approaches are not yet competitive with.
For example, our χ(2)-nonlinear waveguides show among the lowest loss values re-
ported so far. Their optical modes in the telecommunication wavelength regime let
us expect very good spatial overlaps to optical single-mode fibers for both polariza-
tions. This allows for the feasibility of fiber-packaged devices in the future.
In basic experiments we characterized the nonlinear properties of the two type-0
nonlinear frequency-conversion stages. The first stage allows for the bright genera-
tion of heralded single photons with efficiencies of ηH = 60% via parametric down-
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conversion [256]. In this process we converted green pump pulses at λp1 = 532 nm
to signal photons at λs1 = 803 nm and idler photons at λi1 = 1573 nm with probabil-
ities of around PPDC,1 = 8 · 10−8 pairs per pump photon. This conversion efficiency
is two orders of magnitude lower than the actual record in waveguiding devices [48].
Nevertheless, the primary down-conversion stage, in conjunction with the on-chip di-
rectional coupler, provides us with the opportunity to generate higher-order photon
states, which we proved to match the requirements for passive decoy state quan-
tum key distribution (QKD) in quasi-photon-number-resolved measurements [257].
Therein, we heralded n-photon states up to n = 4 at very low input powers of only
around Pp1 ≤ 2µW, and we conclude that photon-number splitting attacks can be
detected and averted by the application of our source in practical QKD systems.
Furthermore, we showed that the second PDC stage can be pumped with light
around λp2 = 790.5 nm and emitting spectrally broad-band around λs2/i2 = (1581±
35) nm with conversion efficiencies around PPDC,2 = 2.7·10−7 photon pairs per pump
photon. Like the first stage, our secondary conversion stage is conveniently tunable
in its pump acceptance and emission. Thus, we were able to make both conversion
processes mutually compatible in the spectral degree of freedom. This prerequisite
was required by the mail goal of this work: the cascading of two frequency-conversion
stages on a single integrated device.
On the one hand, we managed to convert coherent light from the telecom L-band
to the green in a cascaded manner with efficiencies of around ηcSFG = 35%, by
which we have realized an efficient temperature-tunable green laser source. This
overall efficiency can be increased in our opinion by overcoming the surface-related
scattering losses with the technology of highly efficient, reverse-proton-exchanged
waveguides [172, 275]. On the other hand, our integrated device, at this state of
development, does not meet the requirements for the (cascaded) up-conversion of
single telecom photons to the near-infrared or the visible wavelength regime. The
necessary strong pump for the up-conversion process induces spontaneous Raman
scattering - an effect which could be minimized in the future by pump wavelengths
much longer than the input to convert. Then, Raman scattering [281] as well as
disorder-induced quasi-phase-matching pedestals [275, 279] play no significant role,
anymore.
Additionally, we have put a lot of effort into the inverse process, i. e. the gen-
eration of photon-triplet states by cascaded parametric down-conversion. In detail,
we benefited from the basic characterization of our device previously mentioned,
and we conceived and built an experimental setup, which allowed us to prove with
high confidence that our world’s first monolithic photon-triplet source emits around
Rtriplet = 2 triplets per hour at only Pp = 10µW. This corresponds to a success
probability of P succ,exptriplet = 6.25 · 10−11 verified photon triplets per pump pulse, a
benchmark that takes detector imperfections and optical transmittances of supple-
mentary components into account. In coincidence measurements we inferred exper-
imental signal-to-noise ratios larger than SNRexp3−fold = 410 with respect to uncorre-
lated background noise, whereas the coincidences-to-accidentals ratio with respect
to average non-correlated neighboring pulses is CARexp3−fold = 10.75± 2.24.
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In parallel, we developed a theoretical model, which describes our pulsed triplet-
generation and detection setup, but is also applicable to more generalized schemes
of pulsed cascaded parametric down-conversion. We found that our predictions
in terms of expectable photon-triplet output, the signal-to-noise ratios and the
coincidences-to-accidentals ratios agree well with the experimental results. This
means that our assumptions and experimental circumstances, which we included to
the model, were precise enough for reasonable anticipation. According to our model
and experimental findings, the impact of higher-order photon-number contributions
from the first PDC stage limits the applicable pump power for the photon-triplet
generation via cascaded PDC. From our measurements we also infer an unprece-
dented long-term stability of our triplet source, which is less than 0.5% from the
average over a measurement time of around 11.5 hours. This result underlines an-
other benefit of our integrated and compact approach, i. e. it ruggedness against
environmental/thermal influences.
The high purity of our results shows the benefits of the pulsed excitation on the
one hand, while our device is capable of being synchronized with clocked quantum
networks on the other hand. Likewise, the presented photon-triplet source is scal-
able in terms of its emission rate, when pump lasers with higher repetition rate are
employed in future work. Thus, we can expect to increase the output by around
one order of magnitude with state-of-the-art laser sources. At least one additional
order of magnitude in triplet detection probability can be gained by the reduction
of filtering. Therefore, future efforts should concentrate on technological develop-
ments, which improve the on-chip coupling behavior on the one hand, and which
help to reduce the impact of higher-order photon contributions of the first PDC stage
on the other hand. Tapered waveguide structures and electro-optically supported
directional couplers [148] can be implemented in future versions of our device for
optimization of its performance. Further improvement on the internal conversion
efficiencies can be achieved by changing the technological basis to reverse-proton-
exchanged waveguide structures, which have been shown to be the most efficient
frequency conversion devices to date [172, 275, 279] due to their reduced mode dis-
persion, i. e. improved mode symmetry and overlap.
At the end of a thesis it is always useful to have a look into the future. We want to
take this opportunity and propose two logical expansions of the integrated quantum
optical device, presented in this thesis, as an outlook on forthcoming activities.
Within these proposals, we turn the current limitations of our photon-triplet source
into real benefits.
Taking the current status of our device into account we can exploit the cascaded
nonlinear conversion processes such that we seed one or both of our integrated PDC
stages with weak coherent pulses, which are synchronized with the green pump.
Doing so would allow for the generation of either photon pairs being accompanied
by a single-photon-added coherent state [301] (only one seed) or with a pair of
single-photon-added coherent states accompanied by a single photon (both PDC
stages seeded individually). In either case, the output states are expected to be
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Figure 8.1.: Schematic of the proposed four-photon source. A narrow input waveguide
(wWG,1 = 3µm) is pumped with pulsed light at λp = 405 nm, which is
converted to primary signal 1/idler 1 photons at λs1 = λi1 = 810 nm in a
degenerate type-0 PDC process. The integrated y-junction splits the gener-
ated photon pairs with 50% chance and directs them, after passing linearly
tapered waveguide structures, to individual periodically poled waveguides
of wWG,2 = 7µm width
non-classical at first sight, but depending on the strength of the seeding light it
is possible to study the transition from quantum to the classical world. Thus, it
appears feasible to generate Schro¨dinger-cat-like states [8] in terms of micro-macro-
entangled states with ours or similar integrated devices in future work.
Another logical extension of our integrated source can be seen in a cascaded PDC
source, which emits genuine four-photon-states instead of photon-triplets. In the
schematic in Fig. 8.1 we have sketched a device very similar to our current source,
but with slight technological changes, which are summarized in Tab. 8.1. In or-
der to generate four non-degenerate photons in the telecom wavelength regime, say
λs2a = λs2b = 1595 nm and λi2a = λi2b = 1646 nm, we will have to pump the pro-
posed source in the blue wavelength region at λp = 405 nm. This requires additional
technological effort in terms of dispersion engineering as well as improved periodic
poling techniques. Pump wavelengths in the blue require waveguide widths around
wWG,1 = 3µm in order to provide the first down-conversion to λs1 = λi1 = 810 nm to
address predominantly the fundamental mode combination. Besides, this wavelength
combination requires poling periods for a type-0 PDC process of ΛPDC,1 < 3.0µm,
which are technologically challenging with standard pulsed electric field poling meth-
ods. Additionally, an integrated 50/50 beam-splitter must provide the splitting
within reasonable coupling length. A y-junction will meet these requirements best.
Furthermore, we will have to include linearly tapered waveguide segments behind the
coupler in order to widen the two output ports to standard widths of wWG,2 = 7µm,
where the secondary PDC photons will typically not suffer from the waveguides’ cut-
off. The poling periods for the two individual but identical secondary PDC stages
are expected to be ΛPDC,1 ≈ 18.0µm. Finally, the initial titanium layer thickness
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Table 8.1.: Estimated technological parameters for an integrated four-photon source
parameter value
Waveguide width 1st PDC stage wWG,1 2.0µm
Waveguide width 2nd PDC stage wWG,2 7.0µm
1st PDC poling period ΛG,1 < 3.0µm
2nd PDC poling period ΛG,2a/b ≈ 18.0µm
y-junction opening angle αy−j ≈ 0.5◦
must be increased such that light at λi2a/b = 1646 nm is still guided.
One major difference of the proposed source compared with the investigated one
in this thesis is the positive impact of higher-order photon contributions behind the
primary PDC stage. Both of the secondary PDC stages must be pumped simul-
taneously with intermediate signal 1/idler 1 photons for the generation of a time-
correlated four-photon state. For this purpose the on-chip y-junction must guide
at least one photon in each output arm, which address the secondary PDC stages.
If only a single photon pair per pulse is present behind the primary PDC stage,
the probability for the desired splitting is only 50% for ideal y-junction behavior,
since both photons could end up in the same branch with 25% each. Thus, higher
mean output photon numbers per pulse of the primary PDC process will increase the
chance that both secondary PDC stages are pumped with at least one signal 1/idler
1 photon, simultaneously. In parallel, the total output probability of four-photon
states will increase as well. Of course, a full statistical model of the splitting process
and the resulting four-photon probabilities has to be developed. Note, however, that
care must me taken of the impact of high pump powers at the blue wavelength on
possible optical damage [155].
This possible and feasible architecture for a monolithically integrated four-photon
device can offer new ways for the generation of multi-qubit entanglement and, thus
for proving the non-locality of quantum mechanics in a deterministic manner [9,11,
33,287,289,294–296]
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APPENDIX A
Refractive indices of lithium niobate
In this section we provide an overview of the Sellmeier coefficients for bulk lithium
niobate [137,138], which constitute the dispersion relation for both refractive indices.
Note that all coefficients are given unit-less, which implies that the wavelength has
to be implemented in micrometer and the temperature in degree Celsius.
Figure A.1 shows the dispersion relation of bulk congruent lithium niobate ac-
cording to the Sellmeier coefficients given in Tab. A.1. The red curves describe the
ordinary refractive index at room temperature (solid) and at 170◦C (dashed), while
blue curves demonstrate the Sellmeier relation of the extraordinary refractive index.
Note that the increasing gap between both index types at infrared wavelengths is
owed to the different mathematical models behind.
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Figure A.1.: Refractive index dispersion of bulk congruent lithium niobate at room
temperature (solid lines) and 170◦C (dashed lines).
Table A.1.: Sellmeier coefficients for bulk lithium niobate.
ordinary extraordinary
Sellmeier coefficient value Sellmeier coefficient value
A1,o 4.9048 A1,e 5.35583
A2,o 0.11775 A2,e 0.100473
A3,o 0.21802 A3,e 0.20692
A4,o 0.027153 A4,e 100.0000
A5,e 11.3493
A6,e 1.5334 · 10−2
B1,o 2.2314 · 10−8 B1,e 4.6390 · 10−7
B2,o −2.9671 · 10−8 B2,e 3.8620 · 10−8
B3,o 2.1429 · 10−8 B3,e −8.9000 · 10−9
B4,e 2.6570 · 10−5
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APPENDIX B
Brief derivation of Electro-optical tensor
entries
The wavelength dependent nonlinear optical coefficient ¯¯d (λ) in general constitutes
of 27 independent entries. It can be reduced to a 3× 6 matrix with 18 elements by
the Einstein summation convention dijk = dikj , when taking the crystal structure
and the Kleinman symmetry [Kleinman] properties of lithium niobate into account.
If we assume the nonlinear susceptibility to be independent of the wavelength, the
number of independent tensor elements is further reduced to 10 entries, and we
end up with the following representation in a contracted matrix notation, where
dijk = dikj :
dil,LiNbO3 =
 0 0 0 0 d31 −d22−d22 d22 0 d31 0 0
d31 d31 d33 0 0 0
 . (B.1)
Herein, the indices were replaced according to the following rules [Boyd]:
dil,LiNbO3 =
(
jk, kj : 11 22 33 23, 32 31, 13 12, 21
l : 1 2 3 4 5 6
)
. (B.2)
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APPENDIX C
Overview of the device design parameters
Here, we summarize the parameters for the design of our monolithic cascaded para-
metric down-conversion source in Tab. C.1. The choice of parameters is based on
the detailed explanation in Sec. 4.4, and they match the parameters theoretically
derived in the literature [111].
Table C.1.: Parameter settings for the device design.
device design parameter nominal value remarks
Ti thickness tTi 80 nm got 76 nm
Ti stripe width wTi 7.0 µm got 7.0± 0.1 µm
tapered to 3.0 µm
# of coupled WG pairs 42 +7 test WGs
# of waveguide groups 7 3 pairs + test WG
S-bend bending radius RB 160 mm for low loss
WG separation 13.0 µm (coupler region) 13.0∓ 0.0 µm
127.0 µm (input/output) 127.0∓ 0.0 µm
coupler stem length LC 2750 ≤ LC ≤ 4250 µm ∆LC = 250 µm
poled waveguide length 30 mm each poling
1st poling period ΛG,1 6.71 ≤ ΛG,1 ≤ 6.91 µm ∆ΛG,1 = 0.04 µm
1st poling duty-cycle 72/28 (mask) 50/50± 5% (chip)
2nd poling period ΛG,2 17.45 ≤ ΛG,2 ≤ 18.27 µm ∆ΛG,2 = 0.02 µm
2nd poling duty-cycle 67/33 (mask) 50/50± 5% (chip)
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APPENDIX D
Propagation constant mismatch model
From our model we derived exponential dependencies of the propagation constant
differences ∆β (d(z), λ) on the center-to-center separation in coupled waveguide
structures and on the chosen wavelength. For the modeling we applied the design
parameters given in Appendix C above. By fitting curves of the form
∆β (d(z), λ) = A (λ) + e−
d(z)
B(λ) (D.1)
we infer the two parameters as summarized in Tab. D.1
Table D.1.: Fit parameters for the coupler modeling.
wavelength [nm] polarization A (λ) [m−1] B (λ) [µm]
532 TM 1.415600 · 1013 0.36367
TE 6.502656 · 1010 0.51187
790 TM 1.127139 · 109 0.66363
TE 2.060349 · 107 1.04293
1550 TM 5.633821 · 105 1.94182
TE 6.078484 · 104 3.27898
1575 TM 4.035683 · 105 2.00335
TE 5.554472 · 104 3.37811
1600 TM 3.527679 · 105 2.06667
TE 5.093461 · 104 3.47866
1625 TM 3.094686 · 105 2.13184
TE 4.686464 · 104 3.58056
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APPENDIX E
Common versus laser triggered
coincidence measurements
In this appendix, we give provide a brief comparison of measurements on Klyshko ef-
ficiencies and PDC conversion probabilities. Specifically, we perform measurements
with and without taking the electronic laser trigger for the direct pumping of our
secondary PDC process into account. If the laser trigger is included to the coinci-
dence measurements, we can reduce the singles and also the coincidence detection
time windows to a minimum width in the time-tagging module, where the vast ma-
jority of randomly distributed noise events is excluded from. Thus, the remaining
detection events reflect the true rates and inferred probabilities more precise than
without laser triggering. In Fig. E.1 we show this effect. While for the common
measurements without laser triggering there is a significant decrease of the Klyshko
efficiencies at low pump powers, we reduce the impact significantly with laser trig-
gering. Due to the decreased single count rates (most noise counts are missing), our
absolute Klyshko efficiencies are increased. Consequently, the internal PDC con-
version probability per pump photon decreases in comparison to the non-triggered
measurements, because the coincidence rates remain almost constant for both types
of analysis.
We also calculate the differences in the individual singles-detection rates for both
types of measurements. Subtracting the laser-triggered count rates from the non-
triggered ones provides us with the pump-power dependent graph shown in Fig. E.2.
Our expectations for after-pulsing-free detectors would lead to constant count-rate
differences at the noise count level of the individual detector. However, we notice a
significant increase of the signal 1 count rate difference with increasing pump powers,
while the y-axis offset is equal to the noise count rate of the InGaAs-APD.
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Figure E.1.: The comparison of the Klyshko efficiencies for the secondary PDC process
underlines the positive effect of including the electronic laser trigger to
the singles and coincidences measurements. While for common measure-
ments the influence of noise counts is very much pronounced at low pump
powers, the Klyshko efficiencies have strongly decreased values. With laser
triggering, this effect is significantly reduced even at very low pump powers.
We conclude that laser triggering leads to measured Klyshko efficiencies,
which reflect the true values for ηtots2 and ηtoti2 much better than the common
method without. Only in pulsed PDC we can benefit from this effect.
For the idler 2 single detection-rate difference we register a significantly shallower
increase with higher pump powers as compared to the signal 2 arm. Again, the y-axis
offset of the curve is equivalent to the noise count rate of the SNSPD detector.
We explain the differences of the singles-detection behavior with the two different
detector technologies: although InGaAs-based avalanche photo-diodes are usually
quenched after detection (actively or passively), they show significant after-pulsing
probabilities at low operation temperatures. This is intrinsic to the semiconductor
material and requires additional dead times in the order of τdead ≈ 20µs. Suppress-
ing the detection for durations longer than the repetition times of the pulsed system
to investigate leads to saturation effects for our 10 MHz-pulsed experimental setup.
The saturation effect also explains the dissimilarities between the pump power de-
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E. Common versus laser triggered coincidence measurements
Figure E.2.: The difference of single count rates, deduced from the two different types
of coincidence measurements, is plotted for both secondary detectors de-
pendent on the pump power. We see that the y-axis offsets correspond to
individual noise count rates of the detectors. The InGaAs-based avalanche
photo-diode shows a significant increase of the count rate difference, which
is dedicated to the intrinsic afterpulsing tendency of this kind of detector
technology.
pendent Klyshko efficiency behavior shown in Fig. 7.14 and 7.15: only the idler 2
arm shows a decreasing Klyshko efficiency, because the detected signal 2 rates are
lower than what we could expect at higher pump powers.
Contrarily, our superconducting nanowire detectors show practically no afterpuls-
ing and very short recovery times of the order of τrec ≈ 60 ns. This allows for
saturation-free detection with the pulse repetition rates used in this thesis. We
assume that the slight increase of the singles-rate difference stems from parasitic
fluorescence, induced to the implemented silicon filter by the residual pump light.
Despite the dead time of 20µs in our experiments, the InGaAs-APD exhibits
obviously significant after-pulsing, which we deduce from the graph in Fig. E.2. This
means the more photons impinge at the signal 2 detector, the larger the contributions
of afterpulses to the absolute count rates, but it also means that saturation effects
become significant even at lower pump powers.
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APPENDIX F
List of Publications
Main publications
The following work has been published or prepared for publication during the con-
ception of this thesis. The scientific content of this thesis is partially inherent to the
publications.
• On-chip generation of genuine photon triplet states
Stephan Krapick, Benjamin Brecht, Harald Herrmann, Viktor Quiring, and
Christine Silberhorn
in preparation
• Analysis of photon triplet generation in pulsed cascaded parametric
down-conversion sources
Stephan Krapick and Christine Silberhorn
submitted
• Bright Integrated Photon-Pair Source for Practical Passive Decoy
State Quantum Key Distribution
Stephan Krapick, Michael Stefszky, Michal Jachura, Benjamin Brecht, Malte
Avenhaus, and Christine Silberhorn
Physical Review A 89, 012329 (2014)
• An Efficient Integrated Two-Color Source for Heralded Single Pho-
tons
Stephan Krapick, Harald Herrmann, Viktor Quiring, Benjamin Brecht, Huber-
tus Suche, and Christine Silberhorn
New Journal of Physics 15, 033010 (2013)
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Author Contributions
The author has contributed to the following works during his doctoral studies, but
these are not the focus of this thesis.
• Direct generation of genuine single-longitudinal-mode narrowband
photon pairs
Kai-Hong Luo, Harald Herrmann, Stephan Krapick, Benjamin Brecht, Raimund
Ricken, Viktor Quiring, Hubertus Suche, Wolfgang Sohler, and Christine Sil-
berhorn
New Journal of Physics 17, 073039 (2015)
• Liquid-nitrogen cooled, free-running single-photon sensitive detec-
tor at telecommunication wavelengths
Matthias Covi, Benedikt Pressl, Thomas Gu¨nthner, Kaisa Laiho, Stephan
Krapick, Christine Silberhorn, and Gregor Weihs
Applied Physics B 118, 489-495 (2015)
• Two-color narrowband photon pair source with high brightness based
on clustering in a monolithic waveguide resonator
Kai-Hong Luo, Harald Herrmann, Stephan Krapick, Raimund Ricken, Viktor
Quiring, Hubertus Suche, Wolfgang Sohler, and Christine Silberhorn
arXiv:1306.1756 (2014)
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APPENDIX G
List of acronyms
AOM acousto-optic modulator
APD avalanche photo-diode
APE annealed proton exchange
AR anti-reflective
ASE amplified spontaneous emission
BD beam dump
BPF band-pass filter
CAR coincidences-to-accidentals ratio
CHSH Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt
CLN congruent lithium niobate
cSFG/SFG cascaded SFG/SFG
cSHG/SFG cascaded SHG/SFG
cw continuous-wave
CWDM coarse wavelength division multiplexer
DCM dichroic mirror
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G. List of acronyms
DFG difference-frequency generation
ECL external cavity laser
EDFA erbium-doped fiber-amplifier
EIM effective index method
EOM electro-optic modulator
FC fiber coupling stage
FEM finite element method
FPGA field-programmable gate array
FR free-running
FR-APD free-running avalanche photo-diode
FUC frequency up-conversion
FWHM full width at half maximum
GHZ Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger states
HBT Hanbury Brown-Twiss
HR high-reflective
HWHM half-width at half maximum
HWP half-wave plate
InGaAs-APD indium-gallium-arsenide avalanche photo-diode
IR infrared
KTP potassium titanyl phosphate
LN lithium niobate
LPF long-pass filter
MMF multi-mode fiber
Nd:YAG neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet
NIR near-infrared
NMP 1-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone
ONF optical noise factor
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G. List of acronyms
OPA optical parametric amplification
PDC parametric down-conversion
PE proton exchange
PPLN periodically poled lithium niobate
PM power-meter
PNS photon-number-splitting attack
PR photo-resist
QBER quantum bit error rate
QIP quantum information processing
QKD quantum key distribution
QPM quasi-phase-matching
QWP quarter-wave plate
RGxyz home-coated colorglass filter
RI refractive index
RPE reverse proton exchange
SAW surface acoustic wave
SFG sum-frequency generation
SFWM spontaneous four-wave mixing
SHG second-harmonic generation
Si-APD silicon avalanche photo-diode
SiF silicon filter
SMF single-mode fiber
SNR signal-to-noise-ratio
SNSPD superconducting nanowire single-photon detector
SPE soft proton exchange
SPF short-pass filter
SPUC single-photon up-conversion
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TC temperature controller
TDC time-to-digital converter
TE transverse electric
THG third-harmonic generation
Ti:LN titanium-diffused lithium niobate
Ti:PPLN titanium-diffused periodically poled lithium niobate
TM transverse magnetic
TMD time-multiplexed detector
TTM time-tagging module
UV ultra-violet
VAtt variable attenuator
WDM wavelength division multiplexer
WG waveguide
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